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Abstract 
Background/Aim: 
In the dawn of the knowledge economy, knowledge management is the need of the hour. 
Organizations are prone to change in the globalized world. “Knowledge is power” and 
cannot be theft. With the recent advances in information technology, most organizations 
consider the realization of knowledge as the core competence in the area of knowledge 
management.  KMS is directed towards the enhancement of productivity and 
performance of an organization. Such a system would empower employees to access a 
repository of “Best of Breed” documents, information, resources, and external 
knowledge sources. 
 
Methods/Materials: 
The main focus of the study is to measure the level of management of knowledge in 
Seshasayee Paper Boards Ltd. Data are collected through structured questionnaire from 
90 respondents and statistical tools were used and recommendations were provided for 
the quality enhancement of the organization. 
 
Results: 
It was found from the study that implementation of knowledge management programs 
helps them to effectively increase their performance through KM initiatives. Such 
programs bring teamwork, self-regulation, and decision making power among the 
managers. 
Conclusion: 
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This work emphasizes the importance of harnessing and sharing existing knowledge 
among the managers and staffs to achieve gains in human performance and 
competitiveness. The continuous learning in any organization is a knowledge managing 
organization. 
 
Keywords: Implicit Knowledge, Explicit Knowledge, Repository, Knowledge 
management system.  
 
Introduction 

In the Knowledge-driven economy information is the key resource for every 
organization to be competitive. Knowledge can be acquired through personal experience 
or it can be gained by learning. It understands the factual information. In the 
organizational process, we have to use knowledge to achieve sustainable results 
[1].Knowledge is power and inexhaustible. Knowledge cannot be theft by anyone. 
Knowledge is nothing but acquiring wealth. Knowledge Management is the need of the 
hour for every organization because what works yesterday may or may not work 
tomorrow, and it needs to be stored.Hence a lot of knowledge meant to be diffused but 
most either unrecognized or withheld from wider distribution even within an 
organization.There arise the need of knowledge management system in every 
organization to facilitate a free flow to identify and access intellectual 
Skills,Resourcesand the Expertise available within one’s organization. 

Knowledge Management deals with how an individual should acquire 
knowledge and utilize it properly and transform it into the whole Enterprise.Once an 
individual acquires Knowledge and sharing of Knowledge takes place the success can 
be achieved. Knowledge management is an ongoing processand new phenomenon for 
most of the organization [2]. 

The organization creates and generates wealth from  Knowledge-based assets 
through the process of the knowledge management system.It should be strengthened in 
every Organization through change initiatives, learning initiatives, and competency 
development.Due to the intensity and dynamism of the growing competition, companies 
are forced to focus on their long term strategies on resources and capabilities rather than 
a served market. One of the firm’s critical resources is itsintellectual capital. The ability 
to build and exploit intellectual capital is most significant in the present trend. 

Cho &Korte, 2014: Tubiji&Alshawi, 2015 mentioned that in most of the 
organization knowledge successfully motivated the organization to make use of 
knowledge management [3,4]. Knowledge Management caters to the critical success of 
organizational adoption,survival,and competence to face increasingly discontinuous 
changes.Essentially it embodies an organizational process that seeks the synergetic 
combination of data and information processing capacity of IT and the creative and 
innovative capacity of human beings. 

In today’s world, the organization needs the capacity to understand the 
problems in the world of changing conditions,the Knowledge Management system 
focuses on doing the right thing more than setting things right.Hence it can be said that 
the knowledge management system ensures creation, dissemination,renewal, and 
application of knowledge towards organization sustenance and survival.    
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KM-SYNERGY 

Grant, 1996 stated that knowledge management is one of the principal means 
to sustain in the market and to achieve a competitive advantage [5].The key to 
competitive advantage is as, where synergy is achieved by effectively integrating 
people, processes & technology. 

 
EXPLICIT/ INFORMAL KNOWLEDGE 

Explicit Knowledge is the informal Knowledge that can be packed as 
information.[6]It’s articulated in language & transmitted among the individuals. It’s 
processed by informal systems,codified,recorded&protected by the organization. 

 
IMPLICIT/TACIT/FORMALKNOWLEDGE 

It’s the personal knowledge rooted in individual experience, personal beliefs& 
values moreover its retained in the individual mind[7]. It’s extremely difficult to 
transfer. 

 
KNOWLEDGE SYSTEM 

A Knowledge system is a mechanism for storing, organizing,retrieving and sharing 
information[8].The system facilities focus on capture organizational data and 
information. These computer applications may be categorized as 

1) File systems 
2) Database Management System 
3) Information System 

The material which can be stored under this may be data, information, rules, and 
knowledge. The KM process involves 
       1) Organization & storage 
 2) Distribution/sharing 
       3) Application/Usage 
 
KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT PROCESS 

 
     
LAYING KNOWLEDGE FOUNDATION 
1) The Knowledge-based strategy  
2) Knowledge sharing culture  
3) Technical support infrastructure 
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4) Business research & analysis 
 
CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS OF KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT 
1) Management support 
2) Supportive organizational culture 
3) Supportive team 
4) Timely education 
5) The Commitment of top management  
6) The Capability of an information system 
7) Knowledge sharing attitude 
8) Benchmarking 
The knowledge management (KM) concept has gained significant consideration in 
recent organizational research [9]. Knowledge management requires a wide range of 
traditional people management, development policies and practices to be reshaped and 
to take into account the priority being given to creation, transfer, application, and 
retention of knowledge. It includes the selection criteria for Knowledge workers that 
need to be changed to take into account the importance given to teamwork.Chua, 2004 
mentioned that Knowledge Management Systems (KMS) is tangible and it acts as an 
enabler for facilitating KM initiatives in the organizations. [10]. Approaches to career 
development will need to reflect the importance of knowledge retention by creating 
career paths to motivate the workers.Knowledge management promotes innovations in 
the business organization [11]. 
 
LITERATURE REVIEW 

Eicher (1996)[12] uses an overlapping generation model in which the 
production of knowledge is a product of education. Human capital is induced by the 
requirement to absorb new types of technology, whereas new technologies need human 
capital to be produced. In this context, the interaction between human capital and 
knowledge both promotes growth. However, the assumption that innovations are by-
products of education suppresses the incentives for research activities. 

The knowledge strategies and building structural, human and relational capital at 
the community level are reviewed. Al-Hawamdeh and Hart(2002)[13]had pointed out 
that a KBE is one with the “Capacity to absorb”process and apply knowledge or 
intellectual property and translate into a key source of competitive advantage. They 
have pointed out that one of the characteristics of the KBE is the Emergence of KM as a 
strategic imperative. KM- defined as the identification, optimization and active 
management of intellectual assets, either in the form of explicit knowledge held in 
artifacts or tacit knowledge possessed by individuals and communities.  Polanyi’s three 
main concepts of knowledge  
1. True discovery cannot be accounted for by a set of articulated rules or algorithms. 
2. Knowledge is public but also to a very great extent personal. 
3. The knowledge that underlies the explicit knowledge is more fundamental since all 

knowledge is either tacit or rooted in tacit knowledge. 
Davenport and Prusak(2000)[14], Knowledge is a mix of experience, values, 

norms, beliefs contextual information. It originates from the minds of the knower. In 
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organizations,it will be in the form of documents or repositories. Hence, such collective 
knowledge encompasses many perspectives, from technology-based information 
systems to structural issues such as policies, procedures, and processes, to softer issues 
such as people and culture, essentially managing the dynamic and continuous cycle of 
creating, codifying, transferring, and sharing of knowledge.  

Ambrosini and Bowman (2001)[15]  suggest that tacitness may be viewed as a 
continuum ranging from explicit to deeply ingrained tacit knowledge where it’s 
impossible to articulate will remain tacit. At a lower degree of tacitness, unarticulated 
knowledge could be shared by probing or asking right questions. As a degree of 
tacitness increases, knowledge can be transferred only indirectly by using methods such 
as metaphors of storytelling. 
A. Deeply ingrained tacit skills. 
B. Tacit skills that can be imperfectly articulated. 
C. Tacit skills that could be articulated. 
D. Explicit skills 
E. Powell &Snellman, 2004[16] Today’s organizations are operating in the knowledge 

economy. KM is the process by which the organization generates wealth from its 
intellectual or knowledge based assets. 

 
THE COMPANY  

The company under study is the Seshasayee Papers and Boards Limited (SPB), 
the flagship copy belonging to “ESVIN GROUP” operated an integrated pulp and paper 
board mill at Pallipalayam, Erode, Tamilnadu-India. SPB was incorporated in June 
1960, which was promoted by SeshasayeeBrothers (Pvt) Limited in association with 
foreign collaborators M/S Parsons and Whittemore, South East Asia Inc. USA. Sri S. 
Viswanathan was the founder of SPB. SPB is the pioneer in manufacturing paper. It’s 
the regular player in the export market for over 10 years. SPB Ltd possesses a system to 
expand its ability to think by permitting linkages among the ideas to be established and 
remembered. Applying knowledge here is integral to the organization while it becomes 
vital to explore it and use it properly. 

 
OBJECTIVE 
 The primary objective is to study the effectiveness of KMS. 
 To know the responsiveness of staffs and managers. 
 To understand the proper utilization of knowledge performance by managers and 

staff. 
The study involved surveying the staff and executives of the organization.This was done 
to get the employee’s point of view and their feelings about the whole process of KMS. 
The observations are expected to help the company to prepare a better strategy to cope 
up with the change regarding resource related to knowledge. 

 
SCOPE 

This study will help the top management to review the policies that aim at 
nurturing and developing the knowledge workers by studying the level of knowledge 
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shared among the employees. It helps the management to find the drawbacks and 
loopholes in the system. Moreover it will help for the proper, further and future growth. 

 
METHODOLOGY 
RESEARCH DESIGN 

The research design used in the study was a descriptive one. It includes surveys 
& fact- finding inquiries of different kinds. 

 
SAMPLE 

The sample consisted of 90 employees in the company. The population 
comprises 1500 including the workers, staff &managers. According to the restriction 
from the management, the respondents were chosen as 90. In this study,the quota 
sampling method was used. 

 
DATA COLLECTION 

The data collection procedure involves administering the questionnaire to the 
selected sample of employees. Among the people, 110 questionnaires were sent, out of 
which 90 responded. Primary data was collected through the structured questionnaire. 
Secondary data was collected from company records, books and internet, and other 
sources. 

 
TOOL FOR DATA COLLECTION 

Data collection was done through a structured questionnaire, prepared for this 
survey. It consists of 20 questions which are to be answered on a 5-Point LikertScale.a) 
Agree b) Strongly Agree c)Neutral d)Disagree d)Strongly Disagree and forced - choice 
format with yes/no categories also. Simple percentage analysis and Chi-square is used to 
analyze the data. 

 
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

Knowledge managementis considered as the lifeline of modern-day 
organizations.Knowledge management has emerged as one of the most popular and new 
management techniques [17]. The responses of 90 employees were analyzed using 
appropriate statistics to arrive meaningful conclusion.The statistical tool used here is the 
percentage analysis and Chi-square test.Open ended questions were asked to know the 
perception of Employees in SPB and the information also taken into consideration for 
the analysis. 

 
TABLE-1: Statistics regard to their age and experience 
S.N

o 
AG
E 

RESPONDEN
TS 

TOTA
L 

EXPERIENCE(y
rs) 

RESPONDEN
TS 

TOTA
L 

1. <25 23 23 <5 38 38 

2. 26-
35 37 37 6-10 22 22 

3. 36-
45 12 12 11-20 8 8 
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4. >46 28 28 >20 32 32 
   100   100 

In line with this, we can comment that most of the respondent chosen for this study is in 
the age group less than 25 and above 46.Hence we can get the data regarding the history 
of KMS.32 % of the respondents having more than 20 years of experience and 38% of 
the respondents having less than 5 years of experience. 
TABLE II: Percentage of respondents for the scale items 

It is inferred that most of the employees agreed that they are updating their 
knowledge.8% of the people agree with this, whereas only 2% of the employees 
disagree with the fact.Almost 87% of the employees feel that they are utilizing the 
knowledge effectively and efficiently through the sources which persist in the 
Organization.60% of the people state that the regulatory measures are upto the level 
which is not anhindrance for the KMS.91% of the respondents state that the 
effectiveness of sharing of knowledge is very high which makes the system quite 
good.Nearly 65-75% of the people feel that the programsabout Knowledge Management 
help to bring Teamwork,Self - leadership,Self-Regulation,and Decision making power 
which helps to Increase the effectiveness of KMS in SPB. 
Table-III: Association between the internal factors which helps to create an 
efficient knowledge management system in SPB. 

S
.
N
o 

CRITERIA HI
GH 

LO
W 

TOT
AL 

x2=(O-
E)2/ E 

CALCU
LATED 
VALU

E 

d.f 
TABLE 

VALUE(5
%) 

1. Knowledge 
Updating 89 11 100 .045+.30 

4.74 5 11.07 2. Leadership 
Initiative 89 11 100 .045+.30 

3. Knowledge 
Utilization 87 13 100 0+0 

4. Improving 81 19 100 .41+2.76 

S.NO QUESTIONNAIRE 
RESPONSES 

CRITERIA SA A N DA SDA 

Opinion about Updating of Knowledge 21 68 9 1 1 
Effective Utilization of Knowledge 30 57 11 1 1 
Leadership in KM 22 67 7 2 2 
Opinion about regulatory methods 23 60 13 1 3 
Effectiveness of Knowledge 24 57 14 3 2 
Organizational control 24 70 4 1 1 
Essential of teamwork 23 67 7 1 2 
Traits of Self leadership & Regulation 28 60 7 2 3 
KM Programs 27 59 10 2 2 
Effectiveness of Decision making 37 50 11 1 1 
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the 
Effectivenes
s 

5. Knowledge 
Sharing 90 10 100 .103+.69 

6. KM 
Programs 86 14 100 .011+.076 

  522 78 600 4.74 
 
From the analysis, it is clear that there is no significant difference between the factors 
which help to create an efficient Knowledge Management System in SPB.(Since the 
calculated value is less than the table value null hypothesis is accepted at 5% 
significance). There is no association between the factors which support to create an 
efficient KMS in the organization. 
 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

Knowledge Management System is a tool for enhancing overall productivity.A 
successful Knowledge Management System happens only when the culture of 
Knowledge sharing is inculcated in the organization.When employees possess the 
requisite Knowledge or information and can use it at the right moment relationships 
with peers, customers, dealers, and Suppliers improve. Knowledge Management System 
involves connecting people with people as well as people with Information.The 
Knowledge management system is the backbone for every organization to build them 
more and more strong and good. It can be achieved by implementing proper knowledge 
management technologies.In view, the result of this study shows that the company has 
to consider the areas where it is easy to build the Knowledge pool and find a way to 
disseminate into the whole enterprise. It was found by Hayfa Y &Blaqees I, that 
knowledge management which includes knowledge process and infrastructure 
capabilities affects positively the performance of organization positively or negatively 
[18]. The employees feel that though the Knowledge Management Systemis good 
enough in getting the things it should be structured and strategized properly for further 
growth.In line with this idea Knowledge for its own sake does not help the Organization 
unless it turns into action. 

 
Knowledge management (KM) has recently emerged area inorganizations. It is 

frequently cited as an antecedent of organizationalperformance [19]. A well-designed 
KMS can increaseemployee satisfaction by minimizing the perceived uncertaintyand 
risks[20]. There are some areas where the Knowledge Management System is 
inefficient in molding the people up totheir level. It’s upto you to lead your team to 
craft, communicate and instill Knowledge Management practices throughout the 
organization.Analysis of the survey data considers the work experience of the 
employees having a pool of information, knowledge, and techniques to be shared with 
the new entrants. For that, a proper platform has to be laid.Globalization has made the 
business world very competitive [21]. Though not conclusive, the finding of this survey 
shows certain trends in the system have to be revised.The observations are specific to a 
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particular company and the conclusion is at best applicable to the similar types of 
companies. 
“KNOWLEDGE GETS POWERED, WHEN IT IS SHAREDSHARING 
GIVES SHINING TO THE ENTERPRISE” 
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Abstract 

  It is rightly said that the destiny of nation is shaped in its classrooms. 
Today’s school going youngsters become tomorrow’s citizens. The future 
prosperity of a nation and a region depends most heavily on the cognitive and 
psychomotor abilities as well as on the affective qualities of these youngsters. 
One who is capable to understand his/her own emotions as well as of others, 
may be expected to handle the dynamics of inter-personal relationships which 
makes him/her able to create a conductive environment around him/her in which 
love, affection etc. get created among the members of the society. In this study 
an attempt has been made to know about the relationship between emotional 
intelligence and birth order of adolescent students. Birth order wise groups of 
adolescents students do not differ in their attitude towards modernization.  

 
Keywords - emotional intelligence, birth order.     

 

1.1  Introduction:  

 Is birth order plays important role in emotional intelligence of an individual? A 
normally healthy individual is expected to have the ability to attain proper 
control over his feelings and emotions so that he may live a balanced life. This 
balance life is related to mostly on emotional intelligence of the individual. It is 
now a unanimously held nation among educationists, psychologists, educational 
planners and educational-administrators that success in life does not solely 
depend only on the cognitive and psychomotor abilities of the individuals. For a 
society to prosper, it is a must that its human power should be in the possession 
of all the present day knowledge available to humanity and it should be 
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adequately trained in the relevant skills emerged because of the techno-
scientific advancement in the varous walk of life. But it is to be remembered 
here that such a propesperity also depends upon the moral qualities and 
personality characteristics of the individuals. These qualities also intends peace 
of the life. These qualities and characterstics are concerned with the affective 
domain of the development of human personality. One important variable which 
may play vital roles in influencing the affective domain related developmental 
perspectives is emotional intelligence.  

 

 Goleman discussed many research studies showing that a persons I.Q. predicts 
only a small part of career performance ranging from four to twenty percent. 
But recent studies have shown that emotional intelligence predicates about 80 
percent of a persons success in life. Further asserts that his understanding of 
emotional intelligence asserts on Howard Gardener’s “Personal Intelligence”- 
the intra personal knowing yourself and the inter personal knowing how to get 
along with others. Goleman emphasized that educators need to consider 
“educating differently” for this intelligence because different areas of brain are 
involved. Goleman description of emotional intelligence is based on Peter 
Salovey’s (1990) basic definition including the following five dimensions.  

 

1. Self awareness,  

2. Handling Emotions Generally,  

3. Motivation,  

4. Empathy,  

5. Handling relationship         

  “Emotional Intelligence involves the accurate appraisal and expression 
of emotions in one self and others and the regulation of emotion in a way that 
enhances living. One aspect of emotional intelligence in the ability to recognize 
the coonsensually agreed upon emotional qualities of the objects in the 
environment” (Mayar and Salovey, 1990:772). 
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  In this study an attempt has been made to know about the relationship between 
emotional intelligence and birth order of the adolescent students.  

1.2 Title of the study: 

The research work under investigation has been entitled as below: 

“Study of Emotional Intelligence of Adolescent Students in relation to their 
Birth Order” 

1.3 Definition of the Terms used :  
 

The definitions of the main terms used in the title of the study is being presented 
below:   

1.3.1   Emotional Intelligence: 

 

The term ‘Emotional Intelligence’ was first researches by Peter Salovey 
of Yale University and John Mayer of the University of New Hamphshire in the 
year 1990. Emotional Intelligence has received a great deal of attention in the 
media, especially since the book “Emotional Intelligence” by Daniel Golemen 
(1195) hit the best seller list.  
Peter Salovey, and John Mayer, credited with originating the term Emotional 

Intelligence, list the following as general components of EQ.  
 

1. Awareness and acknowledgement.  
2. Sensitivity 
3. Compassion and understanding  

 

A more complete definition of Emotional Intelligence as provided by 
cooper and sawaf (1997:XIII), “Emotional Intelligence in the ability to sense, 
understand and effectively apply the power and acumen of emotions as a source 
of human energy, information, connection and influence”. The authors have 
described the four corner stones of Emotional Intelligence namely Emotional 
Literacy, Emotional Fitness, Emotional Depth and Emotional Alchemy. 
Emotional Intelligence means the skill that one requires for efficient living. This 
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efficient living may depends on peace in life. It is expected that school going 
adolescent students should be trained for efficient living in their life.  

 

 Operationally, here in this research work, refers to a variable measured 
by ‘Emotional Intelligence Scale’ constructed, developed and validated by 
Tewary, Mala, and Joshi J.K. (1996) for female college students of Kumaun 
Region. This is a three point scale containing 30 items spread over the five 
dimensions of ‘Emotional Intelligence’ namely self awareness, managing 
emotions, motivating oneself, empathy and handling relationships and 
concerned with eight basic emotions namely Anger, Sadness, Fear, Joy, Love, 
Surprise, Shame and Disgust. 

 
1.3.2 Adolescent Students: 

  An adolescent is an individual who has crossed the stage of child hood but has 
not yet entered in the stage of adulthood. This is a period of transition and its 
onset coincides with the end of childhood and its end point coincides with the 
beginning of youth hood/adulthood. 
 

In a chronological definition individuals in the age group 12-18 years 
(as taken by offer and offer, 1975) are termed as adolescents. Sometimes 
individuals in their teens (13-19 years), are termed as adolescents. As a matter 
of fact, the terms, ‘teenager’ and ‘adolescent’ are supposed to be synonyms 
(Joshi, C.M. 1997:24). In order to make an operational definition of the term 
Kumaoni adolescents, as taken into consideration in this investigation, it 
requires to be mentioned here that Intermediate College going Kumaoni 
Students of class XI have been termed as ‘Kumaoni adolescents’ for the 
purposes of this study. The term Kumaoni refers to those individuals who are 
permanent residents of the geographical region known as Kumaon Hills and 
whose immediate ancestors were also permanent residents of this particular 
region.    
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1.3.3 Birth Order:  
        It refers to the position of an adolescent among his/her siblings obtained by 
him/her because of the order of his/her birth in the family e.g. the eldest child is 
termed as first born the next one as second born and so on.   

1.4     Objectives of the study:  
         The objectives of the study have been presented below:   
1. To find out whether adolescents grouped on basis of the birth order differ in 

their Emotional Intelligence. 
2. To ascertain whether adolescents grouped on the basis of various groups of 

birth order differ in their Emotional Intelligence.  
1.5 Hypothesis:  

The hypothesis of the study is being presented below:  
1. Adolescents grouped on the basis of the birth order do not differ in their 

Emotional Intelligence  

2. Birth order wise groups of the adolescents do not differ in their 
Emotional Intelligence  

1.6 The Sample :-  

 

The sample consisted of 290 male and female adolescents of the six 
Intermediate Colleges of Almora town. The sample adolescents were male and 
female Kumaoni Hindus studying in class 11th of these Intermediate Colleges. 
The sample were taken from six intermediate colleges of Almora town namely 
:- Almora Inter. College, Almora, Govt. Inter. College, Almora, Ramsay Inter 
College, Almora, Adams Inter College, Almora, Arya Kanya Inter College, 
Almora, Govt. Girls Inter College, Almora. College and academic stream wise 
distribution of the sample adolescents have been presented in table 1.1.  
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Table 1.1 
College and academic stream wise distribution of the sample 

adolescents 
Sl.No. Name of the College Academic Stream Total 

Arts Science 
1 Almora Inter College, 

Almora 
09 33 42 

2 Govt. Inter College 
Almora 

14 93 107 

3 Ramsay Inter College, 
Almora 

06 - 06 

4 Adams Inter College, 
Almora 

32 34 66 

5 Arya Kanya Inter 
College, Almora 

18 - 18 

6 Govt. Girls Inter College, 
Alomra 

16 35 51 

 Total 95 195 290 
 
1.7    Tools Employed: 

 In order to collect the relevant data the following tool was 
employed.  

1.7.1   Emotional Intelligence Scale:  
Emotional Intelligence scale (EIS-96) of Tewary and Joshi (1996) was 

employed to measure the Emotional Intelligence of the adolescents. This scale 
was constructed and validated by Teway, Mala and Joshi, J.K. (1996). This is a 
three point scale and contains 30 items spread over the five dimensions. 
1.7.2  Socio- Familial and Educational Data Schedule:   
Information regarding the socio-familial as birth order etc. mentioned in the 
topic were made known by making use of socio-familial and educational 
schedule.    
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1.8 Data Analysis:   

The data analysis of the available data is being presented in the following 
manner. 

Birth order wise distribution of the sample adolescents has been 
presented below in table 1.2 and 1.3 respectively. 

 

Table 1.2 

Values of t-ratios for ascertaining the birth order wise differences in the 
mean emotional intelligence scores of the sample adolescents (N=290) 

S.No. Birth Order  N M SD t-ratio and df 

1. First born  85 64.79 6.65 t1,2 = 0.38, df=174 
t1,3 = 0.14, df=136 
t1,4 = 0.54, df=115 
t1,5 = 0.58, df=100 
t1,6 = 0.15, df=91 
t1,7 = 1.47, df=86 
t1,9= 0.42, df=288 
t2,3 = 0.19, df=142 
t2,4 = 0.22, df=121 
t2,5 = 0.31, df=106 
t2,6 = 0.29, df=97 
t2,7 = 1.43, df=92 
t3,4 = 0.40, df=83 
t3,5= 0.47, df=68 
t3,6 = 0.22, df=59 
t3,7 = 1.50, df=54 
t4,5= 0.15, df=47 
t4,6 = 0.47, df=38 
t4,7 = 1.74, df=33 
t5,6 = 0.63, df=23 
t5,7 = 1.16, df=212 
t6,7 = 0.16, df=09 

2. Second born 91 64.90 7.36 

3 Third born  53 64.66 6.56 

4 Fourth born  32 65.21 5.90 

5 Fifth born  17 65.47 4.65 

6 Sixth born  08 64.13 5.71 

7 Seventh born  03 58.67 10.01 

8 Eighth born  01 -  - 

9 Other born  205 64.85  6.71 
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 All the t-ratios computed to compare the mean emotional intelligence scores of 
the birth order wise groups were found to be insignificant at 0.05 level of 
significance. This established that birth order wise group of the students did not 
differ in their mean emotional intelligence scores. 

1.9 Conclusions and Implication of the Study: 

On the basis of the various results obtained, some important conclusions have 
been derived and these are being presented as: 

1. Birth order wise groups of adolescents students do not differ in their 
emotional intelligence  

2. Students grouped on the basis of birth order were found not to differ in 
their emotional intelligence. 

  

First born students and other born students were found no to differ in their 
emotional intelligence abilities. Hence it may concluded that birth order 
differences are not associated with corresponding differences in emotional 
intelligence. This finding is in congruence with the finding Tewary, Mala 
(1999:307-308) who found that birth order wise groups her sample students did 
not differ in their emotional intelligence. Some factors such as birth order etc. 
are not of students own making. The students are not responsible for differences 
in these factors. It is heartening to note that students differing with regard to this 
factor respectively do not differ in their emotional intelligence abilities.      
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Abstract 

The Bodo folks are very much related to the folk music or folk songs 
prevalent in the society. Bodos are specially agriculturalist society. They have 
believed that if they do not console and satisfy the gods and goddesses may ill 
happening in the society. That is why to satisfy and control them the folk people 
have to take many measures that is worshipping Bathou puja, Kherai puja and 
different types of pujas. There were many songs and music developed along 
with worshipping and celebrating festivals in the society. Apart from religious 
festivals, non-religious festivals were also developed side by side. The folk 
people are also celebrated non-religious festivals in their leisure time as well as 
seasonal time. The non-religious festivals may be mentioned as Baisagw, Phusli 
Haba and Mo-ho-ho etc. Many folk music or folk songs are still scattered in 
different places in the society. There are many scope and chance to study deeply 
by collecting all these folk music or folk songs.  

 
Objectives of the paper 
i. To highlight about the folk music or folk songs of the Bodos 
ii. To study the types and characteristics of the folk songs 
iii. To highlight socio-cultural aspects of the Bodos as reflected through these 

music or songs. 
iv. To highlight the religious as well as non-religious festivals of the Bodos 
 
Methodology 
Descriptive and analytical methods are observed for preparation of this seminar 
paper. As a source, the primary and secondary data is used to study the paper.  
 
Keywords: Folk music or song, religious and non-religious festival, Bathou, 
Kherai, Baisagw. 
 
Introduction: The most basic sense of the term, folk music, is music for 
common people. The folk music is also known as folk song of the folk people. 
A broad general definition of “folk” music is that it is music of the “folk” or of 
the people.” 1 He again says, “These folk are sometimes identified as the rural or 
peasant people of a country.” 2 On the other hand, Rhodes “believed that folk 
music exists in all classes of society.” 3 But the concept of folk music of today 
varies due to transition of the human perception. It is true that folk music has an 
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ever- changing and varying nature and is also deeply important to the people of 
the culture to which it belongs.  
As we know the folk music is essentially the music of peasants or masses who 
took as refreshment after hard working in the field. They also used the music to 
preach the God or Almighty and new hope and struggle for future. The music is 
a source of energy of the people for next course of work. The folk music is 
common to each and every society irrespective of caste and community. Folk 
music visualizes the characteristic of a society. The different types of festivals 
are one of the important sources of origin of folk songs. Festivals were the 
source of performance from ages where every individual could demonstrate 
their emotions and imagination through various means of performance. Folk 
song is the one example of them. As time passed, these imagination and 
emotion became a part of culture of the society. The folk music can mainly be 
classified into two classes. This is - (i) Religious Folk Songs and (ii) Non-
Religious or Secular Folk Songs.  
 
Religious Folk Songs: The religious folk songs are related to the religious 
festivals which can be defined as Religious Folk Songs. The main themes of the 
songs are religion, faith on religion, praise, glorification and devotion to 
almighty god. From the very beginning devotion to the power of nature is the 
part of Bodo society which caused in worshiping of various Gods and 
Goddesses. Worshiping and offering prayers to console and satisfy the Gods and 
Goddesses for wellbeing of individual and the society, it became a spiritual 
custom and tradition for the society. These custom and rituals formed some 
form of folk music or folk songs in time passes. The religious folk songs of the 
Bodos are as follows:  
 
i) Bathou Puja:  Religion as Frazer said is, “a propitiation or conciliation of 
powers superior to man which are believed to direct and control the course of 
nature and of human life.”4 From the early period, Bodo people propitiated to 
god and goddesses by offering of sacrifice, recitation of prayer and other 
outward ceremonies to please them. But some transition is seen in regards of 
ceremonies observed by the people of Bodos. Now-a-days Bodo people do not 
sacrifice to propitiate god and goddesses in the name of worshiping them. 
Bathou is the trinity in one who is the creator, sustainer and destroyer. In 
Bathou puja along with usual rites and rituals many prayers are sung during puja 
along with musical instruments. Bathou is almighty god who preserves us from 
ill-happening in the family and society. That is why, prayer is sung through the 
various ceremonies. Sidney Endle observes, “Of these household gods by far the 
most important is the first mentioned, i.e. Bathou, who is pre-eminently the 
guardian of the family interests and family honour.”5 The song is follows- 
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“Owi phipha guru 
Anan gosai binan gosai nwng, 
Ondw ondw nwngni ogian 
Boro phisa phwrkhou ondw nongw 
Owi swrzi guru nwngw, 
Nwngni khurwi dersin laosin raobw gwilia, 
Owi Bathou abw bandwba sijou abw siriba 
Boroni khugaya phongba.”6 

 
In English rendering: 

Oh God, our father 
Protect your ignorant Bodo children. 
You are the creator, preserver and destroyer, 
All in one, you are peerless. 
The alter of Bathou has five bamboo rings 
The siju plant has five edges; 
So the Bodos have five principles. 
We plant the Siju on the altar, 
And light the oil flame, 
And worship you whilst 
Drums and flutes and cymbals play. 
Oh father, be merciful. 
 
Sometimes the prayer songs are in the form of 
short hymns which is sung by the sincerest 
heart of the devotees:  
“Swrjigirini sigangao 
Alari lananwi, 
Gugurub gugurub 
Khulumgwn jwng apha nwng phiphakhoulay 
Onnay sarsri hor bwr sarsrihor, 
Anan gosai nwng”7 

 
In English rendering: 

 O Lord, the creator 
We bend on knees, 
And pray to thee, 
With a lamp lighted 
Thou dost love us 
And dost shower boon on us. 
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ii) Kherai Puja: The kherai puja is worshiped for the welfare of both private 
and public life and also for good harvest of crops. It is seasonal as well as 
agricultural festival of the Bodos. In this regards Kameswar Brahma said, 
“kherai is the greatest national festival of the Bodos.”8The Oja and Doudini play 
the most vital role in the kherai worship. The Doudini plays the most important 
role in the Kherai puja. The Oja is also incantation some mantras (charms) to 
Doudini whereupon she falls into a trance and converts into spiritual deities. She 
can tell the tales of the gods and goddesses in their voices during that time. She 
moves round the Bathou altar followed by devotees and dances kherai to the 
accompaniment of the beating of Kham (drum), flute and cymbals by sprinkling 
holy water. The Doudini demonstrates different dances to propitiate the gods 
and goddesses. She dances as many as eighteen kinds of dance forms which 
have sprung from the kherai worship and it is known as kherai dance. These 
dances are full of deep philosophy and religious significance.  

The most interesting and important thing is that after the end of the dance, 
she speaks in the voice of the gods and goddesses to the locality, the fortune of 
the worshippers, the good and bad days to come, failure and prosperity of crops 
and the duties and responsibilities of the villagers to save them from impending 
dangers. The people believe that the Doudini is the media of the gods and 
goddesses. That is why; the locality and the villagers offer prayers to the gods 
and goddesses through the Doudini. 
The song is sung while the Doudini dances khoizema phonai, a dance form of 
the kherai festival which has deep philosophical meaning. The dance form 
signifies the tactics how to defeat and destroy the enemies in the spiritual world 
which is demonstrated by the Doudini in the form kherai dance. 

“Arlwi orbai orbai 
Khoizema orbai orbailwi 
Khoizema orbai orbai, 
Arlwi orbai orbai. 
Hugardw mabar hugardw 
Hugardw mabar hugardw 
Khoizema orbai orbailwi 
Khoizema orbai orbai.”9 

 
English rendering:  

Stung stung stung 
The amroli insect has stung 
The amroli insect has stung 
Stung stung stung 
Wipe it away wipe it away soon 
The amroli insect has stung 
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The amroli insect has stung.  
Another dance form of the Doudini is Nao 
Zaonai (rowing the boat) which signifies 
different movements and mudras of the dance. 
The singers sing the following song:  
“Nao naore nao renao 
Nao naore nao 
Dawadong phangni dinga 
Owa dongphangni bwitha oi bwitha 
Hera naoria phongbai 
Bobe gathwnao thangnwlai thangnw? 
Nao naorenao renao 
Hera naoria phongbai 
Mabar salai salai 
Apha khungurni gathwnaolagi salai.”10 

 
English rendering: 

Boat, boat oh boat 
Boat, boat oh boat 
The raft is made of dawa tree 
The oar made of bamboo 
Oh brother, boatman 
To which landing thou rowest the boat 
Boat, boat, oh boat 
Oh, brother boatman 
Row fast your boat 
To the landing at father khungur’s. 
 

iii) Garja Puja: The Garja puja or worship or festival is associated with the 
Kherai festival which is prevalent among the Bodos even today. The Garja puja 
is another religious festival of the Bodos. The Garja puja is held in order to 
expel publicly the evil and harmful gods and goddesses who may create deadly 
diseases in the locality. The worship of Garja puja is related with the believe of 
people that during the Baisagu festival one of the seasonal festivals of Bodos, 
the villagers become impure due to free mixing with each other, eating, merry-
making and drinking rice beer. If the people of the villagers are not purify the 
evil gods and goddesses may harm and various diseases may occur in the 
locality. Kameswar Brahma remarks, “That at the annual festivals the 
participants of the village become impure due to free mixing with each other, 
eating, merry-making, walking, drinking rice beer. So in order to purify 
themselves, they perform the Garza worship at the village.”11 There are different 
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types of Garza gods and goddesses worshipped during the festival. The Garza 
worship is generally performed twice in a year by the Bodo people. The first 
Garza is performed in the months of Jeth-Ashar and second one is performed in 
the months of Kati-Aghon. The Oza chants the incantation to propitiate the 
different Garza gods and goddesses for the expulsion of evil from the locality. 

“Aham de! Swithwni mwdai 
Swrgwao dong Bathoubrai 
Kailachao dong nwng Sibbrai 
Sibbrui lwgwao hai…….. 
Bungdw aiphwr aphaphwr 
Ozwng dongba swr swr 
Zwngni aiphwr aphaphwr 
Boibw nuzaphwidw nwngswr 
Mainao Garza, Asu Garza 
Gao Garza, song song Garza 
Dongbaow song songphwrza 
Phuzizagra Sibrai Garza.”12 
 
i.e. Aham de! God of truth 
In heaven lies the Bathoubrai 
In kailash lies Sibbrai 
Along with Sibbrui 
Speak out o fathers and mothers 
Who are there on this side? 
O fathers and mothers 
Come you all 
Mainao Garza, Asu Garza 
Gao Garza 
There are still groups of people numberless 
We worship Sibbrai Garza. 
 

iv) Baidasi methai: There is another song prevalent in the Bodo villages 
besides Kherai and Garza worships which is philosophical significance also. It 
is commonly known as Baidasi Methaiin Bodos. These songs are full of 
philosophical and spiritual thought which disseminate philosophical and 
spiritual messages to the people of villagers.  
 

“Obong gosai nwngkhou zwngnunw thanga 
Nathay nwngni swrzinaikhou nunanai 
Gwmwhabw zwng ma ese mwzang somayna 
Sana nuzadwng swrang zadwng 
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Sana hablang dwngkhwmsi zadwng 
Mithia zwng swrni raoao 
Bidi baydiayo zabay thadwng 
Okhaphwr gao dangnuzayw 
Ayo habab baydi baydi 
Zwngw boibw rongza khangw 
Mabrwi nwngw swrzikhw da?”13 
 
i.e. Oh, God, we see thee not, 
But thy creation dazzles us. 
How beautiful, how charming; 
The sun rises and lights up things; 
The sun sets and it is dark. 
At whose command, we know not. 
The full moon comes to gladden everybody. 
Oh father, how hast thou created such glory? 
Thou art the supreme creator. Thou hast 
created 
Serpents, frogs, beasts as well as men. 
Endless is the stream. Thou art the beginning. 
Thou hast given food to the hungry 
And water to the thirsty. 
Oh father, great is thy glory and thy love, 
Yet we fail remember thee. 

 
Non-Religious or Secular Folk Songs: Non-religious or secular folk songs are 
other than the religious festival songs.  The theme of these songs may vary from 
love, romance and manifestation of other emotions of an individual as well as of 
the society as a whole. These can be defined as the music which denotes the 
social aspects and also different moods of expression of thoughts, ideas, feelings 
and imaginations of individual as well as society. From the very beginning 
devotion to the power of nature is the part of Bodo society which caused in 
worshiping of various Gods and Goddesses. Worshiping and offering prayers to 
console and satisfy the Gods and Goddesses for well-being of individual and the 
society, it became a spiritual custom and tradition. These custom and rituals 
formed some form of folk music or folk songs in time passes.  
 
i) Baisagw methai: Baisagw is the greatest seasonal as well as agricultural 
festival of Bodos like the Bihu in Assamese. Baisagw is a spring time festival 
and festival of New Year. In Baisagw festival merry-making, feasting, singing 
and dancing is occurred besides ritualistic activities. Whereas in Magw 
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Domachi and Katigacha are two seasonal festivals which are marked by rituals 
and merry-making only. The Baisagw festival starts on the last day of the month 
of Chaitra which is known as ‘Chankranti’ in Assamese and Bodos and 
continues for seven days consecutively. The first day of the Baisagw is called 
Mwsouni Baisagw, the second day is Mansini Baisagw and the other five days 
for dancing and merry-making. The following song is example that the young 
boys express their feelings of pure joy and mirth through the Baisagw song. 
They invite the maidens to dance along with them. 

 
“Dehai lwgwphwr zwngha gwdan bwthwrni 
Riuariu dengkhwzwng siphungni 
Zanzi khaphra khaphri mwsadini lwgw 
mwsadini 
Bhring da bhring bhring da bhring khamni 
dekhwzwng 
Haila huila mwsadini lwgw mwsadini 
Thing tho thing tho zotha damnaizwng 
Bagrum bagrum mwsadini 
Serzani dengkhwzwng 
Baidemlai sidemlai mwsadini.”14 
 
i.e. Come, oh friends to celebrate the new year 
To the tune of the flute 
And dance with knots on the waist 
To the beating of the drums 
Dance rhythmic dances 
To the sound of the cymbals 
Dance jumping and running 
Dance leaning your body both ways 
To the tune of the Serenda.  

 

ii) Phuchli Haba methai: The phuchli haba methai is prevalent among the 
Bodos in the districts of Baska, Kamrup and Darrang. The term ‘Phuchli’ or 
‘Phuthli’ means ‘doll’ or ‘toy’ and ‘haba’ means marriage. The marriage is held 
in the months of Baisagw, Jeth and Ahar which continues for two to three days. 
In this marriage, two dolls are made out of hay, one is the bride and another is 
the groom. The dolls are finely wrapped with yarns of red, black, white, yellow 
and green, the five basic colours known to the Bodos. Then the dolls are 
decorated with pure cloths woven by girls who have not attained the age of 
puberty. The ornaments made of raw turmeric, garlands of flowers and leaves 
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are wreathed on the bride and groom. Then the bride and the groom are dressed 
in bridal dress and it is placed on a platform made on araft of plantain tree. The 
Phuchli haba is also a musical affair like the marriage of the Bodo society. They 
sing and dance to the accompaniment of the musical instruments like Siphung, 
Kham, Serza and Zotha as follows- 

 
Rin rindaodaodao 
Nongahai 
Phan phewali dao nonga 
Mai bakhri dong hwnna 
Khwnadwngmwn 
Dalai mathw gwiawibaru- 
Wiza waizwngkhou 
Khulumphwibaru. 15 
 
i.e. I am not Rindao bird 
Nor am I the thirsty bird 
Heard that the groom 
Has granary full of paddy 
And a cowshed 
But why does not he have now? 
Oh Baru (Barolampha) 
Come and fall at our feet 
Oh son-in-law (and the Baru). 

 

iii) Mo-ho-ho: This song is another seasonal festival prevalent among the 
Bodos of Baska and some part of Kamrup district. The main objective of 
celebrating this song is to drive away mosquito from the locality. But another 
interpretation says that “it is related to the driving away of the tiger”16 It is held 
in the month of Aghon. The cowherds and young boys form a group and move 
from door to door with long bamboo sticks in their hands for chasing away the 
animals like tiger and bear and also mosquito by singing Mo-ho-ho song at the 
top of their voice. It is still celebrated by young boys in Baska and Kamrup 
districts. 

 
“Ho hohomo ho ho 
Mwsahwnw thangni tho 
Owa bilai ritha rithi 
Zwngnw nangou adhli siki.”17 
i.e. Ho hohomo ho ho 
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Let’s go to chase away the tiger. 
The leaves of the bamboo dazzles bright 
Give us coins in halves and quarters.  
 

Findings of Bodo Folk music or Folk songs: Bodo folk music or folk songs 
can be termed as unique pattern in terms of mood, melody and word structure. 
Simple spoken language is being used in the folk songs of the Bodos. The Bodo 
folk music or folk songs are being tuned in rhythmic and very heart touching of 
the locality of Bodo people. The words and terms used in Bodo folk music or 
folk songs can be said to be full of orality, locality and full of morality.  
1) There are no set principles or written rules of the folk music which can be 

seen in Bodo folk songs. However a special pattern is required for the folk 
music, those who are not aware of it, they cannot understand this pattern. 
Because the folk music or folk songs are orally coming down in a unique 
pattern from generation to generation in the society. 

2) There is repetition in the songs of folk music. In Bodo folk songs such type 
of repetition of words and sentence is found abundantly. The first line of the 
song is important and usually the other lines are set to rhyme of it. Rhyme 
with certain variation is maintained in the other lines. The Bodo songs are 
full of rhythm and rhyming of one line with another is seen. Again in some 
songs there are some variation of lines is found to maintain the rhythm of 
the words. 

3) The lyrics of few folk songs in Bodos are in the format of the 
questionnaires. A question is asked in the first verse and the subsequent 
verses are the answer to the question that one wants to know about. In some 
Bodo folk songs there are questions in first line and the answering of the 
question is given in the next line.  

4) Folk songs of the Bodos associate with the mythological characters of 
various gods and goddesses such as Bathoubrai, Sibbrui, Mainao Garza, 
Asu Garza, Aham Guru etc. with real life. These songs encourage the most 
downtrodden people of the locality to stand up and fight against the evil and 
reality.  

5) Folk music is not prepared keeping in the mind of the rules but it is emerged 
from the mouth of folk people of the society. The lyrics of folk music are 
natural and fluent in terms of words, language use and sentence structure. 

6) The theme and subjects of folk music are: game songs, agriculture songs, 
work songs, religious songs, children’s songs, songs of gods and goddesses, 
non-religious songs etc. Folk music or folk song is a strong nationalist 
component to the music, as it is largely associated with the community 
culture, society culture and national culture, rather than the artistic elite. 
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Conclusion:  
 
Folk music or folk songs are in the blood of all Bodo common people. Folk 
music contains about their life, hope, struggle, distress and imagination of the 
people of locality. The love and attraction of the people on the folk music or 
folk songs have not diminished still today in spite of spreading of electronic 
media. Apart from that its influence can never change the stature of the 
enjoyment of folk music or folk songs from the heart of the locality. The people 
of today may embrace new things from others, new ideas and other imported 
culture for the cause of globalization yet the popularity of the folk music could 
not banish from the heart of the people. Even with the time passes its popularity 
and glorification become more glitter in the mind of the people. Today people of 
every community and society are trying to preserve and unearth the folk music 
or folk songs of its own community which is no doubt a good sign for future 
generation. Of course sometime the western music hamper the folk music of 
local which slowed down the strength and movement but it is still standing with 
pride and all its glory. Whatever wind may blow upon the folk music or folk 
songs the essence of the folk music will sustain its popularity and glorification 
amongst the society.  
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Abstract  
 The purpose of this paper seeks to assess and compare the levels of employee 
belongingness in select private and public sector organizations located in 
Hyderabad. Primary as well as secondary data has been used to carry out the 
research. The study has been carried out on low level, middle level and 
managerial level employees as employee belongingness is a psychological 
attachment with the organization.  
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Introduction 
Among the resources that go into a manufacturing activity, the most important 
ones are Men, Material, Money and Machinery. Of these, the first one, i.e., 
Men, is living or animated one, while the others are non-living or in-animated 
ones. It is the ‘man’, who use the other non-human resources in the process of 
manufacturing a product or service.  Hence, men are the most significant 
resources in any organization and they make all the difference and they are also 
heterogeneous, in the sense, that they differ in personality, perception, emotions, 
values, attitudes, motivation and modes of thoughts. Given the highly competitive 
and complex business environment, attracting and retaining qualified and 
competent employees has become a real challenge to the business organizations.  
The ‘rule of thumb’ has become obsolete and redundant. There is a need of the 
new perspective to have right people for right jobs and getting the best out of 
them. Achieving this offers some organizations an edge of ‘competitive 
advantage’ or ‘core competency’ to survive and thrive in the competitive business 
environment.  

 
 Concept of A Sense of employee Belongingness    

A Sense of belongingness is a mutual feeling of “OURS” to be existing 
among the people or a feeling of `MINE’, to be created in the hearts of the 
people concerned by an individual or a family or a group or an association or an 
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organization or an institution or a leader etc..The sense of belongingness could 
be expressed by the people in the form of discipline, dedication, devotion, 
security, sincerity, attachment, love/passion, affection, responsibility, 
accountability, gratitude, loyalty, bondage or holding together, etc.,. Therefore, 
a Sense of belongingness is the feeling of ‘MINE’ in the hearts of…the 
employees to be created by their employing organization. 

An organization/a person cannot buy the sense of belongingness in the 
market or measure it in terms of any unit.   Therefore, the Human Resources 
Management in a place, a family, a business organization, an association of 
people, an educational institution, etc., should be aiming at creating a sense of 
belongingness in the hearts of the people concerned for holding themselves 
together and growing. However, some organizations/institutions are successful 
in creating it, while many organizations fail.    

Therefore a Sense of Employee Belongingness can be understood as 
“a feeling of ‘mine’ or ‘ours’ created by an organization in the hearts of its 
employees”.  An organization could be a business organization, a government 
organization, a private organization, an educational institution, an association of 
people, etc When the sense of belongingness is created by an organization in the 
hearts of its employees by taking care of them, the employees in turn take care 
of the organization in a better way without being asked. A sense of Employee 
Belongingness creates a strong bondage between the employees and the 
organization and among themselves.    
 
Literature Review 
Baker, T.L (1994) held the view that an important element of employee 
engagement is a sense of belonging to something beyond oneself  and a basic 
human need . When decisions are made in the workplace that affect employees, 
having their opinions heard and involving them in the decisions can influence 
interest, which broadens the possibility of acting and thinking .  
 
Baumeister ,R.F& Leary M.F (1995) reviewed belonging literature and 
concluded that belonging is a strong innate desire to attach with each other.  
They also suggested that people make social bonds with very limited 
encouragement (influenced by proximity and similarity) with quality rather than 
quantity being important when it is considered to belonging and relatedness. It 
must be understood that belonging plays a role in human emotion, wellbeing 
and cognition (effects of thinking about interpersonal relationships). They pose 
the theory that if the hypothesis of belongingness is correct, that a substantial 
amount of human behavior will be influenced by its motivational driving forces.  
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Huselid, M.A. (1995)in his study, supported for a relationship between a 
satisfaction and sense of belonging in a sample of graduate nurses. They found 
that belonging was significantly related to total satisfaction, interaction 
opportunities and their co-workers. It must be understood that they were least 
satisfied with opportunities for individual and career advancement. This 
suggests, social inclusion is not a unitary factor although it is very significant 
for happiness influencing satisfaction. It is thus of interest to this study to 
identify whether belonging predicts job satisfaction in a sample of Nursing 
Home employees. 
 
Wrzesniewski , A., Mc Cauley, C., Rozin, P.,& Schwartz, B. (1997) revealed 
that as well, employees are likely to have more levels of concern and ownership 
for organizational outcomes if they can connect their work to a larger, 
meaningful  purpose or mission of the overall organization. As the individual is 
doing his or her work, he or she is constantly reminded (through the common 
mission or purpose) of the big-picture impact of what the work relates to, 
whether it is the customer, safety in the workplace, or the general public. 
Between successful work groups and less successful work groups Friendships at 
work also appear to be very important and a key differentiator. Strong 
friendships help to construct social resources that can be relied on to perhaps 
undo the effects of negative emotions when negative situations take place at 
work.   
Environment should be created in such a way that employees have opportunities 
to discuss their progress and grow leads to positive emotions that can build 
intellectual resources at work. How these intellectual resources are built when 
learning opportunities and progress discussions occur may be dependent on the 
positive emotions that result from basic needs being met, feelings of 
contribution, and belonging. When these positive emotions are present in the 
workplace, the filter through which employees learn and discuss their progress 
becomes more focused on the organization's functioning and is applied in such a 
way that helps the organization learn and improve important outcomes. Actions 
within organizations that support clear outcome expectancies,  a feeling of 
belongingness , encourage individual contribution and fulfillment , a chance to 
progress and learn continuous are facilitated by positive emotions .  
According to Schmidt, F.L.,&Rader, R.(1999), employees believe in their 
contribution to the organization. Perhaps the most important basic element of 
this contribution is person--environment fit. Do the individual employees have 
an opportunity to do what they do best in their current roles?  The utility of 
selection of the right people for particular jobs have documented by various 
studies. What the employee is asked to do is something he or she naturally 
enjoys is the important thing.  The understanding of how each person prefers to 
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be recognized, to make it objective and real by basing it on performance, and to 
do it repeatedly is an important element of recognition. Relationships and 
developmental opportunities heavily influence the feelings of contribution . The 
role of great managers is they have to be very keen at finding the relationship 
between the needs of the organization and the needs of the individual, which 
can lead to higher occurrence of positive emotions such as love (caring), joy and 
interest. 
 
Baruch-Feldman, C., Brondolo, E,Ben-Dayan,D& Schwartz, J(2002)showed 
that in general, a sense of social support has been shown to have a significant 
correlation with work related outcomes including: employee performance, 
burnout and job satisfaction. Similar findings were reported by many 
researchers, where high satisfaction in the workplace was related to social 
support, job control and personal factors such as coping strategies and 
attribution styles in a university employee sample. It was also argued that 
belongingness of employees can be fostered through support from peers and 
supervisors.  
 Seligman, M.E.P.,Steen,T.A.,Park,N & Petersen C (2005),supported that a 
major contributor towards organizational well being is the purpose driven well 
being . well being is all about feeling good. Well being does not take into 
account the importance of life experiences having a purpose is the major 
limitation of this aspect of well being. The impact that positive emotional 
experiences have on the development of psychological well being is the first 
important factor. a general sense of purpose that gives meaning to individual’s 
actions enhances the influence that positive emotion can have on psychological 
well being is the second significant finding .  
 
Den Hartog, D. N., De Hoogh, A. H. B., & Keegan, A. E. (2007) in their study 
tests how two forms of organizational citizenship behavior (helping and 
compliance) are effected by belongingness and perceived charismatic 
leadership. In line with expectations, from a study it was demonstrated that 
employees show more helping as well as compliance when they perceive their 
leader to be more charismatic (subordinate rated) and more helping (manager 
rated) when they have a stronger sense of belongingness at work. Also, as 
hypothesized, belongingness and charisma have interactive effects on 
employees' compliance and helping . Employees with a low sense of 
belongingness at work are more strongly influenced by perceived charisma on 
these behaviors than employees with a higher sense of belongingness. 
 
According to Cockshaw , W.D& Shochet ,I (2010) workplace belongingness 
can be defined as the extent to which a person feels included, supported and at 
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one with their psychosocial workplace environment. Their study indicates 
workplace belongingness is related to emotional wellbeing (depression, anxiety, 
stress). It could be observed that depressive symptoms can influence the level of 
belongingness an individual experiences, but on the whole the suggestion stands 
that the workplace, as a social environment, plays a significant part in the 
subjective wellbeing of employees. A relation between work engagement and 
belonging can also be argued. Thus they suggest fostering identification and 
belonging in an organization could have constructive effects on satisfaction of 
job and decrease turnover intentions.   
 
Riggio, R.E (2013) had cited that Social cohesion and friendship was identified 
by Maslow (1967, 1970, as cited by) as a third level motivational force in his 
five stage  theory of hierarchy of needs. Belonging is a part of social cohesion, 
as it pertains to the degree to which an employee feels incorporated into their 
psychosocial workplace environment and their work group. Concepts of group 
functioning and group dynamics become significant in this respect. However, it 
is not the objective of the study to determine how a group functions, but rather 
to what extent individuals perceive themselves as belonging in their workplace 
environment is related to their job satisfaction. 
 
Proposed Objectives and Methodology  
Research Objectives 
a) To study in detail about the Employee Belongingness using key drivers of 
belongingness in Select organizations 
b) To assess the levels of Sense of Employee Belongingness among the sample 
employee respondents in the Select Organizations. 
c) To compare the levels of employee belongingness between sample private 
and public sector organizations. 
 
Research Methodology  
Survey method of research was adopted. The required data was collected from 
primary and secondary sources. The primary sources include the administration 
of a schedule of questions on the sample employee respondents from the select 
Public and Private sector Organizations. The secondary sources included the 
published data, earlier research works, journals, magazines, and websites,  etc., 
Here Researcher considered Organizational Support, Nature of Job, Work 
Motivation, Compensation and Benefits, Manager Support, Learning and 
Development, Intention to Quit as key drivers of Sense of employee 
Belongingness. Random sampling is used to draw 370 sample employee 
respondents were selected from three private organizations and three public 
organizations located in Hyderabad and Secunderabad.   
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Analysis with the Help of SPSS  
Reliability Test 

Reliability is an assessment of the degree of consistency between 
multiple measurements of variables.  A measure can be considered reliable if it 
would give us the same result over and again, assuming that the object of 
measurement is not changing.  Peter defines reliability as the “Correlation 
between measure and itself”.  The higher is this correlation; more is internal 
consistency of the measuring instrument.  The rationale behind this internal 
consistency is that the individual items is an instrument would be measuring  the 
same construct and therefore, should be highly inter-correlated. 
 In this study, overall reliability coefficient for the employee 
Belongingness scale was 0.972.The subscale reliability coefficient Cronbach (α) 
for Employee belongingness(α =0.910), Organizational support(α =0.931), 
Nature of job (α =0.877) , Work motivation(α =0.943), Compensation & 
Benefits(α =0.913), Manager Support (α =0.958), Learning and development(α 
=0.864), Intention to quitα =0.940), were significant (see Table – 4.3). 
Therefore, all the criteria for reliability were met. The reliability statistics for 
employee belongingness scale is presented in table-1,2,3. 
 
Table  -1: Statement showing Reliability Statistics 

Cronbach's Alpha N of Items 
.972 68 

Table-.2: Statement showing the Scale Statistics 
Mean Variance Std. Deviation N of Items 
246.42 1826.996 42.743  68 

Table – 3: Statement showing Reliability Estimates of Employee 
Belongingness Factors 

SNO Dimension Conceptualization  No. of 
items 

Cronbach's 
Alpha 

 Employee 
belongingness 

Extent which employee belongingness  10 0.910 

 
1 

Organizational 
support 

Factors effecting the organizational 
support for employee belongingness 

14 0.931 

2 Nature of job Factors effecting nature of job 8 0.877 
 
3 

Work motivation Factors effecting work motivation 10 0.943 

 
4 

Compensation & 
Benefits 

Factors of Compensation & Benefits 10 0.913 

 
5 

Manager Support The effect  of manager support on 
employee belongingness 

8 0.958 

 
6 

Learning and 
development 

The effect of  Learning and development 
on Employee belongingness 

7 0.864 

7 Intention to quit The factors leading to develop intention 
to quit 

3 0.940 
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The descriptive data analysis has been conducted by calculating mean 
scores and standard deviations.  For analysis and understanding, the mean 
scores of organizational support, nature of job, work motivation, compensation 
and benefits, manager support ,learning and development, intension to quit 
variables defined as: a) Low: 1 to less than 2.5; b) Moderate: 2.5 to less than 
3.5; and c) High: 3.5 and above.   

In next stage, independent t-test analysis performed to compare mean 
scores of sample organizations. This analysis helps in comparing the mean 
scores between the  samples and  to make conclusion.  
Table -4. Statement showing Employee Belongingness levels in two sample 
organizations 

SL. 
NO 

Organization   Private(N= 176) Public (N=194) 
Statement Mean S.D Mean S.D 

1 I know what is expected of me at work. 3.99 .853 4.34 .794 
2 I have the materials to do my work right 3.69 1.176 3.85 .825 
3 At work, I have the opportunity to do what 

I do best every best every day 
3.45 1.172 3.86 .947 

4 My supervisor, or someone at work, seems 
to care about me as a person 

3.90 .958 3.82 .973 

5 In last 7 days, I received recognition or 
praise for doing good work 

3.55 1.117 3.44 1.047 

6 At work, my opinions seem to count 3.63 .870 3.75 .757 
7 My company makes me feel my job is 

important 
3.97 .985 3.82 .999 

8 Associates are committed to do quality 
work 

3.66 1.127 3.65 1.044 

9 I have a best friend at work 3.72 1.123 3.85 1.107 
10 In last year, I had opportunities at work to 

learn and grow 
3.55 1.076 3.91 .975 

The statement, ‘At work, I have the opportunity to do the best every day 
’ received less mean score, 3.45 and  ‘I know what is expected of me at work. ’ 
statements are given high rating by employees of both Select private and public 
sector organizations (see Table 4).   For the statement ‘In last 7 days, I received 
recognition or praise for doing good work ’ perceived less mean score 3.44.  

 The above summary of means and standard deviations of a Sense of 
Employee Belongingness under study, the maximum and minimum mean 
ratings  ranged between 3.55 and 3.99; ( See Table 4)  the average mean rating 
of all statements is 3.33, explaining moderate level of employee belongingness  
in select private organizations.   

In select Public sector organizations, the mean ratings ranged from 3.44 
to 4.34, the average mean being 3.82, explaining high level of employee 
belongingness in select Public sector organizations. 
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Discussion 
Employees with more belongingness contribute for good performance in 
organization where as employees with less belongingness are responsible for 
creating negative environment in the organization. There is dire need to create 
environment by the management to make employees feel that they belong to the 
organization and their work is valuable. Workplace well-being and performance 
are not independent. Rather, they are complimentary and dependent components 
of a financially and psychologically healthy workplace. 
 
Conclusion  
So after analyzing the data we can conclude that there is a moderate level of 
employee belongingness in select private organizations and high level of 
employee belongingness in select Public sector organizations. The results of this 
study show that if managers want to retain their employees they should focus on 
improving the experience of organizational belongingness of their employees. 
This could be done by increasing the employees’ identification with the 
organization, their feeling of importance to the organization, and the 
opportunities available to the employees. This way, the organization provides 
security, clarity, and trust to the employees, and the employees respond to this 
with loyalty towards the organization. 
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Abstract 
We all have our own individual thoughts and desires that give meaning 

to our lives, even in collectively we enjoy everything in our own individual way 
that gives rise to our imagination and creativity but sometimes this individuality 
becomes the reason for a conflict. Two relatives or close friends might have 
different opinions and thoughts about the same object. Our opinions are the 
outcome of our desires and experiences in life which leads to a problem of 
miscommunication. Today, there are many global political problems in the 
world because of this miscommunication between groups of people. My paper 
tries to examine this problem of miscommunication which arises from the 
conflicting social and personal identities and desires of characters in Luigi 
Pirandello’s Six Characters in Search of an Author. 
 
Keyword: Conflict, Miscommunication, Social and Personal Identity, Desire, 
Existentialism, Luigi Pirandello.   
 
1. Introduction:- 
There are many philosophies about life and every idea is trying to search for the 
meaning of human existence but we have yet to find a satisfying answer. The 
life was thought to be an atonement for the mankind’s greatest sin, committed 
by Adam and Eve, and the afterlife was much more important than this life, the 
meaning of human existence was only to regain that lost Paradise. This belief 
about life that was dominant in the old age changed during Renaissance. This 
life became much more important and everyone was trying to accomplish 
something great in this life rather than to wait for afterlife, and with the 
advancement of science people started questioning the Church’s teaching and 
new philosophies about the purpose and the meaning of human life were being 
thought of as Charles Darwin’s On the Origin of Species(1859) gave completely 
scientific theory of life.  
There were many theories about the meaning of human existence but it all 
changed in the 20th century. The world saw the horrors of science which they 
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had thought to be a boon before and no Maseeha came to save them when many 
innocent people were brutally tortured and killed in the most horrible way one 
could imagine. World War and many problems that followed it, they completely 
changed people’s view about the meaning of human existence. Life became 
meaningless and absurd for them as they lost their zeal for life that was so 
meaningful before and lost their enthusiasm for it. As a result literature of that 
time was also influenced by this philosophy of life because literature reflects the 
social norms and traditions, and literature is a mirror to life. 

“All the world’s a stage, and all the men and women merely 
players; they have their exits and their entrances; and one man in 
his time plays many parts, his acts being seven ages.”(Shakespeare 
38) 

This is a famous line from Shakespeare’s well-known play As You Like IT 
(1603), this line question the very meaning of life that if we are born in this 
world with our own individuality and uniqueness then why do people fail to 
understand each other’s differences and we have to behave in certain socially 
pre-decided roles to live in this world, why we do play the roles of many 
characters in our own life as we hide our own unique identities and we try our 
best that our hidden side never gets revealed as it creates a complete mess if it 
does and we can see the reflection of this idea in Luigi Pirandello’s Six 
Characters in Search of an Author. 
 
2. What is an Identity?:- 
What is an identity? According to Cambridge International Dictionary of 
English, the identity means “who a person is, or the qualities of a person or 
group which them different from others” (701) so this gives us the idea that a 
person can have more than one quality with which he can be identified. The 
self-identity of a human being is not limited to just one self. It is obvious that 
we all have more than one opinion and thought about the same thing and this 
very quality of different thinking and judgment are the things which make 
human beings different from other animals. There are many qualities and forms 
of life as Pirandello say that individuals come “into life in many ways, in many 
forms: as a tree or as a stone, as water or a butterfly - or as a woman.” 
(Pirandello 13)    
Having a sense of Self-Identity is the quality which makes human beings 
different from other animals. Sigmund Freud explored the phenomena of 
identity and he believed that each person’s identity depends on three qualities of 
unconscious mind; he classified them as id, ego, and superego. According to 
Freudian model of personality, all our animalistic instincts, libido and desires 
come through id and superego urges us to behave in an idealistic and moralistic 
way in society. It is very important to have a proper balance between id and 
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superego otherwise it may cause a person to behave in a way that might not be 
appropriate for the society. So, ego works as a kind of valve that manages the 
conflicts between the demands of id and superego. The ego is the quality of 
unconscious mind that deals with reality.  
 
3. Self-Identity:- 
Self-Identity is one of the most important things for any individual. As 
Caterpillar asked Alice “Who are you?”(26) in Alice’s Adventure in 
Wonderland(1865) by Lewis Carroll, all the human being also asks their own 
self a question that ‘Who am I?’. Self-Identity gives value to human life. Every 
human being has a sense of self and sense of value in how he sees himself and 
how he wants the world to look at him. This ‘self’ gives him the confidence to 
live a better life in this world. Sometimes he is not able to find his self-identity 
in the life at that time life becomes absurd and meaningless for him. So, having 
a sense of Self-Identity is very important for any individual. In this paper, 
before I talk about the importance of Self-Identity for all the characters in The 
Six Characters in Search of an Author and how the sole meaning of their 
existence is to justify their identity, I will briefly talk about reasons and 
difference in identities. 

3.1. Reason for Emerge of Self-Identity: 

People’s beliefs and ideas about life completely changed after the First World 
War. Bible says about human identity that  

“‘God created man in his own image, in the image of God he 
created him; male and female he created them.’(New King James 
Version Gen. 1.27)” 

But World War showed the completely new and horrifying image of human 
being. It proved that human being is capable of doing any horrible and 
unimaginable deed to satisfy his/her desire. This incident completely changed 
people’s belief about what one should expect from the life and how one should 
behave in the society. The pre-designed roles and social norms for the 
appropriate behavior were being questioned. Women started to question the old 
traditions and old models of ‘an ideal woman’. They started to search for their 
own place in the society which is not dominated by the old patriarchal 
traditions. And we can see its effect as women got right to vote in theUK in 
1918. The self-identity became important.  
Luigi Pirandello also used the theme of anidentity crisis in his plays. He tried to 
portrait modern individual with the concept of self-recognition. He used 
different methods to show that life is full of absurdities.  
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3.2. Personal and Social Identity: 

A human being is a social animal. A human being cannot live in isolation and 
there are certain rules which we have to follow to live peacefully in the society. 
World Wars have shown that if we do not control people with rules and 
regulation then they might create havoc in the society. So the law is necessary 
but there are some other unwritten rules that sometimes force an individual to 
behave in certain ways in society. Some social traditions like how a woman 
should behave? Who is a perfect gentleman? The boy should not cry, etc. These 
types of rules sometimes force an individual to behave in an unnatural way.  
Every human being is born with emotions and desire to live a free life. These 
emotions create his personal identity. These emotions give him his individuality 
which makes him different from another person. Two different individuals 
might behave in completely different ways in the same situation because the 
emotions that they are feeling might be different. This difference of opinion can 
also lead to conflict between two individuals. But sometimes a person has to 
behave in a completely opposite manner then how he wants to behave. Even if a 
woman is not happy or she is not feeling well, she still has to do things and 
behave in the way that the patriarchal society wants her to behave. This kind of 
contradictions between personal and social identity creates a conflict in an 
individual’s mind. Sometimes he is not happy with life because of this and life 
becomes absurd and meaningless for him. 

3.3. Self-Identity in Literature:- 

Character’s search for their self-identity in the society or trying to prove their 
worth has always been used as a major theme in literature, it is not something 
new, writers have been writing about the importance of self-identity since the 
ancient time as Oedipus from Sophocles’ well-known tragedy Oedipus 
Tyrannus (c. 429b.c.) does not know his own identity which led to his tragedy. 
And there had been more than one form of a search for identity that has been 
used in literature as the protagonist of Hermann Hesse’s novel Siddhartha 
(1922) is on a quest to search his own self in a spiritual way. Industrial 
Revolution brought great changes in the society and many social problems 
emerged because of it. It brought great changes to social hierarchy. Social class 
and status have always been important factors for social self-identity as you can 
find the reflection of these problems in many novels. Whether you talk about 
Emily Bronte’s Wuthering Heights (1847), Henry Fielding’s The History of 
Tom Jones, a Foundling (1749) or Thomas Hardy’s Jude the Obscure (1895) all 
these novels protagonists are one way or another suffering in their lives because 
of their social identity. 
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Imperialism and colonialism completely changed the social structure of the 
world. It affected the social identity of not just one or two people but of whole 
race and civilization. Most parts of the Asian and African continent were ruled 
by the European nations. It was said that sun never sets on the British Empire 
but many cultures and traditions lost their sun because of colonialism. It 
completely changed the traditions of those places; people lost their original 
identity and started to doubt their own self. So, many emerging writers from 
these countries started to write about their own culture and tradition to prove 
their original identity to the world. The need to prove their identity gave birth to 
Post-Colonial literature. Amitav Ghosh’s The Glass Palace (2000), Joseph 
Conrad’s Heart of Darkness (1899), Chinua Achebe’s Arrow of God (1964) and 
Toni Morrison’s The Bluest Eye (1970) are good examples of it. 
Importance of Self-Identity for women gave birth to the whole new genre and 
critical theories in literature know as Feminist literature or Feminism. You can 
open ahistorical document of any part of the world and you will find one thing 
common in all them that women have always been oppressed in the society 
because of patriarchal beliefs and it is still same in some areas. They were 
forced to follow many cruel rituals and they were not given complete freedom 
to express themselves. As C.G. Jung’s theory of ‘Collective Unconsciousness’ 
suggests that some things affect many generations. So, the idea of some rituals 
and the image of ‘an ideal woman’ has affected their mind so much over the 
course of generations that sometimes a woman herself is afraid of new changes. 
Many writers wanted to change this unhealthy social structure so they started 
writing about women’s condition in the male-dominated society. Anita Desai’s 
Cry, the Peacock (1963), Clear Light of Day (1980), Shashi Deshpande’s That 
Long Silence (1980) Virginia Woolf’s A Room of One’s Own (1929), To the 
Lighthouse (1927) and Githa Hariharan’s The Thousand Faces of Night (1992) 
are considered as good examples of feminist literature as they clearly show the 
women in search of their Self-Identity in the social and domestic life. 
I have mentioned all these points to show that Self-Identity is avery important 
aspect of one’s life, and many social situations also affect the construction of 
one’s self-identity. With this, I will start my main topic of Conflict of Identities 
and Desires in Luigi Pirandello’s Six Characters in Search of an Author and will 
try to connect above-mentioned points with it. I will try to analyze the play 
based on how all characters have a fixed identity which affects their actions and 
emotions and determines theirs reason for existence. 
 
4. Conflict in Six Characters in Search of an Author:- 
Six Characters in Search of an Author is one of the well-known plays by Luigi 
Pirandello. It is considered as a major drama in the theatre of absurd but irony is 
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that Pirandello originally wanted to write it as not a play but as a novel. He 
wrote to his son Stefano that: 

“My head is already so full of new things! So many stories […] and 
strange business which is so sad, so sad: Six Characters in Search 

of an Author, a novel in the making.”(Pirandello xxiii) 
We don’t know why and when Pirandello decided to write it as a play instead of 
as a novel. But, Pirandello says that it was characters themselves who came to 

him. 
“Today, a hearing. 

I received from 9 to 12, in my study, the ladies, and gentlemen 
who will be characters in my future stories.” (Pirandelloxx) 

They come to him because they wanted to prove their identity to the world; they 
wanted to tell their story and wanted to live even “for a few moments” 
(Pirandello14), 

“But they all have, or believe they have (which is the 
same), a particular unhappiness to set out and they come to 

me, petulantly, to beg for voice and life.”(Pirandelloxxi) 
Father and Step-daughter are the key characters in the play who are looking for 
an author for their own goals to prove their identities in their lives to discover 
they're real ‘I’, to find the reason behind their misery, their suffering,and their 
disgust. They continue to suffer as they live “like the fool” (Pirandello 31).They 
all are sure of their self-identities and their only concern is to prove it through a 
play that is why the father says that “the play is in us”(Pirandello15) and they 
cannot act outside of their pre-designed role even if they wanted to as he says “I 
only act, as everyone does, the part in life that he’s chosen for himself, or others 
have chosen for him.” (Pirandello 32). 
Every human being has adifferent personality, the way they think and behave in 
a situation is different from each other and that plays a crucial role in life, we 
react to things differently because we all have different identities in society. The 
‘problem of communication’ was one of the reasons behind World War. Many 
writers were writing about it and Pirandello was able to show it very clearly in 
his play. The problem in the play is both personal and universal to humanity.We 
fail to understand each other in some situations as- 

“How can we understand each other if the words that I use have 
sense and value I expect them to have, but whoever is listening to 

me inevitably thinks that the same words have a different sense and 
value, because of their private world he has inside himself too. We 
think we understand each other: but we never do.”(Pirandello21) 

There are no names in the play.All the characters are recognized based on their 
social role and identities, as ‘Father’, ‘Mother’, ‘Producer’ and all the others. So 
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this point signifies that our social identity is very important in our life. All our 
actions are judged by other people based on our social identity. Society expects 
us to behave in certain ways based on our social identity and it is considered as 
immoral if we are not following that social unwritten rule. So all the characters 
in the play are expected to behave according to their social identity. Their drama 
leads to a tragic end because they are not behaving in the way society expects 
them to behave. 

4.1. Every Character’s Conflict:- 

All the six characters have one thing in common that they are looking for an 
author to complete their story and present it to people. But their motive for 
telling the story is different from each other. All the characters are identified 
through their social identity; they are not given their individual name. So this 
thing indicates that they are looking at that one particular incident which is in 
the center of their drama from all the different points of view. They all have a 
different mask to show their fixed “fundamental emotion” (Pirandello10) about 
that incident, “Remorse for the Father, Revenge for the stepdaughter, Scorn for 
the Son, Sorrow for the Mother.”(Pirandello10). They only exist as a father, a 
mother or step-daughter which is completely different from each other. So they 
are looking for an author to justify their own identity and to tell their “story of 
terrible anguish” (Pirandello13) which they carry in themselves.  

4.1.1. The Father:- 

Father is one of the spokespersons of the play. We can say that he is the leader 
of the group as they are trying to search for an author. Father has a mask of 
remorse on his face. Remorse means deep regret or guilt for wrong committed. 
So he is looking for an author to justify his role as a father and he wants to say 
that whatever happened was a mistake and other should not judge him based on 
that one moment of weakness. 
Even though he is a character, he wants to prove that he is more real and alive 
than other human beings. He firmly believes in his existence and infects he 
consider his reality to be more superior to that of actors whom according to him 
has no permanent reality. His identity is not bound by the passage of time and 
he is very sure about his identity so he believes that no actor can play his part 
better than himself because they cannot understand the depth of the guilt that he 
is feeling- 

“it will be difficult for it to be a performance of me as I really am. 
It will be more like – well, not just because of his figure – it will be 
more an interpretation of what I am, what he believes me to be, and 

not how I know myself to be.”(Pirandello 40). 
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He is always feeling the guilty for that one time error and he says that he is 
suffering because he is human. He wants to forget that incident but because he 
is the father he is not allowed to forget it and he suffers because of this. Father 
believes that there is more than one quality that determines a person’s 
personality. We are not always the same in whatever we do and according to 
him, we have the illusion that we are always the same “But it’s not true” 
(Pirandello 29). So he doesn’t want people to judge him based on that “single 
brief and shameful moment in my life.” (Pirandello 29) 
He is aware of his identity as anun written character and this causes him 
enormous pain, so he, together with the Stepdaughter is leading the search for 
an author. His plight as a character without author he endures it as an 
“inexplicable tragedy and as a situation he tries with all his power to rebel 
against” (Pirandello ix). He tries to become a messenger between two groups of 
characters. So he tries to play the role of substitute author. He is very conscious 
about his identity and he is in constant argument with Producer and other actors 
to prove character’s superiority over real human being. Sometimes he is 
successful in his debate with others over what is reality and what is anillusion 
andhe forces us to rethink our idea of reality. So this proves that he is avery 
intelligent character. But he is also the main cause of the tragedies that the 
family has to suffer. He forced together the Mother and the secretary, sent the 
Son away from home, his voyeurism on the Stepdaughter caused the new family 
to move town, his desire led to the fateful meeting in Madame Pace’s, his 
inability to explain the new situation to the Son led to the tensions in the home 
when the mother and her children came back to live with him and he cannot 
forget his guilt. So this tragedy happened because of his identity as a father and 
he has failed to live up to that role. 

4.1.2. The Stepdaughter:- 

She is the second character along with Father who plays amore active role in the 
play. She is in constant argument with Father. She is wearing a mask that shows 
the emotion of revenge so she is looking for an author to tell her story and get 
revenge on Father because she thinks that he is the reason for their misery. Her 
tragedy happened because she is a ‘Stepdaughter’,not the legitimate ‘Daughter’. 
So her identity as a daughter is the root cause of her grief because she had 
anincident with Father which a daughter is not supposed to have. That is why 
she wants to get revenge on Father. She is looking for an author for only one 
reason and that is so that she can give Father eternal pain because she thinks of 
him as asource of her grief : 

“She is here (Indicating the Stepdaughter.) to keep me too in that 
moment, trapped for all eternity, chained and suspended in that one 
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fleeting shameful moment of my life. She can’t give up her 
role.”(Pirandello 58) 

Not because of her choice but because of circumstances she has to work as a 
prostitute. She did it this work so she can provide for her mother and her brother 
and sister. So she is forced by thesituation to accept new identity in the society. 
Pirandello agrees that she is also ‘mind’ like Father. She wants to get revenge 
on him for the humiliation he has caused her. So she does not give him an 
opportunity for self-explanation, and she argues with him strongly when he tries 
to spin some complex philosophical yarn about how misunderstood he is and 
how inappropriate is the mask she imposes on him. 
She not only wants to get revenge on Father but she also wants to get revenge 
on the Son. Because he is the reasonshe runs away at the end of the play- “Yes, 
you. It’s your fault, dearie, that I went on the streets! Your fault!”(Pirandello 
30). Son denies their existence, their identity as rightful members of the house. 
So she wants to get revenge on him too.  
Her sole purpose to look for an author is to get revenge. Her identity as a 
bastard for the Son and a prostitute for Father has caused her so much grief that 
she wants nothing but revenge-“Shame? Not shame, revenge!” (Pirandello 20).  

4.1.3. The Mother:- 

I think that Mother is the leading character who represents the idea of illusion 
vs. reality in this play. I think through her character Pirandello is trying to break 
that illusion that a woman doesn’t have any other identities or emotions than 
being just a mother. But thereality is that a woman has many more identities in 
life other than that of a mother. He is doing it by showing this woman as just a 
mother and not as a wife, lover or even woman. She is nothing other than a 
mother. “Her femininity is denied: ‘she’s not a woman, she’s mother’” 
(Pirandello x).  
She does not have any other identity and she doesn’t even have her own drama 
to tell ‘her drama lies in her children’. She is not even aware of her identity as a 
character as she says “I’m not acting my suffering!” (Pirandello 57). She is in 
eternal sorrow only because her Son does not accept her as his mother-“She 
tortures herself, she exhausts herself with worry and all because of the 
indifference of that son of hers.”(Pirandello 18).She knows herself only as a 
mother; she does not have any other meaning for existence so themain reason 
for Mother’s suffering is her Son’s attitude towards her since that is 
whatdetermines her identity as amother. She is angry at father not because he 
sent her away from him but she hates him because he separated her from her 
son. She wants her son to believe that she did not leave him willingly, “it wasn’t 
my fault or even to please myself that I left his house and my son.” (Pirandello 
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18), but it was “He made me! God’s my witness.” (Pirandello 18). She wants 
thefather to tell theson that “it true.”(Pirandello 18). 
She is arepresentative figure of ancient Mediterranean culture, in which women 
had fixed identity in the society, they were theobject of sexual desire but they 
were not allowed to have any desire. The mother was the ‘angel of the hearth’, 
but they were not expected to display needs of her own. Her main responsibility 
was to take care of house and children, especially sons. And as her relationship 
with her son has broken down that is the main reason for her suffering. 

4.1.4. The Son:- 

Son puts no effort to help Father and Stepdaughter in their attempt to enact 
thedrama. He wants them to leave him “out of it” (Pirandello 29). He feels 
haughty superiority for his identity as alegitimate child. But theirony is that 
even though he is identified as Son by Pirandello, he does accept mother as his 
mother. So he denies his own identity. He accepts his own limitation as he says 
to theproducer that, “I am a character who has not been fully developed 
dramatically” (Pirandello 31). 
Stepdaughter accuses him as one of the reasons for their suffering because he 
does not accept them in his house, he does not identify himself with mother as 
her son and his attitude towards them causes themother to suffer and forces 
stepdaughter to run away from thehouse. He tries to justify himself by saying 
that “And how was I to know that? When had I ever seen her before? When had 
I ever heard her mentioned?” (Pirandello 30) that is why when they suddenly 
come in to live in his house, he was confused and could not suddenly accept 
them as his family. 
Even though he does not accept and does not want to have any part in their 
drama he is still forced to perform it. He even tries to escape from thestage in 
one scene when they are trying to perform thedrama. He is not properly 
developed acharacter so he could not properly play his role and he does not 
have tolerance for family’s drama. Pirandello says that what makes him 
important that he “denies the drama which makes him a character” and he 
“draws his importance and value from being a character not in that play” 
(Pirandello xi). So he is a character who denies his own identity. 

4.1.5. The Boy and Girl:- 

Both of these characters don’t speak a single sentence in the play. Although the 
boy is fourteen years old, he doesn’t seem to behave appropriatelyfor his age 
and the little girl is only four years old. They could not do anything on their own 
and need to be led “by the hand” (Pirandello 16). They are anexistence that 
doesn’t have any sense of identity. They are only searching for theauthor 
because father and stepdaughter want them to do it. Pirandello says in the 
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preface that the boy is ‘a presence’ and the girl is ‘unaware’ of it all. All the 
other characters have an emotion that they represent. That emotion is their 
identity but what kind of emotion the boy and girl represent. Pirandello shows 
that they are both victims of the tragedy, they are not left with aneven capacity 
of showing any emotion. They are both forced by all the other characters to 
behave and act in the way they want them to be.  
They are the silent presence of the play, they became orphaned by their father’s 
death so now they have lost their identity and now they are in a new 
environment where they don’t understand anything. They could not comprehend 
the events around them and that only hurt them. They are harmed by the 
treatment they receive from the people around them. They have lost their 
identities so they could not find any meaning in their existence. As Mother says 
they only exist for her grief but “they don’t really exist for themselves anymore, 
not for themselves.” (Pirandello 58).  
 
5. Conclusion:- 
All the characters are trapped in their own social identity, which becomes the 
sole meaning of their existence. They want to escape from this confinement but 
the lack of understanding of each other’s differences and the lack of 
communication does not allow them to do so. This becomes the reason for their 
tragedy. A human being is a social animal. We cannot live in isolation. But if 
we want to live peacefully in the society we have to accept each other’s 
differences. We are separate individual with our personal individuality which 
gives meaning to our existence. So we have to accept each other as we are and 
we need to understand each other’s differences through proper communication. 
Otherwise, we will be trapped in our life looking for God to give meaning to it 
just like Six Characters in Search of an Author. 
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Abstract 
The objective of my paper is to explain and examine the concept of 
Untouchability. We are very aware about this matter, but in my paper I actually 
want to highlight about the inner and outer meaning of the term Untouchability. 
It is true that humans are the superior agents in the globe by virtue of possessing 
humanity and rationality. Humans have the ability to judge what is good or bad, 
what is right or wrong and what one ought to do and not ought to do. That is 
why, in traditional ethics humans are considered to be the only legitimate moral 
agents. Humans are autonomous and their autonomy is guided by their 
rationality. Humans are rational and self-realization is the key of human beings. 
But when we come to know that there underlies some discrepancies or 
inequalities in the society, then surely human’s rational position puts under 
scrutiny.   
We know that untouchability was prevailing in barbaric fashion during 
eighteenth century onwards and it is prevailing till today in our society in many 
different ways.  The intellectual class of the present Indian society actually 
plays dual roles regarding this issue. In public places they are used to state that 
the concept of untouchability has no rational basis and it should be eradicated in 
its all forms from the society. However, they play different role in their practical 
life. Thus, untouchability is not something manifested in outer gesture, it is 
something lies within. We feel that untouchability is a social evil and no one can 
support it. There is no scientific or rational basis of untouchability. 
Untouchability has no constitutional basis. The so-called untouchability that we 
witness in India is a social issue and it is totally based on prejudices and false 
religious perceptions. So, in my paper I try to discuss about this matter.  
 
Introduction 
Whenever we like to discuss about untouchability two issues must be dealt with: 
Varna system and Caste system. But the question comes: what is the root cause 
of untouchability? There are divergences of opinions among the scholars. Some 
of them are opinions that Varnavyavastha is the root cause of untouchability. 
But on the contrary, some other argues that it the Caste system, not the Varna 
system which is the root cause of untouchability. Ambedkar belongs to the first 
groups. He observes that caste system is the immediate cause of Untouchability; 
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it is not the root cause. The root cause of untouchability, according to him, is the 
Varna system. Varna system gives birth to caste system and the caste system, in 
turn, gives birth to untouchability. Ambedkar deals with the caste system in one 
of his famous books called Annihilation of Castes. But Gandhiji and Tilok do 
not agree with him on this point. They argue that Varna system has nothing to 
do with untouchability. Varna system advises us only to follow the profession of 
our four-fathers and nothing else. It never says that some of them are 
untouchables or inferior. It plainly classifies human beings into four categories, 
Brahman, Kshatriya, Vaishya and Shudra on the basis of their worth, not on 
birth. It further says that all people belonging to the four Varnas are equal as 
human beings. They opine that untouchability, in fact, comes from the caste 
system. The Varna system has nothing to do with the caste system. The two 
matters are purely different. Varna is determined on the basis of worth but caste 
is determined on the basis of birth. Caste, according to Gandhiji, is nothing but a 
custom though he frankly admits that he does not know about the source of that 
custom. Now let us see and examine which view is acceptable and why?  
 
Problems: It is well known to all of us that the Hindu religious Scriptures speak 
about four Varnas, namely- Brahmin, Kshatriya, Vaishya and Sudhra. 
According to the Rig Veda these four Varnas came from the different parts of 
the body of Prajapati or Brahma. In Gita, here also Lord Krishna says, he 
creates this division according to the Guna and Karma of the individuals for 
generates the society in frequently. We think there is nothing wrong in this 
theory. Because if it is necessary to classify the people for running the society in 
frequently and where the classifications were made by the worth (guna and 
karma) of the individuals, then it must be supportable and logical among us. On 
the other hand, if everybody wants to perform same work for the society, then it 
is impossible to run a society in frequently. So, it is necessary to perform 
different works for the future betterment of our society. At the same time, it is 
also true that all types of works would be regarded as equal. Similarly, every 
worker must be regarded as equal for their equal role in society. But whenever 
we come to know that, someone has been humiliated in the name of this 
classification and the practice and then it would be very difficult to accept and 
support this theory as correct. On the other hand, it would remain unanswered 
from this theory that, who would make this classifications and why anyone 
would accept his or her decision as correct? If we think that God himself makes 
this classification of the individual, then everybody honor his decision as 
correct. But according to Hindu religion, God is not perceptible. God is 
omnipresent and unphysical. So, God cannot make this division physically. If 
God is unphysical then how he makes this division for physical man? It is 
necessary to classify the people in two different sections. It is also to be true that 
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why the people will accept this classifications of the imperceptible God. So it is 
clear from the above discussion that the four fold divisions of Varna system 
cannot made by the God.  On the other hand, if we think that a board will take 
the power for these classifications, then we cannot say that this decision will 
make as correct and everybody will not accept their decision as correct, because 
there must be a scope of guilty. So, the Rig Vedic concept of Varna system does 
not regard as correct and it is totally illogical theory.   
According to me, to overcome this situation and to overcome this problem 
Manusmriti has provided the theory of caste system. According to this theory, 
Varna of the individuals is not determined by worth, but it will be determined 
by birth. Birth will decide the social status of the individuals. It opines that, if a 
child will born in a Brahmin family, then he/she will be regarded as a Brahmin. 
Similarly, if a child will born in Sudhra family, then he/she will be regarded as a 
Shudra. This would equally be true in the case of other two Varnas. There is no 
necessity for accepting the existence of another authority or God for make the 
decision for identifies the social status of the individuals. Genetically peoples 
will divide in different groups. In this way we can easily be overcome the 
problem of Varna division of Rig Veda and Gita. If we will accept this theory as 
correct, then we will maintain both - the supremacy of God and the division of 
people without any help of the physical God or any board of people. We can say 
that, according to worth, God sent or gives birth of an individual in a particular 
family or Varna family. But this theory also is not without its defects. Because, 
we could see there were so many Brahmins, though they were born in Brahmin 
family, but their guna and karma is not like as Brahmins, however they were 
regarded as Brahmins in our society. Similarly there were so many Shudras, 
whose guna and karma like as Brahmins, but they were regarded as Shudras 
throughout his life. In this way we realized that by birth classification of Varna 
is not makes according to the Guna and Karma of the individuals. So, it is clear 
from the above that birth will not determine the Varna of an individual. That is 
why we can conclude that the theory of Varnavyavastha and caste system is not 
regarded a satisfactory theory of Hindu religion regarding Varna division of our 
society.  
According to me, Ambedkar was the first Indian, who was very much aware 
about this illogical and unscientific division. It is true that if there is no logical 
or scientific explanation for this classification, then it must be criticized by 
others, especially by those who were victimized by this theory. Ambedkar was 
victimized by it. He was an educated untouchable and humiliated by this very 
unscientific theory. Ambedkar recognized that the Hindu religious scripture 
speaks about such type of system which is not possible to apply in practical life. 
He argues that the bad effects of this classification spreaded throughout India 
very fast. That is why, Ambedkar claimed that, Varnavyavastha is the root cause 
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of untouchability and caste system is the final cause for spreading 
untouchability throughout our society.      
According to me, whenever we are going to discuss about the theory of 
Varnavyastha and caste system, a misinterpretation is generating in our mind. 
According to me, this is the outer meaning of this theory. But I think there is an 
inner meaning in it and there is nothing wrong in the interpretation of the Hindu 
religious scripture about the issue of Varnavyavastha and caste system. The 
concept of Varna is the soul of Hindu Dharma. Hindu religion is meaningless 
without division of Varna. If we deeply think and realize the theory of Gita and 
Manusmriti, then it will be clear. There is a relation between Varnavyavastha of 
Gita and caste system of Manusmriti. According to Gita, God himself has made 
this classification according to the guna and karma of an individual. That means 
God has determined this classification on the basis of the performance or action 
or worth of an individual. On the other hand, Manusmriti says that caste or 
Varna of an individual will determine according to the birth of an individual.  If 
we accept the theory of Gita and Manusmriti, then we can say that, if a child is 
born in Shudra family, then his or her action or performance must like as 
Shudras, because according to his or her guna and karma God send him or gave 
birth in Shudra family. Similarly to birth in a Brahmin family, a Brahmin child 
must perform as like as Brahmins. According to their birth, they were 
compelled to perform this type of action. It is also true that the heredity and the 
environment basically help them to grow up in a mind which will reflect after 
by their action. So, there is a relation between personality and performance. An 
individual will perform his duty according to his or her personality. We know 
that personality of an individual will depend upon the heredity and the 
environment. So, the future performance of an individual depends upon in 
which family or environment he or she was brought out.  It means, genetically 
the Brahmin child will perform as like as Brahmins and the Shudra child will 
perform as like as Shudras. So, we say that guna and karma of an individual 
depends upon the birth of the individual. There is no opportunity to change their 
guna and karma. 
But the question is by which performance God will determine the Varna of an 
individual or gives birth of an individual in a particular Varna family? Is it 
according to the performance or guna and karma of present life? Or is it 
determined on the basis of the performance of previous life action? According 
to me, the interpretation of this theory is not said about present life action; it is 
depended upon our previous life actions or performance. We know that 
Hinduism accepts the theory of rebirth and the immortality of the soul. 
According to this theory, we can easily be saying that, this life is the effect of 
previous life action. On the basis of the performance or the guna and karma of 
previous life, God will decide the social status of the next life of an individual. 
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So we can say that, the birth in a Brahmin family is the result of the 
performance of previous life’s action, which was like as a Brahmin. Similarly, 
to birth in a Shudra family is the result of the performance of previous life’s 
action, which was like as a Shudra. So, the guna-karma or the performance of an 
individual will determine in what family or caste he or she will born. I will try 
to discuss this matter as an example: suppose ‘A’ is an individual, in his 50th no. 
birth he born in a Brahmin family. It is not necessary that he was also a Brahmin 
in his 49th no. birth. He has born in a Brahmin family on his 50th no. birth, 
because his guna-karma or performance was like as Brahmins on his 49th no. 
birth. So, the theory of guna-karma of Gita and the theory of by birth 
determination of Manusmriti is to discuss in respect as a theory of 
Varnavyavastha and caste system.  
If we accept this theory as correct, then the question and legitimate one arises, 
how a Shudra will born in a Brahmin family, in his next life. According to 
Manusmriti, there is a possibility to born in an upper Varna family. If a person 
performed his duty rightly in his present life, then he will be born as an upper 
caste from his present status in the next life. So, there is a contradiction among 
the theory of Guna-Karma and the theory of rebirth. In this respect we can say 
that this theory is contradicted with the theory of Puranas. According to Purana, 
a man will born again as a human being after complete 86th lakh steps of life. If 
it is true then we will say that a man will born in a Shudra family according to 
his or her previous life actions, where he or she was not lived as a human being. 
Naturally the question arise: why a man will accept his present life identity, 
which is determined according to his or her previous life, where he or she was 
not human being.  So, according to me it is a fake theory which has been 
realized by Ambedkar very easily. 
On the other hand, if we accept this theory as correct then the question arises: if 
there is only four Varnas, then how does Manusmriti define the other Varnas? It 
is true that, there were thousand types of Varna that has been mentioned by 
Manusmriti. Manusmriti entitled this Varna’s as Castes or Sub-castes on the 
basis of the matrimonial status of the parent. According to Manusmriti, those 
who are coming from those parents, who were not belonging to same Varnas, 
were regarded as Castes. If the parents are coming from different Varna-family 
and they gives birth a child, then their child has regarded as different Castes. 
His or her (children) identity has determined as a caste Hindu. So the definition 
of castes is different in Manusmriti. It is true that the opposite marriage 
(Anuloma and Pratiloma Marriege) were strictly hated by Manusmriti. 
According to Manusmriti, the child can’t identify himself with the identification 
of their father and mother’s identity. Generally they were called as mongrel 
(Samkar Varna). These types of Childs were neglected and humiliated by the 
rules and custom of Manusmriti.  
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Again the question arises, if these out-castes were regarded as mongrel, then 
how they will be able to birth another child? There is no example in species 
throughout the universe where mongrel animals are able to birth a child. For 
example: Khachhar (Mixed product of dickey or horse), Hasjharu (mixed 
product of duck and hedgehog) were not able to birth any children. There were 
no such instances where Khachhar birth a Khachhar, or Hasjharu birth a 
Hasjharu. Their life is the last life for their heredity. So the question is, if men 
are also regarded as mongrel in respect of their parent’s matrimonial status, then 
how they birth their child? If they really like as a mongrel, then how a Chandala 
gives birth a Chandala child? But according to Manusmriti, the son of Chandala 
has regarded as Chandala. So, it is clear from it that the theory of 
Varnavyavastha of Manusmriti is self-contradictory. It has no scientific value.  
 
Conclusion: It is also important to mention here that though theoretically Gita 
argues that Varna division will make on the basis of Guna and Karma of the 
individual. However, in Mahabharata we noticed several instances which were 
totally different from this theory. It is well known to all of us that, in Adiparba 
of Mahabharata created by Byasdeb; emperor Drupada has arranged a program 
of choosing of bridge groom oneself from amongst a number of invited suitors 
for his daughter Drupadi. We can see that, emperor Drupada mainly emphasized 
on heroism for Drupadi’s marriage not on the racial inequality. In the venue we 
can see that, though Karna, the ‘suta-putra’ of Kunti shows heroism but Drupadi 
denied him to marry by questioning his racial identity because Karna entitled as 
a sutaputra. Refusing his father’s proposal Drupadi married Arjuna and later she 
got five husbands.  
On the basis of the above discussion, it can be said that if this theory has been 
regarded as false, then the theory of by birth determination of Varna 
(Manusmriti) will take the place of guilty. At the same time, if this theory has 
regarded as guilty, then the karma-vada theory of Gita will be regarded as false. 
Finally, we can say that Hinduism was not out of guilty regarding the theory of 
Varna division or caste system.    
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Abstract 
The aim of this research article is to explore the psychosocial problems of the 
elderly and the family support received by them. The Descriptive research 
design is exerted in the study to accomplish the laid objectives. The study 
encompasses both male and female elderly persons aged 60 years and above as 
sample, in the selected villages of Chittoor District Tirupati, Andhra Pradesh.  
The standardized Interview Schedule was formulated with the selected 
variables.  The Multi-Stage Stratified Random Sampling Technique was 
adopted in selecting the Mandals and Villages and Purposive Sampling 
technique was adopted to select participants  from the selected villages.   A total 
of 150 respondents were selected for the study - 67 elderly men and 83 elderly 
women from each of the communities.  The selected variables  was analyzed 
using the statistical techniques.  The results brought out that the psycho-social 
challenges are more among the elderly without family support and the problems 
are less among the elderly with family support.  The psychosocial problem of 
the elderly are manifested with the selected variables of the study. 
 
Key words: Elderly; Psycho-Social; Loneliness; Cognitive Problems; 
Emotional Support; 
 
Introduction 

Elderly or old age consists of ages nearing or surpassing the average life 
span of human beings. The dividing line of old age cannot be defined 
completely because it does not have the similar meaning in all societies. The 
Government of India formulated ‘National Policy for old age persons  in 
January, 1999.   The policy expounds ‘senior citizen’ or ‘elderly’ as a person 
who is of age 60 years or above. The elderly population (aged 60 years or 
above) constitutes for 7.4% of total population in 2001.  Both the share and 
proportion of elderly population is alarming over time.   From 5.6% in 1961 it is 
estimated to arise to 12.4% of population by the year 2026. 
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The lowering in fertility level, strengthened  by stable increase in the life 
expectation has contributed for  rudimentary changes in the age composition of 
the population.    As per the Population Census 2011, there are virtually 104 
million elderly persons (aged 60 years or above) in India; females and males 
constituting 53 and 51 millions respectively.   A document  emancipated by the 
United Nations Population Fund and Help Age India recommends that the 
number of elderly persons is envisaged to increase by 173 million by 2026.  
While speaking of rural and urban areas, 71% of elderly population dwell in 
rural areas while 29 % is in urban areas.  Most frequent ailment among the aged 
persons was movement disability and visual disability as per Census 2011.    

Life is full of hard ships and captured with number of problems.  The 
problems have to dealt with in every stage of living.  But, these are entirely 
different with the  problems faced older people, which are considered as severe.  
There is a variation in the problems faced by people at the age of 60’s and 
problems faced by the people during 80’s.   The problems of the aged men may 
be different from the aged women. Overall, we can categorize aged problems as 
unique one’s with a holistic circumference of economic, social and health 
problems.  Nowadays, taking care of the older persons in the family does not 
appear to be a defensible system.   Joint families that provided a secured life for 
the aged are fast disintegrating. A nuclear family is not in a position to take care 
of the older persons.   

The major health problems faced by the old age people lead to functional, 
psychological and social disabilities. Functional disabilities account to restricted 
activity days, work loss days (if working), bed disability days, social isolation, 
reduced vigorous physical exercise, drop in activity tolerance, weakened 
muscles, bone loss and, feeling of physical incompetence. Psychological 
disability leads to loss of confidence, exaggerated withdrawal from unusual 
activities, feeling of physical incompetence, depression, anxiety, 
hypochondriasis, sleep disturbances, suicidal tendencies. The consequences of 
chronic problems  results in social disabilities that affect family relationships, 
worse conditions in nuclear families,  especially of the old widowed women. 
Institutionalizing for acute undercurrent problems or long term care can occur 
to. 

Care giving is a complex health care activity.  From an informal family 
level activity,  it is becoming a major part of health care.  There is a growing 
awareness of the mental health aspects of care giving both in the economically 
rich,  low- and middle-income countries. It is this aspect of addressing the 
emotional dimensions of care giving  in addition to importance to care receivers 
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and to utilize the care giving situations to address the prevention of mental 
disorders, promotion of mental health, and fight stigma of mental disorders.  In 
India, care giving is largely by the family members as there are extremely 
limited alternative institutional facilities and welfare supports for those with 
long-standing illnesses such as mental disorders, chronic illnesses such as 
diabetes and cancer. In addition, in India, most families prefer to care for the ill 
person at all stages of illness.  However, the larger societal changes in the 
country are placing significant demands on the caregivers. Two of the changes 
making care giving difficult are living in urban areas and living in nuclear 
families. The lack of a supportive community in urban areas and the limited 
resources in a nuclear family make caring a demand on the caregivers and 
places their mental health at risk. 

The Family and the Community  
To cater for the happiness and future of the elderly both the physical 

and emotional needs of the elderly must be met. For most elderly their families 
are the most important source of support.   The changing family structure from 
an extended family towards a nuclear family has reduced the extent to which 
support is available, especially at times of need. The increased participation 
particularly of women in the labor market has contributed to this as these 
children are not available for help all the time unlike the past. The rural urban 
migration which has led to the ageing of rural areas has made the elderly in rural 
areas vulnerable. The most disadvantaged group among old age are widowed 
elderly women and the very old who are away from their family members.  It 
has been seen that the extent of familial support declines with urbanization and 
industrialization especially in urban areas though it is not expected to disappear, 
The spouse is often the primary support person through companionship, and 
being available as a confidante.  

Family is the primary source of giving care to all its members. The care 
given to a person in the family depends upon his place in family life cycle.  
Ageing of population is an obvious consequence of the process of demographic 
transition. In the global scenario, the meaning of old age is has taken a new 
shape within the individuals and families. (Bergeron 2001).  At present, the role 
performed by the families with regards to elderly has declined due to major 
structural changes occurred in the Indian society and the resultant deterioration 
of the joint family system, paved the way for refusal or neglect of the aged. In 
India, migrants from the villages and towns to cities predominate, resulting in 
breaking up of families into nuclear families. The aged who are left behind have 
to feed for themselves. This is leading to an increased danger of marginalization 
of the geriatric population due to migration, urbanization, and globalization. The 
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other consequence of the globalization is the rise of economic burden on the 
elderly, specifically the women who have actually non-existent property rights 
and other social security measures (Bhat 2001) 

With increases in life expectancy at birth,   more  older partners end up 
caring for each other, often for long periods.   More women end up in this role. 
As much as 60% of primary care givers to older people are wives of disabled, 
often older husbands.  These care giving women often experience loneliness, 
isolation and role overload. They have a 24 hour responsibility besides coping 
with their own ageing, physical illnesses, or financial and legal burdens, all of 
which can create stresses. The new problems creates when the spouse dies and 
this loss has to be experienced especially by the women who outlive their male 
counterparts. Children too are involved in support,  but demographic changes 
towards smaller families may result in their being unavailable or able to share 
the responsibility around. In this situation siblings come in to supplement the 
support but it has to be anticipated that in the long run with fertility declines 
there may be fewer siblings to rely on. 

The elderly people living in the remote areas are frequently equipped 
with problems unique to their place of living.  Less population, Distance from 
place to place and difficult of approaching the remote areas in particular pose a 
challenge for public transport, service provision and community life. Due to 
these characteristics, a comprehensive service infrastructure as common in 
urban areas (transport/health care/social services/education/ICT/retail/culture) is 
more difficult and expensive to create and maintain. The lower level of 
economic activity in rural areas also limits the choice of service providers. An 
urban/rural divide in access to services and activities is the consequence, putting 
older rural populations at a disadvantage across a number of dimensions. 

Need of the Study 
Elderly people are vulnerable to physiological, mental and social crisis 

and to typical presentation of illness common to the aged. The commonest old 
age problems are economic dependency, loneliness, insecurity, diminished self-
concept and diseases like asthma, arthritis, carcinoma, chronic obstructive 
pulmonary disease, cardiac complications, diabetes and osteoporosis. Perceptual 
and cognitive problems like diminished vision, hearing and memory were also 
common. Advancements in general health practices and nutrition have increased 
the life expectancy of people. The aged population is increasing all over the 
world both in developed and developing countries. The aged have to be treated 
as a group requiring special care since the type, degree and magnitude of their 
problems are different from other age groups. Care of the aged has thus become 
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an essential component of nursing and medicine.  A study was conducted on 
Psycho-social problems among elderly people in the selected villages in 
Chittoor District, Tirupati,  Andhra Pradesh.   The Sample consisted of 150 
elderly people. 

Stressful family relationships and lack of family care precipitates the 
elder’s poor psycho-logical well- being (Litwin and Shiovitz 2006).  The study 
found that twenty seven percent of sample stated that they even though they felt 
neglected in the family, they keep themselves busy by involving in various 
household activities like rearing their grandchildren, doing small household 
chores etc. and only 3.3 percent of them reported that they were humiliated by 
their daughters-in-law and their sons did not care for them.   Taking the culture 
into consideration.  The study noted that, 70 percent of the elderly women living 
in the families were looked after by their family members   and children gave 
them proper care, respect and comfort.  On the other hand, 63.3 percent of the 
elderly women staying with the  families got support from their family 
members.  Their children gave them financial, social and emotional support. 

Chou and Chi (2001) revealed from their study that elderly people 
living alone are prone to higher level of financial strain, exhibits depressive 
symptoms compared to others and have a lower life satisfaction. The same was 
brought out in the present study, where the respondents reported financial crisis 
as there was no source of income both in family environment as well as in the 
institution.  Institutionalized elderly women felt helpless be-cause they had no 
money to meet their material needs.  Most of the people opined that  ageing is a 
completely gloomy final stage of the human life span, but it is not so.   
Awareness and acceptance of the fact that ageing has physiological, 
psychological and social determinants would make the ageing process 
acceptable, cheerful perhaps even desirable by making living meaningful.    

Materials and Methods 
Objectives of the Study 
1. To identify the psychosocial problems of elderly living in the selected 

villages. 
2. To identify the nature of family support towards the elderly. 
3. To suggest remedial measures in improving the family support in the 

present context. 
 

A Descriptive research design was adopted for this study.   The study 
was conducted in 12 villages from 6 Mandals of Chittoor District.  The 
researcher adopted Multi-Stage Stratified Random Sampling method in 
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selecting the Mandals and Villages.  From then, the researcher selected 67 men 
and 83 women by purposive sampling method.  Data were collected using a 
specially designed interview schedule and by following observation technique 
through house-to-house visit.  Psycho-social problems and family support was 
elicited by discussion with the elderly persons in a comfortable and homely 
atmosphere. The information, thus, obtained was tabulated and analyzed 
applying appropriate statistical methods. 

 
TABLE 1:      Age and Sex Wise Distribution Of The Respondents 

Age (in yrs) Males N = (67) (%) Females N = (83) 
(%) 

Total N = (150) 
(%) 

60-65 yrs 22 (32.8) 46 (55.4) 68 (45.3) 
65-70 yrs 18 (26.9) 18 (21.7) 36 (24.0) 
70-75 Yrs 15 (22.3) 11 (13.3) 26 (17.3) 
75-80 Yrs 8 (12.0) 6 (7.2) 14 (9.4) 

80 & Above 4 (6.0) 2 (2.4) 6 (4.0) 
Literacy    
Illiterate 48 (71.7) 69 (83.1) 117 (78.0) 
Literate 19 (28.3) 14 (16.9) 33 (22.0) 

Marital Status    
Single 5 (7.4) 3 (3.6) 8 (5.4) 

With Spouse 48 (71.7) 46 (55.5) 94  (62.6) 
Widow _ 34 (40.9) 34 (22.7) 

Widower 14 (20.9) _ 14  (9.3) 

Type of Family    
Nuclear 59 (88.0) 76 (91.5) 135 (90.0) 

Joint 8  (12.0) 7 (8.5) 15  (10.0) 

Source of Income    
Retired Pension 5 (7.5) _ 5 (3.3) 

Dependent 38 (56.7) 56 (67.5) 94 (62.7) 
Agriculture 6 (8.9) 4 (4.8) 10 (6.7) 
Labourer 3 (4.5) 9 (10.8) 12 (8.0) 

Diary 15 (22.4) 14 (16.9) 29 (19.3) 

Table No. 1 depicts the Age and Sex wise distribution of respondents.  It was 
identified from the study that majority of the respondents (45.3%) of them are in 
the age group of 60-65 years and (24.0%) of them are in between 65-70 years.  
The least number of the respondents (4.0%) of them are in the age group of 80 
years & above.  The study brought that 78.0% of them are illiterates and a small 
percentage (22.0%) of them are literates.  (62.6%) of the respondents are living 
with spouse and (34.0%) of them are widowed.  The study highlighted that a 
majority (90.0%) of the respondents are living in nuclear families and a few 
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(10.0%) of them are staying with joint families which shows the disintegration 
of joint families.  (62.7%) of the respondents are living as dependants on their 
family members which shows the high dependency rate of the elderly.  In the 
villages Diary is an important occupation besides Agriculture.  (19.3%) of the 
sample are maintaining cows and hens for their survival which helps them to 
lead their day to day life. 
 
TABLE 2:  Psycho-Social Problems of the Respondents 
 

Table No.2 assess the Psycho-Social Problems of the respondents.  A majority 
(16.0%) of the respondents   are subject to loneliness and especially this is more 
in males compared to that of females.  An equal percentage  (13.3%) undergo 
stress and are affected with loss of spouse/child.  It can be observed from the 
results that females undergo more stress than males in leading their lives and 
males face psychological problems related to loss of spouse/child.  An equal 
(12.0%) of the respondents are prone to Anxiety problems and are physically 
incompetent to do the work.  Anxiety conditions are more observed in females 
and phiysically incompetence is equally seen in both males and females.  
(11.3%) of them are suffering with some kind of illness and (7.3%) of them are 
experiencing depression.  A least (4.0%) of them are always worried about their 
condition.   
 
TABLE 3:  Intra-Familial Relation of the Respondents 
 

Psycho-social Problems Males N = (67) (%) Females N = (83) (%) Total N = (150) (%) 
Anxiety 5 (7.5) 13 (15.7) 18 (12.0) 

Fear 3 (4.5) 4 (4.9) 7 (4.8) 
Stress 6 (8.9) 14 (16.8) 20 (13.3) 

Worried 2 (3.0) 4 (4.9) 6 (4.0) 
Depression 2 (3.0) 9 (10.9) 11 (7.3) 
Loneliness 14 (20.9) 10 (12.0) 24 (16.0) 

Exaggerated With drawl 3 (4.5) 6 (7.2) 9 (6.0) 
Physical Incompetence 9 (13.4) 9 (10.8) 18 (12.0) 

Loss of Spouse/Child 14 (20.9) 6 (7.2) 20 (13.3) 
Illness 9 (13.4) 8 (9.6) 17 (11.3) 

Intra-Familial Relation Males N = (67) 
(%) 

Females N = (83) 
(%) 

Total N = (150) (%) 

Cordial 34 (50.8) 22 (26.5) 56 (37.4) 
Conflict 30 (44.8) 57 (68.7) 87 (58.0) 

Non-Response 3 (4.4) 4 (4.9) 7 (4.6) 
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Table No.3 shows an understanding of Intra-Familial Relations of the 
respondents.  A majority (58.0%) of the respondents are facing conflict 
regarding intra-familial relations.  The females are very much strained with this 
relation and (37.4%) of them are having cordial relations within the family.  
Only few did not respond.  It can be assessed that more the conflictual relations 
within the family, more the psycho-social problems of the elderly. 
 
TABLE 4:  Familial Support of the Respondents During Illness 
 

Family Support During Illness Males N = (67) 
(%) 

Females N = (83) 
(%) 

Total N = (150) 
(%) 

Sympathetic and Helpful 44 (65.7) 40 (48.2) 84 (56.0) 
Apathy and Negative 23 (34.3) 41 (49.4) 64 (42.7) 

Non-Response - 2 (2.4) 2 (1.4) 
 
The support of the family during Illness is very important for old age people.  
The researcher when observed this variable,  found that a majority (56.0%) of 
the respondents are receiving help from the family members during illness, 
especially men have more support than women.  (44.7%) of the elderly reported 
that they face negative consequences from the family at the time of illness.  In 
this context, women are more subject to apathy than men at the time of illness.  
These respondents opined that the family members feel more  happy when they 
are involved in doing domestic work, but when situation of illness arises, they 
feel more discomfort in managing the affairs. 
 
Conclusions: 

In the changing economic and social milieu, the younger generation has 
developed materialistic attitude and have redefined social roles within, as well 
as outside the family.  The elderly generation is in conflict between the decline 
in traditional values on one hand and the lack of adequate social security system 
on the other. Illness increases with age. Understandably older population has 
greater needs for health care.  Health and life satisfaction continues to be 
important construct in the psycho-social study of ageing. These are commonly 
the accepted subjective conditions of quality of life and seem to be the facets of 
successful ageing, both of which are key concepts in ageing. 

 
The present study focuses on Psycho-social problems of ageing and the 

familial support received by the elderly.  The study concluded that a majority 
(16.0%) of the respondents  are subject to loneliness and especially this is more 
in males compared to that of females.  Children are supposed to look after their 
elderly parents. However, the processes of social change, such  as  
industrialization, urbanization, and migration had a negative impact on care for 
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elderly people.  The elderly people are left alone in their native places and the 
children migrate to urban areas for sake of employment which ultimately 
created psycho- social issues among them.  Loneliness is the result of the above 
said factors.  It is also observed in the study that an equal percentage  (13.3%) 
of the respondents undergo stress and are affected with loss of spouse/child.  It 
is observed from the results that females undergo more stress than males in 
leading their lives and males face more psychological problems related to loss 
of spouse/child.   The level of stress among the elderly population could 
negatively affect their health and well-being.  The study came out that stress 
would directly effect mental and physical status among the elderly.    Chronic 
illness and economic problems are the primary causes of stress among the 
elderly.  

 
Further the study focused on Intra-Familial Relationships of the 

respondents.  It was identified that (58.0%) of the respondents are facing 
conflict regarding intra-familial relations especially the females are very much 
strained with these relations.  The weakening of the traditional bond of joint 
family system paved the way for number of problems within the family. The 
role of the elderly in the family had gradually decreased and in return many of 
them feel that the attitude of younger generation towards them has undergone a 
tremendous change and become less satisfactory and the old age people tend to 
become more and more inclined towards religion. 

 
The study analyzed that a majority (56.0%) of the respondents are 

receiving help from the family members during illness.  The researcher 
observed that Gender - wise discrimination has been noticed in this regard.  
Men receive more care and support from the family during illness, which can be 
attributed to the patriarchal families where men are  predominantly given 
importance.   (42.7%) of the elderly reported that they face negative 
consequences from the family at the time of illness.  Children are supposed to 
look after their elderly parents, but due to diverse attitudes of younger 
generations, the elderly are left behind with moderate care. 

 
Suggestions:   

There is a need to enhance self-esteem of the elderly by changing the 
attitude of families towards the care of the elderly. This will ensure that they do 
not spend the twilight years of their life in isolation, pain and misery. Old age 
people are desired of essential support that will enhance the aspects of their 
lifestyles complete and helps in improving their over-all quality of life.  The 
role of  the state, civil society and community in protecting the rights and needs 
of the elderly women is very important and should develop appropriate polices, 
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legislations and cater for the effective implementation of health and security 
schemes which already exist.  Specific state interventions are required for the 
aged women, especially for the most vulnerable and the below poverty line.   
There is very acute need to safeguard the human rights of the elderly and protect 
the gender just laws and policies to ensure adequate economic and social 
protection during handicap and old age, in case, where the elderly lack desired 
family support.  The elderly citizens are in need of urgent attention. It is the 
primary duty of the children to look after their parents and make them happy by 
removing the negative consequences that detach the relationships.  Old age 
people do not need   pity, but the understanding, love and care of their fellow 
human-beings. It is our responsibility to uplift the confidence, morale and 
develop good psycho-social environment of the elderly for a great nation. 
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Abstract  
 
Nationalism is a sense of identity with the nation we belongs to one’s nation. It 
is a belief, creed or political ideology that involves identifying with or becoming 
attached to one’s nation. Nationalism involves national identity in contrast with 
the related construct of patriotism, which involves the social conditioning and 
personal behaviors that support a state’s decisions and actions. Nationalism has 
its own peculiar historical development. It is subjective, a way of living, feeling 
and thinking. British rule was the harbinger of nationalist upsurges in India. The 
Indians expressed their national consciousness through their literary activities in 
different languages. Bankim Chandra Chatterji, Bharatendu Harish Chandra, 
Chaudhary Badri Narayana, Ravindranath Tagore, V.D. Savarkar, Swami 
Vivekananda, B.G. Tilak, Mahatama Gandhiji, Pratap Narayana Misra, 
Balakrishana Bhatta, Alur Venkata Raoetc, many personalities helped in 
arousing national consciousness among Indians through their literature. 
Nationalism in Indian literatures is concerned with the strength and unity of 
Indians and also a doctrine has been concerned primarily with promoting unity 
and a sense of Nationhood among the Indians.This paper is the elaborate 
archives of constructed Nationalism in literatures of India and possibly to find 
out alternative of understanding different domains of knowledge. Nationalism in 
literature proved to be dynamic force and gathered momentum as years rolled 
on literature served as potent instrument for developing nationalist ideas on a 
very much wider scale. 
 
Key Words: Patriotism, Nationalism, Unity, National Consciousness, & 
Nationhood.  

 
Introduction 
Nationalism is a sense of identity with the nation we belongs to one’s nation. It 
is a belief, creed or political ideology that involves identifying with or becoming 
attached to one’s nation. Nationalism involves national identity in contrast with 
the related construct of patriotism, which involves the social conditioning and 
personal behaviors that support a state’s decisions and actions. Nationalism has 
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its own peculiar historical development. It is subjective, a way of living, feeling 
and thinking. British rule was the harbinger of nationalist upsurges in India. The 
Indians expressed their national consciousness through their literary activities in 
different languages. Bankim Chandra Chatterji, Bharatendu Harish Chandra, 
Chaudhary Badri Narayana, Ravindranath Tagore, V.D. Savarkar, Swami 
Vivekananda, B.G. Tilak, Mahatama Gandhiji, Pratap Narayana Misra, 
Balakrishana Bhatta, Alur Venkata Raoetc, many personalities helped in 
arousing national consciousness among Indians through their literature. 
Nationalism in Indian literatures is concerned with the strength and unity of 
Indians and also a doctrine has been concerned primarily with promoting unity 
and a sense of Nationhood among the Indians. 
Benedict Anderson defines Nation as “A nation is an imagined political 
community and imagined as both inherently limited and sovereign. It is 
imagined because the members of even the smallest nations will never know 
most of their fellow- members, meet them, or even hear of them, yet in the 
minds of each lives an image of their community”. The term ‘nation’ is derived 
from the Latin word ‘natio’ which means birth or race or stock. This term 
became popular during the French Revolution and used to mean ‘patriotism’. 
Nationalism is a sense of identity with the nation we belongs to one’s nation. It 
is a belief, creed or political ideology that involves indentifying with or 
becoming attached to one’s nation. Nationalism involves national identity in 
contrast with the related construct of patriotism, which involves the social 
conditioning and personal behaviors that support a state’s decisions and actions. 
Nationalism has its own peculiar historical development. It is subjective, a way 
of living, feeling and thinking. British rule was the harbinger of nationalist 
upsurges in India. Hindu nationalism is the child of the British Raj and 
blossomed in India during nineteenth century. 
 
Freedom Movement: Freedom  Struggle brought into focus the notion of 
nationalism and one can deal with the subject ‘Nationalism and Literature’ very 
easily by describing patriotic writings as an expression of nationalist fervor of 
the people against a foreign domination which began to emerge in the 
nineteenth century particularly in every Indian language. In Malayalam the first 
and foremost of the poets expressing this sentiment was Vallattol Narayana 
Menon. Having whole- heartedly accepted Mahatma Gandhi as his guiding star 
in 1920 wrote his famous poem, ‘Entegurunathan’, My Master that made him an 
eloquent champion of the nationalist movement. At the same time Vallattol also 
wrote poems like ‘Matrivandanam’ extolling not Bharatbarsha but his 
motherland Kerala. This is the ambivalence of the whole issue of nationalism in 
Indian context. Here both nation (desa) and region (kshetra) are of equal 
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importance and hence the issue of nation and nationalism becomes problematic 
and needs an in-depth exploration. 
By the 1920s and 1930s, literature had come to occupy a central role in the 
Indian nationalist movement. Yet literary texts not only reflected the politics of 
Indians leaders (increasingly represented by the Indian National Congress,) but 
questioned some of their assumptions about the path India's future should take. 
For instance, the Hindi novelist Premchand set his stories primarily in rural 
India and satirized the machinations of the urban elite, emphasizing the rural-
urban divide that was increasingly visible in mainstream nationalist politics. 
Likewise, the English-language author Mulk Raj Anand located his stories 
among the urban poor, disempowered not only by colonialism, but also by the 
kind of heavy industrialization supported by congress. Authors affected by 
partition, such as Saadat Hasan Manto, painted a poignant picture of the 
injustices perpetrated on displaced families on both sides of the India-Pakistan 
border. Attention to the details and artistry of these and other fictional writings 
can add to our understanding of these hugely significant decades in sub-
continental history. 
 
Hindu Nationalism: Hindu nationalism has been collectively referred to as the 
expressions of social and political thought, based on the native spiritual cultural 
traditions of historical India and sub- continent. Some scholars have argued that 
the use of the term ‘Hindu Nationalism’ refers to Hindu Raastravaada, is a 
simplistic translation and is better described by the term ‘Hindu Polity’. Hindu 
Nationalism is a political ideology encompasses different groups. Broadly, these 
groups are all defined Indian cultural society and politics in terms of Hindu 
religious values in Indian literatures. 
 
The Term Nationalism: According to the Oxford English dictionary, originally 
Hindutva is the state or quality of being Hindu, Hinduness. In later use, it 
defines Hindutva as an ideology seeking to establish the hegemony of hindus 
and the hindu way of life. According to the Encyclopaedia Britannica Hidutva is 
an ideology that sought to define Indian culture in terms of hindu values. In a 
1995 judgment, the Supreme Court of India ruled that ordinarily, Hindutva is 
understood as a way of life or state of mind and is not to be equated with or 
understood as religious hindu fundamentalism. It is a fallacy and an error of law 
to proceed on assumption that the use of words hindutva or Hinduism per se 
depicts an attitude hostile to all persons practicing any religion other than the 
hindu religion. It may well be that these words are used in a speech to promote 
secularism or to emphasizes the way of life of the Indian people and the Indian 
culture or ethos or to criticize the policy of any political party as discriminatory 
or intolerant. 
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According to Vinayak Damodar Savarkar, hindutva is an inclusive term of 
everything Indic. He said hindutva is not a word but a history. Not only the 
spiritual or religious history of our people as at times it is mistaken to be by 
being confounded with the other cognate term Hinduism, but a history in full. 
Hinduism is only a derivative, a fraction, a part of hindutva. Hindutva embraces 
all the departments of thought and activity of the whole being of our hindu race. 
Hindu nationalism is a political ideology that encompasses different groups. 
Broadly these groups all define Indian culture and politics in terms of hindu 
religious values.   
 
Origin:  The first references on the word Hindu Nationalismwe get during 
nineteenth century in Hindu Renaissance period. It encourages the growth of 
Hindu National consciousness.  BrahmoSamaj which was established by Raja 
Ram Mohan Roy was the first creative organization inspired the Indians by 
renaissance. BrahmoSamaj started a magazine called ‘Samwad Kaumudi’, 
under the guidance of Ram Mohan Roy. It took up the cause of Hindu religion 
and society, attempted to reform them, asserted equality for Hindu religion on 
the basis of Holy Scriptures of Hinduism, Vedas, Upanishads and Puranas.The 
Brahmo Samaj also participated in building the national sentiment among the 
Indians. It glorified the ancient culture of India, helped in developing 
confidence among Indians in their own religion and participated directly in the 
resurgence of Hindu nationalism. The Theosophical society influenced the 
educated Indians in large numbers. Mrs.Anni Besant started ‘Home Rule 
Movement’ and popularized the Indian Hindu culture and values through her 
lectures on Hinduism and Indian culture, interpreted Hindu nationalism in the 
right perspective. 
 
Swami Vivekananda and the Ramakrishna Mission: The credit of 
propagating the ideals of Ramakrishna Paramhamsa goes to his great disciple 
Swami Vivekananda. He represented the very soul of Hinduism and its 
spiritualism. His message of spiritualism contributed remarkably towards 
strengthening of Hindu nationalism, religion and society. He made the Hindus 
to realize the degraded position to which they had fallen and inspired them to 
regain their past glory. The Hindus follow the path of Vendantas and they 
would realize the soul of their religion and able to build a glorious society and 
nation once more. Vivekananda participated in building up of the Indian 
nationalism the way he established the superiority of Hindu religion and 
spiritualism, certainly generated a feeling of confidence, self glorification and 
patriotism among the Hindus, and helped in national building activity. A kind of 
spiritual Hinduism carried over by Swami Viveknanda in India and in the 
Western World. Vivekananda participated in the World Parliament of Religions 
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in 1893 at Chicago and spread the message of universal brotherhood and 
religious toleration. It was carried forward by Mahatma Gandhi and Sarvapalli 
Radhakrishanan. It also became the main inspiration for the current brand of 
Hindu Nationalism today.               
Swami Vivekananda was a patriot to the core. The Modern Indian Historians 
have rightly remarked Swami Vivekananda the “Father of Modern Hindu 
Nationalism”. Helargely created it and also embodied in his own life its highest 
and noblest elements. He roused national consciousness by his forceful call 
“Arise Awake and stop not till the goal is reached”. Thus Swami 
Vivekananda and his Ramakrishna Mission made a solid contribution to Hindu 
nationalism. 
 
Rabindranath Tagore: Tagore’s idea of nation and Hindu nationalism found in 
his novels Gitanjali, Gora, Nakul Kundra and Amritsar. Gora is the largest novel 
interpreted the various themes like friendship, motherhood, love, caste 
discrimination, women emancipation, nation and nationalism, religion, and 
Hindu nationalism. Gora is more than a mere novel; it is an epic of India in 
transition at a crucial period of Modern history, when the social conscience and 
intellectual awareness of the new intelligentsia were in the throes of a great 
churning. No other book gives so masterly an analysis of the complex of Indian 
social life with its teeming contradictions, or of the character of Indian 
nationalism which draws its roots from renascent Hinduism and stretches out its 
arms towards universal humanism. In Gora, the idea of nation and nationalism 
swings between the two poles- Hinduism and the Brahmo Samaj in the colonial 
setting. Interestingly Gora convert himself to Hinduism only when he feels bad 
about the humiliation of his land and its people by the British. This shift is 
noticeable for its motive – it is not religion itself but the idea of a united nation 
motivates him to go for Hinduism. Thus he finds traditional customs and rituals 
as a means of national unity. Tagore’s another popular novel Gitanjali got noble 
prize in literature in 1913 and our National Anthem found in Gitanjali highlights 
about Hindustan.  
 
Bal Gangadhar Tilak: Tilak was a figure of multifaceted personality. As a 
journalist, he started two newspapers called Kesari in Marathi and Maratha in 
English.  He exposed the real intentions of the British through his articles. He 
tried to arouse the spirit of Hindu Nationalism through his writings. In1893 he 
started Ganapati Festival and in 1895 organized ShivajiJayanthi festival which 
aroused patriotic sentiments in the hearts of the people and revival Hindu 
national sentiments. The political ideals such asswadeshi, swaraj and 
swadharma were the concepts well developed by Tilak. “Swaraj is my birth 
right and I shall have it” were the fiery words of Tilak which roused a 
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sleeping nation to action, making Indian people aware of their political plight 
under foreign rule. Tilak advocated self-sacrifice to attain complete 
Independence and demand for Hindu Nationalism. 
 
Aurobindo Ghosh: The idea of swadeshi was the basic idea of revolutionary 
programme of Aurobindo. His writings in weekly newspaper Yugantar prepared 
the ground for swadeshi movement in Bengal. Aurobindo was highly influenced 
by ‘Bhagavad Geeta’. Hence his political philosophy is based upon the 
principles of knowledge, devotion and karma of Gita. The main features of 
political ideas of Aurobindo are spiritual freedom, nationalism, Hindu 
nationalism, internationalism and moral spiritual values. He also became the 
editor of ‘Bande Mataram’the daily newspaper which made him the prophet of 
Hindu nationalism and patriotism. According to him, Nationalism is not merely 
a political programme, it is a religion that has come from God. Nationalism is a 
creed which you shall have to live. If you are going to be nationalist, if you are 
going to assent to this religion of nationalism, you must do it in the religious 
spirit andthus he greatly contributed to spiritualism and Nationalism. 
 
Bankim Chandra Chatterji: B.C.Chatterjee’s Anandamath a foundational text 
for the understanding of Indian Nationalism, is analyzed as a representative text 
that can help to understand the material condition under which texts are 
produced and distributed. The hymn BandeMataram in Anandmath became the 
unofficial anthem during the partition of Bengal in 1905 and during the ensuing 
struggle for Independence from British rule. This song and Bankim’s 
construction of the nation as mother again gained prominence and took Indian 
politics a strong rightward swing from the1980’s. Hindutva ideologies 
recurrently invoke and interpret his Anandmath in dangerous ways of self 
represent themselves as bearing the mantle of true Indian Hindu Nationalism. 
Bankim’s imagined constructions of National community in Anandmath have in 
contemporary times reified into structures of epistemological orthodoxy. Today 
Anandmath text figure on the post colonial literature syllabuses both for its 
unparalleled impact on Indian Nationalist movements and for its pertinence 
today as an important source for understanding and interrogating contemporary 
militant masculine, Hindu Nationalism in India. 
 
Vinayak Damodar Savarkar: Veer Savarkar was an extraordinary 
revolutionary of twentieth century.  He wrote many literary works and his most 
famous literary work “1857-The Indian War of Independence”, 
publishedin1906 but The British Government immediately banned the book for 
writing against British. Later the British by arresting him, for his revolutionary 
activities sent to the Andaman jail. In 1921 he was brought back to India and 
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put into the Ratnagiri jail. In 1923 he wrote his ideological treatise ‘Hindutva’: 
Who is a Hindu?  In his work, Savarkar promotes a radical new vision of Hindu 
social and political consciousness.Hindutva or Hinduness a term coined by 
Savarkar in 1923 is the predominant form of hindu nationalism in 
India.Savarkar began describing a ‘Hindu’ as a patriotic inhabitant of 
Bharatavarsha, venturing beyond a religious identity. While emphasizing the 
need for patriotic and social unity of all Hindu communities, he described 
Hinduism, Jainism, Sikhism and Buddhism as one and the same. He outlined his 
vision of a ‘Hindu Rashtra’ as ‘Akhanda Bharat’, purportedly stretching across 
the entire Indian subcontinent. Savarkar regards that being Hindu as a cultural 
and political identity. He also served as the president of Hindu Mahasabha for 
several times. He wrote an inspirational historical work, ‘SahaSoneri Pane’ (Six 
Golden Pages) recounting some of the golden periods of Indian History. The 
Hindu Mahasabha is the National representative body of Hinduism. It aims at all 
round regeneration of the Hindu people.Hindu Mahasabha is a Hindu Rashtra- 
Sabha and is a Pan –Hindu organization shaping the destinies of the Hindu 
Nation in all its social, political and cultural aspects. So Veer Savarkarrightly 
known as the ‘Father of Hindu Nationalism’. 
 
Mahatma Gandhiji:Gandhiji was a great prolific writer. One of Gandhi’s 
earliest publications ‘Hind Swaraj’, published in Gujarati in 1909. For decades 
he edited several newspapers including Harijan, Young India and Navajeevan. 
Gandhiji wrote his autobiography “The Story of My Experiments with Truth” is 
the practical experience of his life. He launched many constructive programmes 
to make Indians self sufficient. He also advocated the concept of ‘Ramarajya’ 
under the doctrine of ‘Hindu Nationalism’. His articles on Hindu Dharma which 
inspired to Ramarajya concept to the hindu’s. Gandhiji’s literary works 
highlights the views of nationalism and they are relevant even today in India 
and also in the western world. 
 
Subhas Chandra Bose: Apart fromgandhi, another revolutionary nationalist 
leader NetajiSubhasa Chandra Bose also referred to Vedanta and the Bhagavad 
Gita as source of inspiration for the struggle against the British. Swami 
Vivekanand’s teachings on universalism, his nationalist thoughts and his 
emphasis on social services and reform had all inspired Bose from his young 
days. The fresh interpretation of the India’s ancient scriptures appealed 
immensely to Subhas. Hindu spirituality formed the essential part of his 
political and social thought through his adult life, although there was no sense 
of bigotry or orthodoxy in it.Subhas who called himself a socialist, believed that 
socialism in India owed its origins to Swami Vivekananda. As historian 
Leonard Gordan explains inner religious explorations continued to be a part of 
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his adult life. This set him apart from the slowly growing number of atheistic 
socialists and communists who dotted the Indian landscape. Hinduism was an 
essential part of his Indianess. His strategy against the British also included the 
use of hindu symbols and festivals. In 1925, while in Mandalay jail, he went on 
a hunger strike when Durga puja was not supported by prison authorities.  
  
Pre Independence period:The resolution of the complete independence by 
Jawaharlal Nehru on the mid-night of 31st December1929 created a new wave 
of nationalistic fervor. At the time of our freedom struggle to develop a voice of 
total India, the western oriented modernists went for a in cultural nationalism 
and the monolithic structure of Western nationalism slowly infiltrated in our 
socio political structure which to a great extent resulted in the development of 
the two-nation theory and the partition of the country and as a result the 
independence which we received turned into an independence laced with the 
worst possible blood bath in the memory of the subcontinent. Our nationalism at 
this juncture was a nationalism of mourning, a form of valediction. What we 
witnessed was just not the British policy of divide and rule which surely was 
there, but our own willingness to break up our own civilization unity, so fondly 
developed by Tagore, Gandhi and Nehru. The proponents of Western mono-
cultural nation-state or of monolithic unity, of the ideology of one culture, one 
language, and one nation in effect destroyed the unity of the people. Today, 78 
years after Tagore’s death and 71 years after Gandhi’s, the discontinuance of 
their version of patriotism or cultural nationalism is disturbing. It isvery tragic 
because it means the loss of an alternative basis for human and political order 
which is the age old cultural nationalism of India. 
One cannot deny literature’s ability to function as a signifier of national identity 
or heritage but in Indian context writers, statesmen and political leaders were, 
by and large, in tune with an identity based on cultural nationalism and 
therefore it was not connected as much with physical and local attachment but 
with love of liberty, of independence, of peace, social happiness for one and 
everybody even beyond the boundaries of one’s own country. The singular 
thing about India is that you can speak of it only in the plural. What can destroy 
India is a change in the spirit of its people away from the pluralism and co-
existence that has been our greatest strength. It is also essential to accept that 
any political system in India must take into account the diversity of the country. 
Nehru articulated a vision of India as pluralistic national identity vindicated by 
history. He said in his ‘Discovery of India’: “Some kind of a dream of unity has 
occupied the mind of India since the dawn of civilization. That unity was 
not conceived as something imposed from outside a24standardization of 
externals or even beliefs. It was something deeper and within its fold, the widest 
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tolerance of belief and custom was practiced and every variety acknowledged 
and even encouraged.” 
Post-Independence: After independence, because of our overriding interest in 
territorial integrity, we went all out with our wrong assumption to make the 
centre strong. Nationalism that time constituted itself into a state ideology; it 
appropriated the life of the nation into the life of the state, and we drove 
ourselves into a state of amnesia, particularly with reference to the plurality of 
our cultural nationalism and we thought, however very wrongly, that Hegel was 
right to put forth the theory of integration of cultural minorities into larger 
societies, or John Stuart Mill was correct to argue that integration in the form of 
social assimilation would be beneficial for the minorities who were assimilated. 
All these views were raised in the name of national integration. But in amulti-
lingual, multi-racial and multi-religious society it created many problems like 
problems of language, state reorganization, minority and their religion, 
economic and social backwardness, nationality and separatism. It is not 
integration or assimilation of the minority with the majority social group, but 
the feeling of community, which needs to be revived. We don’t need a Central 
Government which centralizes everything, said Anantha Murthy, but a Union 
Government as in India, which is the hub of a federated nation. There is a 
history behind it. In 1947, the members of the Constituent 
Assembly27addressed their mission with multiple dreams but they were deeply 
suspicious of any federal scheme that advocated minimal Centre and strong 
states. This wariness stemmed almost entirely from the Congress experience 
with the Pakistan movement and the stand taken by the Chamber of Princes in 
the debates on the federation that was supposed to take the 1935Constitution to 
its logical conclusion and as a result a strong, paramount Centre was the 
consensus of the political class in 1947. 
Secondly, flowing from its earnest commitment to the unity and integrity of the 
new India, the Constituent Assembly was equally in love with centralized 
planning. This was not exclusively an infatuation with the Soviet Union. Many 
Congress leaders were sold on President Roosevelt’s New Dealing the US and 
the welfares impulses of the Labour Party in Britain. They sought to replicate 
some of the achievements on both sides of the Atlantic in India. 
 
Nehru Era: The centralizing impulses of the Nehruvian Congress 
wholeheartedly supported by Nehru’s cabinet, with the passage of time, ran into 
difficulty when agitations for secession from Indian union grew and still to be 
found in the peripheral parts of India. The plethora of sectarian agitation, 
religious clashes28and movements for secession or autonomy reflect 
periodic breakdowns in the ability of the state to convince sections of its people 
that their economic and political aspirations are being met within the state 
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structure. The demand for separate identity is symptomatic of the desire for self-
realization, rather than an ultimate objective in itself. Each group is just saying, 
’give us our space, in which we can feel we belong, we call the shots, we 
determine our own fate.’ Now political theorists and leaders have begun to think 
very seriously if the cause of national unity was not best served by strong and 
self-confident regional units, and whether the Indian State should not be 
conceived of as a whole made up of wholes. Already a step has been taken by 
re-introducing the idea of Panchayati Raj or local self-government, long feared 
by the modernists, as the root of India’s 
traditional ‘spirit’ of ‘localism’ and fragmentation which has, now become quite 
popular and as a result the dominant model of centralized, parliamentary 
democracy has been appropriately modified and distinctly Indian variety of 
democracy has emerged which is not only important to India but relevant to the 
new world of plurality. However, even in federated nation that the argument 
that more freedom of action should be given to regions and at the same29time 
the centre should also be powerful, can be contested. It is almost walking on a 
thin edge of as word. It needs tremendous expertise both on human and rational 
level. One who knows how to do this balancing act is known as a true leader in 
a country of multiplicity like India. 
 
Modern Era:In the post-modern period we find India is faced with the 
challenge of evolving an integrated pattern of life for her people. After 
independence in the next 50- 60 years because of the phenomenal growth in 
corruption, communalism and criminalization of the polity and the politics of 
populism people became completely disenchanted with the traditional 
patriotism and it was no more used as a theme of literature and 30 realized that 
mere political freedom is not enough to face the multi-dimensional realities of 
life. Writers became sarcastic towards the rulers but during the IndoPakistan 
war of 1965 and 1971 and the Indo-China war of 1961 made a difference and 
that difference could be evinced in the post-modern period.  
Initially the writers, artists, cultural workers were in an ambivalent situation. 
They did not know as how to reconstruct the model of national integrity. In fact 
because of the modernization process, mainly in economic/industrialization 
terms and muscle-and money oriented politics, little scope has been left for 
individual writers to guide society. Before independence they were at the 
centers of national decision-making and had an active guidance role but after 
independence it became almost impossible for writers to re-commit themselves 
to a ‘cause mobilization’ for collective action. But now the change is very much 
perceptible. Intellectuals are now busy deconstructing the cultural nationalism. 
Films are made on patriotic subjects. Patriotic songs in cassettes are sold in 
large numbers. People are now realizing the importance of our plural culture 
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which contributes to the multi-coloured fabric of human experience. In such 
matters people are moving from apposition of reaction to a position of response. 
Writers are busy in creating the network of relationships leading us to a non-
sectarian, selfless position and giving us the meaning of the oceanic circle of 
unities of which the centre is man. 
The direct correlation between the contemporary political actions and literature 
can help a great leader or leaders in mobilizing vast masses of people around 
economic demands and equalitarian techniques of mass mobilization hurt 
someone or the other but a movement around equalitarian principles would hurt 
less people, and would bring a more secure nationalism and unity and create a 
more human society. 
 
Conclusion: No doubt that our nationalism which is based on our pluralism, 
spiritual tradition, idea of truth and tolerance has the universal strength. Such a 
federation can survive only by strengthening each and every culture and its 
language, not by neglecting them. Multiculturalism has been the very stuff of 
our nationalism. It means that every culture has its own existence and lives with 
another culture in peaceful co-existence. This concept of community is 
extremely crucial for our understanding of the fundamental unity of Indian 
polity and the meaning cultural nationalism in India. This research paper is the 
elaborate archives of constructed Nationalism in literatures of India and 
possibly to find out alternative of understanding different domains of 
knowledge. Nationalism in literature proved to be dynamic force and gathered 
momentum as years rolled on literature served as potent instrument for 
developing nationalist ideas on a very much wider scale. 
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Introduction 
Women since ancient times played an important role in the social and economic 
life of a nation. They contributed a lot of the socio-economic development. But 
their role had been totally neglected in history since only very few details are 
available from inscriptions about the condition of women. This article has made 
an attempt to study the status of women in the period of Jayasimha II (A.D. 
1015-1044). The present study has been made primarily on the basis of the 
information given in inscriptions which record gifts to temples and other 
property transactions. Except a few inscriptions issued by the king, other 
inscriptions are brief and do not give elaborate details. Efforts has been made to 
study the status of women on the basis of inscriptions. 

It is well known that women were highly revered in the Vedic period. 
But a slip in the treatment of women slowly crept into the post-Vedic societies 
of Bharata. She had to be subdued under the protection of male members of her 
family. Manu says, “na stree swatantryam arhati”. It has been noticed, 
especially, since the beginning of Christ era, women particularly, the ones 
belonging to the royal families, have been occupying prominent positions both 
socially and religiously. For example, there are ample instances of Shatavahana 
queens erecting inscriptions and making donations to Chaityalayas, Viharas and 
Bouddha Sanghas. Rani Gautami Balashree of Shatavahana dynasty has erected 
an inscriptionnear Nasik. Women of Kadamba period suffered no restrictions on 
the basis of their gender. They too have made open-handed endowments to the 
temples and Mathas freely. There are many evidences of Devadasis, 
businessmen’s wives in addition to the upper class women independently 
making donations to the Bouddha Stoopas as narrated in the sculptures found in 
Sannati Bouddha Stoopas in Kalaburgi district. 

 
Royal family 

In the light of the above discussion it is observed that the references in 
the inscriptions concerning the royal families of Karnataka are generally in 
relation to the Rajamahile, Vipramahile and Vaishyamahile. They are 
mentioned with relation to either donation to the temples and Brahmins along 
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with the descriptions of their lineage. These accounts portray the lofty 
statusenjoyed bywomen those days. They used to be well educated so that they 
participated intelligently in the political, social, economic and religious 
activities of the state. There are plenty of examples that they had posited 
themselves on par with men of the day. However, the names of the Okkalu class 
Gavunda women appear very rarely in these royal edicts. 

Enoughdetails are available regarding the women of the era of 
Jayasimha II. He himself had five well learned queens who were also well 
versed in music, dance as was well as the art of administration. Among the five 
queens of Jagadekamalla, Empress Suggaladevi was of eminence. Being Devara 
Dasimayya’s pupil, she provided royal support to her Guru’s spiritual doctrines 
and enhanced the light of dharma. A.D 1029 edict of Devooru1 writes 
celebrating Jagadekamalla’s Patta Mahishi Suggaladevi’s position and beauty as 
follows; 

“.... Bhuvanasra (ya) Sri Prithvi Vallabha Maharaja 
...Parameshwara Parama Bhattarkam Satyashraya 

Kulati...lakam Chalukyabharanam Srimajjagadekamalldevar 
..(ya) uttarotta(ram) saluttamire swastyanavarata pa 

..Kalyanabhyudaya sahashraphala bhogabhagi 
..Dwiteeya Laxmi vishishta jana kaama dhenu aashrita 
Jana kalpalate Roopa Vidyadhari kalikala Saraswa (ti) 

(Sri) Majjagadekamalladevara Vishala vaksha stthala nivasini”  
Jagadekamalla Jayasimha’s queens engrossed themselves constructively 

in the administration of the empire. Besides, there are a number of instances of 
their ventures of charity narrated in various inscriptions belonging to thisera. 
The edict of A.D 10312 states that Jayasimha’s queen Bijjaladevi makes 
donation of land while she was in the Capital city of Pottalakere.  

The inscriptions of Jayasimha carry the details of the donations made by 
his queens and their awards and titles. The 24 Dec’ 1024 writing of Gotagi3 
glorifies his queen Padmaladevi as “Stanyanavarata parama kalyaanaabhyudaya 
sahasra phalabhoga bhaagini dwiteeya Laxmi samaaneyarappa Srimat 
Padmalaadeviyaru”. She is said to have endowed black-soil land and a garden to 
Lord Kalideva Swamy of Govantige in Karadikallu 300.24 Dec’ 1036 edict of 
Oruvayi4 tells about Jayasimha’s another queen Devaladevi that she was 
daughter of Nolamba Pallava and she donates to the Brahmins who performed 
the last rites and immersed the ashes of her mother Mahadevi in the holy Ganga. 

Jayasimha II’s inscriptions bear out the cases of royal women heading 
the administration of certain territorial divisions. His elder sister Akkadevi was 
governor of Kisukadu 70 region. She was a very religious woman and believed 
in all schools of religious pursuits. She respected Jainism, Buddhism, Ananta 
and Rudragama equally and followed all of them in her life. She is hailed as 
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‘Bhanda Bhairavi’ and applauded for her integrated approach to different 
prevalent spiritual pursuits such as Jaina, Bouddha, Ananta and Rudragama in 
the Beluru 24 Dec’ 1024 edict5. Hottooru edict of 21 Nov’ 10376 and Marola 
edict of A.D 10247 state her as governing Banavasi 12000 as well as Maravolalu 
grama whereas the Ballatagi A.D 10228mentions Mahadevi’s charity to the 
Traipurusha temple.  
Jayasimha’s daughter Sahaja Vedangi Sri Somaladevi, with Saudare 
Revanayya’s permission donates land for offerings to the Lord, a flower garden 
and an oil mill for burning lamp in the Basadi built by Besavoja. She does this 
on Besavojaand the chiefs’ appeal to her for the same, as mentioned in the 
Maski A.D 1027 inscription9.  

Thus, Jayasimha II’s queens, sisters and children contributed to the the 
all-round development of the empire by their active political, social and 
religious participation. It can be deduced by the several details available in the 
inscriptions that they headed certain divisions and fulfilled the aspirations of 
their subjects, constructedtemples and made illustrious donations to them. 
Wives of Mahamandaleshwaras and Mahasamantas 

Then, we find mentions of wives of Mahamandaleshwaras and 
Mahasamantas also ruling over some administrative divisions. 24 Dec’ 1019 
edict of Kallihalu10 presents the philanthropic qualities of Kundaraja’s queen 
Jogabbe as she ruled Ajjadi. The writings record the details of her charity to 
Sahadeveshwara temple. So also Mahasamantadhipati Mahaprachanda 
Dandanayaka Vaavanarasa’s wife Revakabbarasi governed Posavooru 
according to 24 Dec’ 1028, Hosuru inscription11. Further, Kundaladevi, 
Mahamandaleshwara Kundaraja’s wife, who was known for her religiosity, 
gifted land and wetland to a temple (Kulenooru 24 Dec’ 1028 writing12). 
Kundraja’s another wife Rani Pampadevi was ruling over Jigadooru as per the 
Tediyillada Bidaragaddi edict13. 

Wives of businessmen and Brahmanas 
Wives of businessmen and Brahmin ladies in addition to the women 

belonging to the royal families and Mahamandaleshwaras in Jayasimha’s 
Empire too participated enthusiastically in various activities of the society. 
These occasions are also entered in the inscriptions belonging to this period. For 
instance, it is mentioned in A.D 1018 of Hale Soraba14 that Huliya Janguli 
Beeranna’s son Moovadi laid his life fighting against Mahamandaleshwara 
Goravarasaafter killing many enemies at Kondaratage. His elder sister Siriyabbe 
erected this ‘Hero Stone’ (Veera kallu) extolling the courage and gallantry of 
her brother before she died. Tammadaddi edict of 23 Dec, 103315 also describes 
the occasion of donation of land to Lord Srimatu Tambedhade Baleshwara by 
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Pashaayita Duggimayya’s ardhaanga laxmi (wife) Balikabbe. It is also known 
that Kaamavve’s grand-daughter and Naagavve’s daughter Siriyavve foregoes 
her house inKallakeri in favour of the Lord, according to Baagali inscription of 
25 Dec’ 103516. Bhootagavunda of Nidagunda went to Satyashrayadeva on the 
direction of Sri Mannaayabbarasi to receive Bennegere 70. This is reported in 
the 24 Dec’ 1038 edict of Hullooru17. She was known as ‘Jaina Dharma 
samuddharane’. Besides, as per the 15 Feb’ 1040 Akkaram edict18, Aayvabadevi 
donates for the resurrection of temple in Kollipake. And last but not the least; 
Ranniyabbe donates land for a Satra of 12 Brahmins as mentioned in the Sirooru 
edict, 27 Aug’ 104019. 

Going by the above details, it can be summarised that women of the 
noble classes, that is, royal families, Brahmins and the Vaishya community 
participated independently and freely in the political, social and religious 
activities of their society. However, it seems common women did not enjoy 
such special privileges as there are not many mentions of them in the rock 
inscriptions.  

 
Courtesans 

This explanation of the status of women in Jayasimha’s regime of 29 
years would be incomplete without mention of the courtesans of the period. 
They were known variously by different names such as ‘Soole’, ‘Poddi’, ‘Poti’ 
and ‘Boddi’ from 6th to 9th century societies in Karnataka. In fact, this section of 
women enjoyed high status politically, socially and economically in those days. 
A courtesan was called as ‘Vyakti soole, Deva sole and samaaja soole’20 
depending on to whom her services were reserved for. A ‘vyakti soole’ 
remained faithful to one particular man, a ‘Devara soole’ dedicated herself to 
the services of God and a ‘samaaja soole’ took it as her occupation and sold 
bodily pleasures in exchange for money. The number of temple courtesans 
increased with increase in the activities of angabhoga-rangabhoga in the 
temples. They remained single and were purely devoted themselves for the 
worship of God alone. Hence, they were certainly distinguished from other 
prostitutes. 

Their references appear in many of Jayasimha’s inscriptions. Bagali 
edict of 23 Dec’ 101821 states the details of gifts made by Jagadekamalla 
Nolamba Pallava Permaanadi Udayadityadeva to Kalidevaswamy in Bagali, 12 
courtesans and Soolevaliga. 24 Dec’ 1019 edict of Kallihalu22 gives the details 
of Settiwaala Sahadeva gifting 4 courtesans to a Shivalaya after constructing it 
in Ajjadi, and constrained themfrom leaving (pogalaagadu) the services of the 
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temple. These ‘Sooleyaru’ were different from the class of ordinary prostitutes 
or the “ganika stree’. They belonged to the class of people in the service of 
Gods. Being learnedand scholarly, they were doyens of classical dance and 
music. 

Slave Class  
This was another social evil like that of prostitution. ‘Tottu’ means 

‘maid’, female servant in English. Once bought, the buyer enjoyed complete 
authority on the ‘tottu’ who would spare her whole life for her master, that is, 
the buyer. Devadasis are also called as ‘Tottugalu’in this era. 25 Dec’ 1035 
edict23 of Jayasimha II’s age mentions that “Singer Kaamavve’s granddaughter 
and Nagavve’s daughter Lord Kalideva’s ‘tottu’ Siriyavve donated her house in 
Kallakeri to the Lord and put a condition on those of her llineage living in that 
house would pay a tribute of 2 panas annually for burning eternal lamp for Lord 
Kalideva”. 

Conclusion 
 Most of the donations given by women in the period of Jayasimha II was for 
religious works. They were given in the form of land, money, lamps, images 
etc. Largest number of endowments was given for the purpose of burning and 
maintaining perpetual lamps. Royal women had the power to issue orders on 
their own. They were highly honoured by the society. The Brahmana women 
occupied the top position after royal women in the social hierarchy. Details 
about in the bottom of the society are totally ignored in inscriptions. It may be 
because that they were at the bottom in the social and economic hierarchy. 
Social evil like prostitution was practiced. 
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Abstract 

Nurses are the first role models for students in clinical settings. One aim 
of nursing education is to motivate nurses to acquire skills for offering 
appropriate quality health care services to patients with multiple complex health 
problems. Motivation involves the biological, emotional, social and cognitive 
forces that trigger behavior. The most essential aspect for learning students is 
motivation and teachers have a lot to do with their students’ motivational level. 
It is found that there is lack of intrinsic and extrinsic motivation among nursing 
students which lead to academic stress and poor academic performance. High 
stress levels in nursing students may affect memory, concentration, and 
problem-solving ability, and may lead to decreased learning, coping, academic 
performance, and retention. In the present context the students are guided and 
sometimes forced by the parents to choose a job oriented course irrespective of 
the attitude and capability of their wards to do the courses. The parents take 
decision on behalf of their wards but seldom prepare them before getting them 
admitted to the courses. The students enter the Nursing courses with this 
background and without any premeditation of what to expect. The tight schedule 
of the courses, the subjects and the stigma related to the Nursing courses pose a 
threat and affect the attitude towards learning. To have interest in the course , 
maintain  the interest and proceed with the course is  challenge to the students. 
Every nurse educator must be able to implement motivational program in their 
classroom to improve students level of motivation to learn, there by academic 
stress can be reduced among Nursing students. 
 
Keywords: Nurses, Nursing students, Motivation, Academic stress, Academic 
performance, Motivational programme 
 
Introduction  
Nurses represent the largest category of health workers and provide 80% of 
direct patient care. They represent the professional image and the prospect of 
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nursing career and are the main role model for nursing students. Having a clear 
image of the career helps the students with choosing nursing as a career or 
retaining it. Nurses are the first role models for students in clinical settings. One 
aim of nursing education is to motivate nurses to acquire skills for offering 
appropriate quality health care services to patients with multiple complex health 
problems. Achieving this has challenged academic institutions for a long time.  
 In nursing, some studies have highlighted the importance of teaching strategies 
to increase motivation and learning. The increase of motivation through 
teaching helps students with low academic performance, so that the interest and 
the satisfaction for learning are awakened in them. The results of a qualitative 
study by Salehian and Armat found lack of hope and motivation among nursing 
students and stress, lack of motivation and gap between theory and practice 
were themes of the students’ clinical experiences. 
 
What is motivation? 
Motive means ‘to move’, ‘to energize’, ‘to activate’. Motivation is defined as a 
‘driving force within the individual which results in persistent behavior directed 
towards a goal’. Motivation is also defined as conditions within the organism 
which arouse, maintain and direct behavior towards a specific goal. “Motivation 
can be defined as the process that initiates, guides and maintains goal-oriented 
behavior. Motivation involves the biological, emotional, social and cognitive 
forces that trigger behavior” (Hodge, 2007). There are three major components 
to motivation: action, persistence, and intensity. Action involves the decision to 
participate in the activity. Persistence is the continuance in this activity despite 
the tasks and obstacles that may exist. Intensity is the concentration and 
commitment to meet or pursue the goal. 
 
Understanding motivation 
Motivation is basic to our survival. It is the natural human process for directing 
energy to accomplish a goal. Being motivated means being purposeful. We use 
attention, concentration, imagination, passion, and other processes to pursue 
goals, such as learning a particular subject or completing a degree. How we 
arrive at our goals and how processes such as our passion for a subject take 
shape are, to some extent, culturally bound to what we have learned in our 
families and communities. 
 
Why Motivation Is Important? 
We know motivation is important because throughout our lives we have all seen 
the motivated person surpass the less-motivated person in performance and 
outcome even though both have similar capability and the same opportunity. We 
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know this from our experience and observation. We know this as we know a 
rock is hard and water is wet. 
 
What motivates students to learn? 
Responsibility is the cornerstone of student motivation. Adults want to be 
successful learners. This goal is a constant influence on them, because success 
directly or indirectly indicates their competence. If adults have a problem 
experiencing success or even expecting success, their motivation for learning 
will usually decline. Although the meaning of success for adults may vary 
depending on socialization (for example, success may be individual recognition 
or collective family pride), adults pay keen attention to indicators of success 
while they are learning. 
 
Intrinsic and Extrinsic motivation 
Intrinsic motivation refers to motivation that is driven by enjoyment or 
satisfaction in the task itself or creates enjoyment and exists within the 
individual, such as feeling of pride or joy. Extrinsic motivation refers to the 
performance of an activity in order to attain an outcome external to the activity, 
such as financial awards or privileges.  
In humans, intrinsic motivation is not the only form of motivation, or even of 
volitional activity, but it is a pervasive and important one. From birth onward, 
humans, in their healthiest states, are active, inquisitive, curious, and playful 
creatures, displaying a ubiquitous readiness to learn and explore, and they do 
not require extraneous incentives to do so. This natural motivational tendency is 
a critical element in cognitive, social, and physical development because it is 
through acting on one’s inherent interests that one grows in knowledge and 
skills. The inclinations to take interest in novelty, to actively assimilate, and to 
creatively apply our skills is not limited to childhood, but is a significant feature 
of human nature that affects performance, persistence, and well-being across 
life’s epochs (Ryan & LaGuardia, in press). 
Extrinsic motivation is a construct that pertains whenever an activity is done in 
order to attain some separable outcome. Extrinsic motivation thus contrasts with 
intrinsic motivation, which refers to doing an activity simply for the enjoyment 
of the activity itself, rather than its instrumental value. For example, a student 
who does his homework only because he fears parental sanctions for not doing it 
is extrinsically motivated because he is doing the work in order to attain the 
separable outcome of avoiding sanctions. Similarly, a student who does the 
work because she personally believes it is valuable for her chosen career is also 
extrinsically motivated because she too is doing it for its instrumental value 
rather than because she finds it interesting. Both examples involve 
instrumentalities, yet the latter case entails personal endorsement and a feeling 
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of choice, whereas the former involves mere compliance with an external 
control.  
 
Common Demotivating factors among Students 
Fig 1 highlights the common demotivating factors which hinder learning among 
students’ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 1: Common demotivating factors among nursing students 
 
Literatures on Motivational Programme  

Magda Atiya Gaber(2015) conducted a descriptive methodological 
design to develop motivational strategies for nursing students at Zagazig 
University. Questionnaire sheets were used to collect data for the present study 

 Lack of self-confidence 
 Language difficulties 
 Earlier experience of failure 
 Compulsory nature of study 
 Traditional method of teaching 
 Lack of interest 
 Feeling of disappointment 
 No sense of belonging to the class 
 More emphasis on test scores rather than learning 
 Afraid of being mocked, disrespected 
 Memory loss 
 Lack of goal settings 
 Lack of teachers commitment 
 Inadequate school facilities 
 Teachers busy with good students 
 Boring way of teaching 
 No creative activities/ pair or group activities 
 Lack of feedback in classroom 
 Only studies for examinations 
 Absence of support from classmates 
 No proper explanation in textbooks 
 Lack of understanding some content 
 High expectation from parents and others 
 Absence of reinforcement 
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(Motivational strategies assessment questionnaires and opinionnaire sheet). The 
top strategies that were reported by study subjects as the least frequently used by 
their staff were: creating a pleasant classroom, promoting group cohesiveness 
and group norms, making the learning tasks stimulating, recognizing students’ 
efforts and exhibiting proper teaching behavior (98.1, 97.8, 97.5, 97.5 and 96.9 
respectively). The top strategies perceived by the study sample as most 
important were: exhibiting proper teaching behavior, presenting tasks properly 
and promoting learner autonomy (82.7%, 79.3% and 78.0% respectively) while 
creating a pleasant classroom and recognizing students’ efforts are the least 
important (66.3%, 68.7% respectively). 

Hinds, E Lynette(2018) conducted an exploratory and comparative 
study to investigate the effect of a Multicultural Education Program (MEP) on 
senior baccalaureate-nursing students' motivation to learn, faculty-student 
relationship, classroom climate, and student self-efficacy in clinical 
performance. Banks' Five Dimensions of Multicultural Education: content, 
integration, knowledge construction, equity pedagogy, prejudice reduction and 
an empowering school culture and social structure, along with Campinha-
Bacote's Process of Cultural Competence in the Delivery of Health Care 
Services provided the theoretical frameworks for this study. The 46-item 
Multicultural Nursing Education Program Inventory (MNEPI) was developed 
for data-collection. The analysis revealed significant main effects such that 
students in No-MEP programs reported stronger faculty student relationships 
and higher self-efficacy regarding clinical practice than MEP students. 
Additionally, linguistically diverse students reported feeling more accepted at 
school than non-linguistically diverse students. Finally, the participants 
perceived that the multicultural education they received and exposure to diverse 
peers had a substantial impact on their self-efficacy. 
 
Motivational Programme Activities/ Exercises (Plan by Nurse Educator in 
classroom) 
1. Understanding about Self awareness 
Stopping and reflecting about things we like is a way to identify the values that 
influence our personal preferences. By asking ourselves questions like, ‘ What is 
it about a song, poem or book that I enjoy and get pleasure from?’, ‘ What is it 
that touches me and I consider being important?’, we can get a sense of the 
underlying values.  
Heroes and Heroines 
There are many people we admire; individuals who inspire us and who we 
would wish to be like. What is it they do and say that influences us in a positive 
way? What are the values that they are expressing, or just seem to have in their 
manner?  
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Activities 
Ask students to sit in a pair/group and discuss/write the following questions:- 
i. Tell about any one favorite song/story/poem inspired you and how? 

ii. Who has inspired you and influenced your life in a positive way? Why they 
influenced you? 

 
2. Comparing Intrinsic and Extrinsic motivation 
Student will be asked to write down three things that motivate them on given 
separate Post-it notes.  
i. What are people most motivated by, intrinsic or extrinsic factors? 

ii. What are the challenges when it comes to motivate a group? 
iii. If you are a teacher, what would you do to motivate this group? 
 
3. Realize about self- responsibility 
The group figures out how to juggle as many balls as possible. 
Balls Represents: Classes, Relationships, Family, Friends, Teachers , Role on 
the Team, etc.  Everything that can feel like one big juggling act. 
Directions: 
 Have your group form a circle. 
 Introduce one ball to the group. 
 Instruct the group to throw the ball to anyone in the group except for the 

person next to them. 
 Once they complete the exercise have them do it again but this time keep 

introducing ball after ball until the group begins dropping them. 
 They must throw to the same person each time. 
 Stop the group and have them brain storm how they can handle the added 

balls. 
Facilitator Notes: 

 The goal is for the group to create a process for handling the additional balls. 
 Time it to see if they can find a process to do it faster. 

Processing the Ideas: 
 Discuss the importance of responsibility: embracing opportunities to 

contribute. How did this group do in demonstrating responsibility to all 
members of the team as they tried to juggle the balls? 

 How does this relate to a team setting? (Reliable for what, recover quickly, 
stay positive, etc…) 

 How will RESPONSIBILITY look on your team? 
 Ask the group to discuss and share each other in class.  
4. Accountable for one’s own action 
Accountability refers to the acknowledgement of responsibility for your actions 
and the obligation to receive punishment in the event of misconduct. 
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 Students give excuses for their poor performance in class. Are excuses like 
“there was no sufficient time to prepare,” “the questions were too tough,” 
“the material was not taught in class,” etc. often used in class?  
 Student accountability is an important trait to develop in our students. It 

helps them take responsibility for their actions, learning, and helps improve 
academic performance and achievements. 

 
5. Improve self- confidence 
Process: Reflection and sharing in small groups.  
This exercise explores aspects of building and sustaining self- confidence in the 
individual.  
Divide the students into groups of 3 people. The exercise is in three parts. Lead 
each part as follows:- 
Part A- Attitude 
i. Distribute the worksheet (Exploring self-confidence), headed part –A 

ii. Ask them to write on their own to complete column 1 on the worksheet, 
answering the question “What is the attitude of a self-confident person 
towards…..?.” in relation to each items listed. Remind them to use only 
one or two words per item. Allow a few minutes for this individual work.  

iii. Invite students to share their responses in their small groups and to agree on 
one answer to each item. Ask them to write this in Column 2 of the 
worksheet. 

iv. Ask one person from each of the small groups to feedback on one or two 
items, until all items have been covered.  

v. Record their answers on the pre-prepared flipcharts.  
vi. (Pre-prepared flipcharts for Part A and B, each headed with main question 

from the corresponding worksheets down the left-hand side with space to 
write against each) 

 
Worksheet Part A- Exploring Self-confidence 
Attitudes 

What is the attitude of a self-confident person 
towards……… 

Column 1 Column 2 

Being in a crisis   
Success   
Obstacles   
Study   
Patients   
Friends   
Parents   
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Part B- Values 
i. Distribute the worksheet(Exploring self-confidence) , headed part B 

ii. Ask participants to work on their own and complete Column 1, naming 
two values a self-confident person would have in dealing with each of the 
people or situations listed. Allow a few minutes for this. 

iii. Invite everyone to share their responses in their small groups, again 
choosing one answer for each item. Ask them to write these in Column 2 
of the worksheet. Allow 10 minutes.  

iv. Ask one person from each of the small groups to feedback on one or two 
items, until all have been covered. Record their answers on pre-prepared 
flipchart. 

 
Worksheet Part B- Exploring Self-confidence  
Values 
                    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Part C- Qualities 
i. Distribute the worksheet(Exploring self-confidence) , headed part C 

ii. Ask participants to work on their own and complete Column 1, and to list 
their special qualities of self-confidence on the worksheet, together with 
which qualities they wish to develop further.  

 
Worksheet Part C- Exploring Self-confidence 
Qualities 

 What are your three main qualities of self-confidence? 
 ___________________ 
 ___________________ 
 ___________________ 

 
 What three qualities of self-confidence would you wish to develop more? 
 _______________________ 
 _______________________ 
 _______________________ 

 
6. Set growth mindset learning goals. 
Goals are our aspirations. When we set a goal, we create an aim for a set of 
behaviors (Latham and Locke, 2002). Whether that’s achieving a level of 

Name two values a self-confident person would 
have in dealing with the following ……… 

Column 1 Column 2 

A difficulty family member   
A dominating friend   
Junior colleagues   
A complaining patient   
Anxious relatives of a patient   
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proficiency or skill in an athletic endeavor, a weight-loss goal or paying off 
financial debt: Creating a goal helps us to know what we’re aiming for in life. 
Brainstorming 
 First brainstorm as a group, and ask students(in group) to list down three 

professional, personal or academic goal.  
 Facilitator can have a discussion beforehand about the difference between 

long and short term goal and let the students choose ones they would like 
to brainstorm on.  

 The purpose of group goal setting is to bring everyone into alignment, in 
agreement and clear on what their role might be in moving towards 
achieving a successful group goal. Group goal setting activities should act 
as a conduit to achieving this, so it’s a good idea to try out a few different 
exercises and find the one that works for the group as a whole. 
Course of Action 

 The next-step in goal setting is going beyond talking about goals with 
generalities.  

 Introduce the acronym SMART. Plot our goals as SMART (Specific, 
Measurable, Achievable, Realistic, Timely) 

Specific- If a goal is too general; it is also too hard to pin down. I want to travel 
is too general. Focus your goal, and answer the who, what, when, where, why 
Measurable-Measuring a goal is very important because it answers the 
questions of: how much/many, how often? 
Achievable-: Is the goal achievable for you and how long do you estimate it will 
take? 
Realistic- Is the goal relevant and realistic to your life? Will you be able to 
follow-through with the goal? Will you need help to accomplish your goal 
Timely-Is it a timely goal for you right now, and also will you be able to 
achieve your goal in a timely way. Is it a long term plan or a short term plan? 
 
7. Developing A Positive Attitude  
Two of the most important criteria for developing a positive attitude among 
adult learners are relevance and volition. People experience emotions and 
motivational influences as a very rapid (in milliseconds) integration of 
intersecting processes occurring both consciously and unconsciously  
Adults’ attitudes usually focus on one or more of four directions: 
(1) toward the teacher, (2) toward the subject, (3) toward their self-efficacy for 
learning, and (4) toward the specific learning goal or performance. Together, 
these attitudes influence adult intentions to learn. 
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Albert Bandura defined self-efficacy as ‘‘beliefs in one’s capabilities to organize 
and execute the courses of action required to produce given achievements’’. 
Self-efficacy is a personal assessment of one’s capability to perform a specific 
task. Eg- Because I have written two editions of this book, my self-efficacy for 
writing a third is relatively high. However, my self-efficacy for playing well in a 
pick-up football game is extremely low. In fact, my self-efficacy for throwing a 
football well is quite low. 
 Our past successes and failures make a big impact on how we perceive our 
abilities—for better or for worse. 
 Camille Farrington at the University of Chicago is an influential 

researcher on the noncognitive factors that allow students to do well in 
school and life. Farrington uses the term “academic mindsets” to capture 
all the attitudes and beliefs students hold about themselves as learners. In 
her review of many studies on non cognitive factors, Farrington concludes 
that more positive academic mindsets promote academic perseverance and 
certain academic behaviors (such as studying hard and attending class)—
which, in turn, lead to better learning or academic outcomes. 

 Now, we will focus on one dimension of students’ academic mindsets: 
Students’ beliefs about their ability to succeed at a given task—or self-
efficacy. 

 The quote from Henry Ford [on power point slide] nicely sums up why 
educators care about self-efficacy: “Whether you think you can, or you 
think you can’t, you’re right.” What we believe about ourselves and 
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how we expect to perform are powerful influences on how we actually 
perform. 

 
8. Develop personal plan of action 
 Most people spend more time planning a one-week vacation than 

identifying what outcomes they want to see in the major areas of their lives.  
 Having an action plan doesn’t mean that everything will go smoothly or that 

you won’t have an error in there. But believe: It will reduce the possibility 
of errors that would occur if you executed it by memory or by doing it 
yourself without revision. 

 Everyone should take the time to create a written action plan document.  
 Suddenly you have the clarity and the courage to manage your opportunities 

rather than to be managed by them. It will empower you to identify and 
address your current realities. You can’t get where you want to go unless 
you start with where you are. What are the most brutal realities of your life? 
Where are you falling short? Where do you know you need to improve? 

 An action plan will equip you to envision a better future. You need to 
acknowledge where you are, but you also need to see clearly where you are 
going. An action plan will serve as a road map for accomplishing what 
matters the most. Once you know where you are and where you are going, 
you are in a position to create an action plan for getting there.  

 To awake, maintain and enhance our motivation and manage expectations, 
the most important is to set goals and keep focused. 
How to make an action plan? 

 What is my goal?  
 What do I want to achieve with my goal? 
 What does my goal will bring me? 
 When do I want to reach my goal?  
 What I already have to achieve the goal?  
 What I still need to achieve my goal?  
 Who can help me? 
 
9. Apply power of positive thinking 
Positive thinking is closely related to self-confidence as a factor in self-
motivation.  It's important to look at things positively, especially when things 
aren't going as planned and you're ready to give up. Positive thinking also helps 
you think about an attractive future that you want to realize. When you expect 
positive results, your choices will be more positive, and you'll be less likely to 
leave outcomes to fate or chance. Having a vivid picture of success, combined 
with positive thinking, helps you bridge the gap between wanting something and 
going out to get it. 
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10. Set An Example 
The best motivational activity by a facilitator is to set an example for his 
students. He can guide them from his own experience on how to be a good 
student and what are the qualities and responsibilities expected out of them. 
Facilitator can inspire students from his/her own success stories and the way 
hard work and perseverance paid him. 
  
Conclusion 

University College students in the Indian context, face unique academic 
stress. The increasing cases of stress during the examination and result times’ 
also show that adolescents lack the coping skills to deal with academic stress 
and failure. The decision making regarding the choice of the educational course 
is influenced by the parents. Particularly in choosing a professional course soon 
after the 12th class, a host of factors influence the student. In the present context 
the students are guided and sometimes forced by the parents to choose a job 
oriented course irrespective of the attitude and capability of their wards to do the 
courses. 

The admission of all the students who want to do courses in 
Government Colleges is not possible. So the parents somehow get their wards 
admitted in Private colleges irrespective of their merit and capability. In case of 
Nursing students also the parents take decision on behalf of their wards and seek 
admission in private colleges.  The parents take decision on behalf of their 
wards but seldom prepare them before getting them admitted to the courses. The 
students enter the Nursing courses with this background and without any 
premeditation of what to expect. The tight schedule of the courses, the subjects 
and the stigma related to the Nursing courses pose a threat and affect the attitude 

To apply "the power of positive thinking", do the following: 
 Become aware of your thoughts. Write down these down throughout the 

day. 
 Challenge your negative thoughts, and replace them with positive ones. 
 Create a strong and vivid picture of what it will be like to achieve your 

goals. 
 Develop affirmations or statements that you can repeat to yourself 

throughout the day. These statements should remind you of what you 
want to achieve, and why you will achieve it 

 Practice positive thinking until you automatically think about yourself 
and the world in a positive way, every  
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towards learning. To have interest in the course, maintain  the interest and 
proceed with the course is  challenge to the students.  

This indicates an urgent need to address this issue. It is found that there 
is lack of intrinsic and extrinsic motivation among nursing students which lead 
to academic stress and poor academic performance. Its need of hour to 
administer need based motivational program to improve students level of 
motivation to learn, there by academic stress can be reduced among Nursing 
students. 
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“I feel an inevitable impulse and it forces me to create. Does it matter whether 

the rich and elite class demands my art or not?”.....   Ram kinkar Baij. 
 
Keywords:Ram Kinkar, Indian Sculpture, Stone, Bengal Art, Santhiniketan, 
Contemporary Art, Santhal Family, Modern Sculpture.  
 
          I liked  to bring to the world's notice  about  a master and teacher who has 
never been properly acknowledged as the father of modern Indian sculpture. 
Many artists have  had lot of  misconceptions about him.  A leading newspaper 
described him as a Santhal artist! How pity it is to say like that .  By sculpting a 
Santhal family, one does not become a Santhal. Scholars, too, have had their 
misconceptions about Ramkinkar.   India's first modernist sculptor who believed 
in being universal by being local. Ramkinkar Baij was not part of any school of 
art; he was his own school. 
 
Human forms in visual arts 
  Human figures were there in all through the history of art. From magical 
through spiritual towards to modern concepts, the figure representation becomes 
common for non- spiritual purposes and more secular contexts in art. Figures 
and faces have also continued to be incorporated into ritual art in almost all 
cultures around the world; the human figure remains central part to both 
spiritual and decorative art of the present day too. As depictions of the human 
form were generally, physically and stylistically representative of the people 
who made them must have reinforced social and racial stereotypes. Current 
attitudes recognize the beauty and artistry which make the initial categories of 
classification absolute  
 
Introduction  
 
         Sculpture is the branch of the visual arts that operates in three dimensions. 
It is one of the plastic arts. Durable sculptural processes originally 
used carving the removal of material and modelling the additional  of material, 
as clay, in stone, metal, ceramics, wood and other materials.  Since the 
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Modernism has encroached, there has been an almost complete freedom of 
materials and process. A wide variety of materials may be worked by removal 
such as carving, assembled by welding or modelling, or moulded or cast. 
                  Sculpture in stone survives far better than works of art in perishable 
materials, and often represents the majority of the surviving works   other 
than pottery from ancient cultures, though traditions of sculpture in wood may 
have vanished almost entirely. However, most ancient sculpture was brightly 
painted, and this has  been also  lost. 
Sculpture has been central in religious devotion in many cultures, and until 
recent centuries large sculptures, too expensive for private individuals to create, 
were usually an expression of religion or politics. Those cultures whose 
sculptures have survived in quantities include the cultures of the ancient 
Mediterranean, India and China, as well as many in Central and South America 
and Africa. The Western tradition of sculpture began in ancient Greece, and 
Greece is widely seen as producing great masterpieces in the classical period. 
 
Modern sculpture  
 Modern sculpture is generally considered to have begun with the work 
of Auguste Rodin, who is seen as the progenitor of modern sculpture. While 
Rodin did not set out to rebel against the past, he created a new way of building 
his works. He  dissolved the hard outline of contemporary Neo-Greek 
academicism, and thereby created a vital synthesis of opacity and transparency, 
volume and void . Along with a few other artists in the late 19th century who 
experimented with new artistic visions in sculpture like Edgar Degas and Paul 
Gauguin, Rodin invented a radical new approach in the creation of sculpture. 
Modern sculpture, along with all modern art, arose as part of Western society's 
attempt to come to terms with the urban, industrial and secular society that 
emerged during the nineteenth century. 
Modernist  sculpture movements include Art Nouveau, Cubism, Geometric 
abstraction, De Stijl, Suprematism, Constructivism, Dadaism,  Surrealism, 
 Futurism,  Formalism  Abstract expressionism, Pop-Art, Minimalism, Post 
minimalism, Land art, Conceptual art, and Installation art among others. 
 
Religious sculpture  
 One of the most common purposes of sculpture is in some form of association 
with religion. Cult images are common in many cultures, though they are often 
not the colossal statues of deities which characterized ancient Greek art, like 
the Statue of Zeus at Olympia. The actual cult images in the innermost 
sanctuaries of Egyptian temples, of which none have survived, were evidently 
rather small, even in the largest temples. The same is often true in Hinduism, 
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where the very simple and ancient form of the lingam is the most common.  
 Buddhism brought the sculpture of religious figures to East Asia.  
 The ability to summon the resources to create monumental sculpture, by 
transporting usually very heavy materials and arranging for the payment of what 
are usually regarded as full-time sculptors, is considered a mark of a relatively 
advanced culture in terms of social organization  Some undoubtedly advanced 
cultures, such as the Indus Valley civilization, appear to have had no 
monumental sculpture at all, though producing very small and  sophisticated 
figurines and seals.  
 
Indian sculpture  
          The first known sculpture in the Indian subcontinent  is from the Indus 
Valley civilization. After the collapse of the Indus Valley civilization there is 
little record of sculpture until the Buddhist era, apart from a hoard of copper 
figures of  some what controversially   1500 B.C. from Daimabad. Thus the 
great tradition of Indian  monumental sculpture in stone appears to begin 
relatively late, with the reign of Asoka from 270 to 232 B.C., and the Pillars of 
Ashoka  he erected around India, carrying his edicts and topped by famous 
sculptures of animals, mostly lions, of which six survive.   Large amounts of 
figurative sculpture, mostly in relief, survive from Early Buddhist pilgrimage 
stupas, above all Sanchi; these probably developed out of a tradition using wood 
that also embraced Hinduism.  Modernist sculpture moved away from 
traditional processes and the emphasis became very strong on the depiction of 
the human body. With the making of constructed sculpture, and the presentation 
of  found objects as finished art works became popular also. 
 
Contemporary Indian Sculpture 
Modernist vocabulary was to bring in courageous efforts in the thirties by 
Ramkinkar Baij. Art is a human activity having for its purpose and transmission. 
Ramkinkar Baij, an artist who discards the conformist two dimensional planes 
for a new aesthetic proposition with more subjective forms based on notions of 
essential factors and a new association with his content. The intention was that 
his experience went beyond the aesthetic attitude towards art by making it part 
of his everyday life. Through the image, essentially he becomes fully engaged 
with it 
The basic characteristics and problems of contemporary Indian Sculpture are 
very similar to those of contemporary painting. If anything, it is even more 
alienated from the great Indian tradition, though and even more strongly hinged 
to the modern, eclectic, international concept. 
It began in the academic style, based on mid-Victorian ideas of naturalism and 
smugness, and was a legacy of the British. This mannerism was perpetrated in 
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the government art schools and colleges established around the century in 
Bombay, Calcutta, Madras and elsewhere. The inane achievement of this so 
called realist or naturalist school never even attained the height of real academic 
excellence and has remained a far cry from the iconographic, symbolical and 
religious ideals of Indian sculpture through the ages.   
          From then on the story of contemporary Indian sculpture is the story of a 
transition from academism to well-defined non-objectivism. We have been 
introduced to new and unconventional materials, most certainly in the manner of 
employing them, such as, sheet metal, welded bric-a-brac wire, plastic, 
hardware and junk. Here and there, our sculptors may have achieved worthwhile 
results in tune with the milieu, but this achievement is not comparable with the 
results attained in the field in the shape of a renewed interest in folk and tribal 
art. But, largely, the preoccupation is still with shape and form, polish and 
texture and mid-way abreaction. Contemporary Indian sculpture has not shown 
either the speed or variety of painting. 
 
Ram Kinkar Baij Life 

             Ram  kinkar Baij was born in an economically modest family in 
the Bankura district of the modern state of West Bengal in India. In that sense, 
he was a Bengali, not an Adivasi, as many people usually think. The surname 
Baij derived from Boidda  and  Boijo consequently. His family surname was 
Poramanik and was abandoned by him in early 1925. However, many of his 
artistic creations have been inspired by the life styles of rural dalit or Adivasi 
Santhal communities living in and around his place of work Santiniketan. 
While in his mid-teens Ramkinkar used to paint portraits of Indian freedom 
fighters involved in the Non-Cooperation Movement against the British rulers of 
India. At the age of 16 he got noticed by the renowned journalist Ramananda 
Chatterjee. Four years later Ram  kinkar  joined the Visva-Bharati 
University at Santiniketan as a student of fine arts. After obtaining a diploma 
from the university he went on to head the sculpture department. Ramkinkar's 
renowned sculptor disciples include Prabhas Sen, Shankho Chowdhury, Avtar 
Singh Panwar, Madan Bhatnagar, Dharmani, Balbir Singh Katt, Rajul Dharial 
and Susan Ghose. 
 
 R. Siva Kumar, an authority of the Santiniketan  School of Art  wrote, 
"Ramkinkar Baij was born on 25 May 1906 in Bankura in West Bengal, into a 
family of little economic and social standing, and grew, by the sheer dint of 
talent and determination, into one of the most distinguished early modernists in 
Indian art. As a young boy, he grew up watching local craftsmen and image-
makers at work; and making small clay figures and paintings with whatever 
came his way. His talent, prodigious for his age, attracted the attention of local 
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people, especially of the nationalists with whom he was associated. This led him 
in 1925, on the advice of Ramananda Chatterjee the nationalist publisher and 
apologist for the new Indian art movement, to mark his way to Kala Bhavana, 
the art school at Santiniketan. At Santiniketan, under the guidance of Nandalal 
Bose and encouraged by its liberating intellectual environment, shaped 
by Rabindranath Tagore, his artistic skills and intellectual horizons acquired 
new depth and complexity. Soon after completing his studies at Kala Bhavana 
he became a member .  
 
Santiniketan 
Santhiniketan  was conceived as a fountain   for artistic experimentation  rather 
than as amere centre for imparting training and knowledge. This allowed 
talented individuals to add social dimension and give public expression to their 
personal vision. Ramkinkar used this opportunity to make monumental public 
sculpture, undertaken entirely at his own initiative. Beginning in early thirties he 
began to fill the campus with sculptures, one after the other, which were 
innovative in subject matter and personal in style. His first magnum opus in this 
genre was the Santal Family done in 1938. In this larger than life sculpture he 
represented the tribal peasants of the region, giving the figures iconic presence 
and dignified grace that was so far limited to the images of Gods and Rulers. In 
a country where all public art-work was undertaken only at the order  of 
Government commissioning and executed in consonance with the taste of 
conservative ruling elites, this was a radical departure. The use of cement and 
laterite mortar to model the figures, and the use of a personal style in which 
modern western and Indian pre-classical sculptural values were brought together 
was equally radical. With this seminal work Ramkinkar established himself as 
undoubted modern Indian sculptor. 
The late 1930s and early 1940s saw his emergence as a modernist thematically 
well grounded in the local-present, in the best Santiniketan tradition, but also 
open to a full range of modernist linguistic innovations in art. Already an 
admirer of the working class he was touched by the adverse impact natural 
calamities and political developments all through the forties had on their lives. 
And this led him to evolve as a committed artist with leftist leanings. The 
spectre of human suffering he saw around him led him to transform immediate 
facts into allegorical, symbolic and occasionally even didactic images. This 
gave a new thematic focus to his works, as well as an element of drama and 
expressive-immediacy to his execution. Coming in a period that saw the 
emergence of Progressive movements and anti-Fascist expressions on the Indian 
cultural scene he came to be seen as a radical with a bohemian slant. But, 
despite his marked disregard for conventional ways and occasional expressions 
of vexation, he remained an irrepressible humanist who kept alive a sense of joy 
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and faith in men deep within him. Ramkinkar was singularly reticent and 
otherworldly as he was single-minded in his commitment to art and humanity. 
But this did not stop his work from being noticed and appreciated by sensitive 
artists and connoisseurs, even if it were to remain a small group. Although his 
work was passed over for quite a while, gradually it began to get both national 
and international attention. He was invited to participate in the Salon des Salon 
des Réalités Nouvelles in 1950 and in the Salon de Mai 1951. And in the 
seventies national honours began to come his way one after the other. In 1970 
the Government of India honoured him with the Padma Bhushan. In   the year 
1976 he was made a fellow of the Lalit Kala Akademi, in 1976 he was conferred 
the Desikottama by Visva Bharati, and in 1979 an honorary D.Litt by 
the Rabindra Bharati University.  
 
Sculptures  

Ramkinkar Baij responded to the natural zest for life, and took a great interest in 
human figures, body language, and in the general human drama. 
Modern Western art and pre and post-classical Indian art were his main point of 
reference. He used local material advantageously, and worked combining the 
skills of a modeller and a carver. His paintings too take 
on expressionist dimensions like his sculptures, which are filled with force and 
vitality. While Baij was making a portrait of Tagore, during one sitting, the old 
poet advised him to approach the subject as a tiger and through the observation 
suck into its blood. After this, in Baij’s own words, he “did not look back”. 
 
Personal life  
        Ramkinkar was a bachelor throughout his life; he lived with Radharani 
Dashi. He didn't want to have any bindings in his life and never married despite 
insistence by his parents. While he was in Shantiniketan he used to be criticized 
by people known to him for this kind of lifestyle. He had a melodious voice and 
good sense of music. Though he liked to sing Tagore song and Lalongiti he also 
listened to the western classics provided by Satyajit Ray (film maker). He liked 
animals as much as he liked children. He made Radharani and his nephew 
Dibakar Baij as his legal heirs. He came to Shantiniketan at his 19 years and 
stayed there till his death. 
Ramkinkar Baij  was the vanguard of modern Indian sculpture along with 
Sankho Chaudhuri, D.P. Roy Chowdhury and Prodosh Das Gupta. Known for 
his larger-than-life outdoor concrete statues, Baij broke the shackles of British 
studio sculpturing taught in the Anglicised curriculum of colonial art colleges. 
He worked in concrete, a more viable option than the expensive and rare plaster 
of Paris, which he combined with laterite pebbles from the Khoai an act that 
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rooted his art in and around Santiniketan. These sculptures emulated the artist’s 
zeal for life and nature. 
Yaksha and Yakshi Sculptures  
In the 1950s, the Reserve Bank of India commissioned Baij to make dvarpala , 
protective figures placed outside the doors of temples sculptures ,for its New 
Delhi offices. For the Yaksha and Yakshi sculptures, he had stone brought 
specially from Baijnath in Himachal Pradesh at a great cost. Even though the 
project was delayed, the two pieces showcase Baij’s quality at the national level 
the Yaksha holds a pinion and a bag of money, while the Yakshi stands with 
flowers, agriculture produce and a rudder in her hands. 
   
Outside Santiniketan 
           The pioneering work of Ramkinkar Baij  went largely unappreciated. 
During 1938 Ramkinkar created Santhal family, sand cast open air sculpture. It 
seems to be dug out from the bowls of the earth. Built with the logic of a poetic- 
engineer, its rhythmic eroticism reveals a profound unity with nature. Apart 
from his sculptures, his oil paintings, especially within the cubistic framework, 
reveal a rare experimenting nature, beyond its time, free from dogmas except 
the compulsion to be true to his creativity. However, it was with watercolours 
that Ramkinkar Baij’s sense of rhythm was most evident. The fluidity of this 
medium was ideal to express the spontaneous vibrancy which he felt amid 
nature. His sense of harmony with the earth provided the creative discipline to 
structure this fluidity, transforming erotic energy into its artistic pace. He 
believed in ‘speed’ which created a tension in work of art and most of the 
paintings of Kinkar are inspiring and terribly energetic. Ramkinkar started 
abstraction in paintings in the 1940 and trying to break away from the Bengal 
school mode and western kind of realism. The depictions of the human form or 
form Baij’s outdoor sculptures rise out of the ground, much like the 
termite mounds seen growing out of the red soil of Birbhum. His chosen 
medium, cement—which could survive the extreme heat and monsoons 
of Bengal—was difficult to handle. Unlike wax or clay, it hardened 
quickly and could not be smoothed out. He built each sculpture around 
metal armatures, applying the paste in clumps and then chiselling away 
the excess. The result was a uniquely textured surface on his voluptuous 
figures. Sujata (1935), modelled after fellow artist Jaya Appasamy, is 
the earliest sculpture he made with cement. Among such works,  Santhal 
Family (1938) and Mill Call (1956) stand out as iconic sculptures, made 
as a celebration of the working class and the Santhals. Another outdoor 
work, Lamp Stand (1940) is arguably the earliest abstract sculpture by 
an Indian artist 
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In addition to these large works, abstraction is also imbued in the busts 
he made. Instead of merely transcribing the physiognomy of facial 
features, each bust tries to emulate the essence of his sitters. However, 
this abstraction was cause for scandal, especially within the political 
community. In 1984, a minister from West Bengal threatened to have a 
bust of Rabindranath Tagore removed from the town of Balatonfured in 
Hungary. The statue was later replaced with a different variant, while 
the original was moved to Room 220 of the State Hospital for 
Cardiology, where Tagore had received treatment in 1926. Similarly, in 
2017, Siddhartha Bhattacharya, a political leader from Guwahati, raised 
allegations about a Mahatma Gandhi sculpture on the grounds that it did 
not resemble Gandhi.  
Baij seldom paid heed to such detractions, choosing to showcase the prana or 
life force of his subject rather than a mere representation. His first image of 
Rabindranath Tagore, The Poet (1937), is one such example. Both symbolist 
and post-cubist in execution, the face is distorted but still resembles the noble 
laureate—a narrow head with a profoundly elongated nose, a moustache, a 
beard that pleats beyond the chin and receding hair that curls inward. Seeing 
this work upon its completion, Nandalal Bose commented that it resembled a 
star that should be viewed from a heigh 
Ramkinkar was a fearless critic of art and quite early in life made daring 
innovations to storm the citadel of convention-ridden artists. He was equally 
ruthless in dealing with western naturalists who preferred the safe path of 
popularity in verisimilitude. 
 
Retrospective show of Ram kinker Baij in 2006 
       The National Gallery of Modern Art (NGMA) in New Delhi has  hosted  a 
major retrospective comprising 350 works of Ramkinker Baij (1906-1980) – 
watercolours, drawings, sketches, oils, models and life-size photographs of 
monumental sculptures, which leap across time with a rare vitality. The 
exhibition, “Ramkinkar Baij: A Retrospective”, showcases the restless genius of 
an artist whose stature as the father figure of contemporary Indian sculpture, or 
sheer brilliance in a range of mediums, from art to theatre direction, has never 
been properly acknowledged. Curated by the well-known sculptor K.S. 
Radhakrishnan, who was Ramkinkar's student at Santiniketan in the 1970s. The 
show  comprehensively documents the life and concerns of the master who was 
born in a humble family. Soaked  in local artistic traditions, and was brought 
before Rabindranath Tagore in Santiniketan.. For more than 50 years he made 
Santiniketan the creative ground for his strikingly new idiom in iconic works 
such as “Lamp stand”, considered the first modern abstract sculpture in India, 
“Santhal Family”, “Harvester” and “Mill Call”. 
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The retrospective documents the pure passion of a rare artist who was enthralled 
by the creative process and by life and nature and showed deep empathy for the 
peasant and the working man and woman – an artist who was rooted and 
rebellious, spontaneous and reflective; who flew against the conventions of his 
time to forge a language as rooted as it was universal. In a conversation,  
Radhakrishnan, , spoke about the extraordinary journey of documenting the 
trajectory of a master many of whose works have gone missing over the years.  
In 2006, the artist's birth centenary year, the Ministry of Culture and the 
NGMA's advisory committee took a decision to have a Ramkinkar 
retrospective. They should have had the show that year but were not prepared 
for it. Because of the intimate personal association of Radhakrishan and   
Kinkar da, it happened . Radhakrishna was his last student at Kala Bhavan in 
Santiniketan, from 1974 to 1980.  
 
       Ram kinker  baij has displayed different  forms  of work in his life time  and  
produced  enormous diversity on materials, techniques and in  function. His  
notions of beauty are more modern . Many cultures represented  human figures , 
giving each a particular shape and form . The works of Ramkinker  Baij have 
influence the modern Indian  artist  more and in turn they have  enriched the 
sculptural legacy of the nation in a more prominent manner.   
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jkek;.k esa fu:fir ekuo ewY;ksa dh izklafxdrk 
                                                          MkW- euh’kk xksnkjk                                               

lg vkpk;Z laLd̀̀r 
                                             jktdh; ckWaxM+ LukrdksŸkj egkfo|ky; 

MhMokuk 
lkj 
      egf’kZ okYehfd vkfn dfo gSa] vr% fo”o ds leLr dfo;ksa ds xq: gSaA mudk vkfndkO; Jhen~~ 
okYehdh; jkek;.k Hkwry dk izFke dkO; gSA og lHkh ds fy, iwT; xzUFk gSA vkfn dfo ds bl 
dkO; efUnj dh ihBLFkyh gS jke rFkk lhrk dk ikou pfj=A jke “kksHku xq.kksa ds HkO; iqat gSA jke 
iztk oRly ujifr] vkKkdkjh iq=] Lusgh Hkzkrk] foinxzLr] fe=ksa ds lgk;d cU/kq] d̀̀rKrk dh ewfrZ 
rFkk nkuh gSA jkek;.k dk fo’k; gS ikfFkZo thou esa nkuoh; “kfä;ksa ds lkFk nSoh 'kfä;ksa dk la?k’kZA 
jkek;.k us Hkkjrh; dYiuk “kfä ds fy, blds pfj= lEcU/kh mPpre vkSj dkseyre ekuoh; 
vkn”kksZa dks ewrZ :i iznku fd;kA egkdfo okYehdh us dsoy ,d mnkŸk pfj= dk gh l`̀tu ugh 
fd;k] vfirq laiw.kZ ns”k ds fy, vkn”kZ thou fcrkus dk iFk&izn”kZu fd;kA Hkkjrh; turk esa 
jkek;.k dk izHkko dsoy lkaLd̀̀frd :i esa ugha] oS;fDrd] ikfjokfjd] lkekftd] jktuSfrd vkSj 
nk”kZfud fopkj/kkjk dh egŸkk ds dkj.k gSA cy] lkgl] lTturk] ifo=rk] fo”okl vkSj vkReksRlXkZ 
dk ifjp; jkek;.k esa okYehdh us vR;Ur euksje :i esa djk;kA okYehdh us ifr&iRuh] HkkbZ&HkkbZ 
ds ikjLifjd izse dks] jktk vkSj iztk ds drZO; dks] iztkvksa dh jktHkfä vkSj fu’Bkdks] egku~~ 
O;fDr;ksa dh egŸkk vkSj ljy yksxksa ds lPps :i dks ,d izdkj dh mPp fnO;rk iznku dh gSA 
okYehdh us jke] lhrk] guqeku] y{e.k  rFkk Hkjr ljh[ks ik=ksa ds :i esa uSfrd vkn”kksZa dh ltho 
ekuo izfrewfrZ;ksa dks gekjs lEeq[k izLrqr fd;k rkfd ge muls izse dj lds vkSj mudk vuqdj.k 
dj ldsA 
eq[; “kCn %& ewY;] lekurk] Hkkr̀̀&izse] jke&jkT;] pfj=A 
izLrkouk %& 
        vokZphu vFkZ&iz/kku ;qx esa ewY; “kCn dk iz;ksx dbZ vFkksZaa a esa gks jgk gS ;Fkk *nke* *dher* 
*Hkko* bR;kfn tks fdlh oLrq ds ysu&nsu esa gh iz;qDr gksrs gSa] ftudk vkpj.kkRed thou ewY;ksa ls 
dksbZ lEcU/k ugha gSA ekuo thou dks mlds mn~~xe ls mRl rd ys tkus okys vkpj.kh; lw=ksa ds 
lekgkj Lo:i dks gh ekuo ewY; dgk x;k gS ftuds vUrxZr /kekZpj.k] lR;opu] ijksidkj] 
nku”khyrk] fu’dke lsok] R;kx] “kkafr] vfgalk] lkSgknZ Hkkouk bR;kfn ifjxf.kr gksrs gSaA lkekU;r% 
;g dgk tkrk gS fd ewY;ksa dks fl[kk;k ugh tk ldrk cfYd mUgsa vkRelkr fd;k tkrk gSA ewY; 
okLro esa vkpj.kh; gksrs gSaA ekuo dks dnkfpr~~ tc viuh vfLerk dk cks/k gqvk gksxk rc gh ls 
mlus ewY;ksa dh ifjdYiuk vkSj mudk vkpj.k vkjEHk dj fn;k gksxkA 
        Hkkjrh; xkgZLF;&thou dk foLr`̀r fp=.k jkek;.k dk eq[; mÌs”; izrhr gks jgk gSA vkn”kZ 
firk] vkn”kZ ekrk] vkn”kZ Hkzkrk] vkn”kZ ifr] vkn”kZ iRuh vkfn ftrus vkn”kksZ dks bl vuqie 
egkdkO; esa vkfn dfo dh 'kCn&rwfydk us [khapk gS os lc xg̀ /keZ ds iV ij gh fpf=r fd;s x;s 
gSA jke&jko.k ds Hk;kud ;q} dk o.kZu gh bl dkO; dk eq[; mÌs”; ugha gSaA og rks 
jke&tkudh&ifr&iRuh dh ijLij fo”kq}&izhfr dks iq’V djus dk ,d midj.k ek= gSA xkgZLF; 
/keZ dh iw.kZ vfHkO;fDr ds fy;s okYehfd us bl egkdkO; dk iz.kk;u fd;kA vkfn dfo us vius 
dkO; efUnj dh ihB ij izfrf’Br fd;k gS e;kZnk&iq:’kksŸke jkepUnz dksA fofHkUu fodV ifjfLFkfr;ksa 
ds chp esa jgdj O;fDr vius “khy ds lkSUn;Z dh fdl izdkj j{kk dj ldrk gS ;g gesa okYehfd 
us gh fl[kyk;k gSA 
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ekuo&ewY;ksa dh izklafxdrk %& 
                 orZeku ;qx foKku] rduhdh ,oa izkS|ksfxdh dk ;qx gSA oSKkfud izxfr rFkk 
izkS|ksfxdh fodkl us ekuo&ewY;ksa dks dkQh gn rd izHkkfor fd;k gSA fo”o ds yksx igys pfj= 
dh f”k{kk ysus Hkkjr vkrs Fks] fdUrq vkt fLFkfr foijhr gSA ge vkt viuh laLd`̀fr ,oa iwoZtksa ds 
vkn”kksZa dks foLe`̀r dj pqds gSaA ewY;ghurk ds bl nkSj esa izfr;ksfxrkvksa dh vkM+ esa ekuo ekuo ls 
nwj gks jgk gSA /khjs&/khjs laosnukvksa rFkk Hkkoukvksa dk Hkh âkl gksrk tk jgk gSA vkt dk ekuo 
ijEijkxr ewY;ksa dks rkd ij j[kdj vf/kdkf/kd cktkjokn ,oa miHkksäkokn dh vksj vxzlj gksrk 
tk jgk gSA vkt bl fofp= fLFkfr ds dkj.k ekuo ds le{k vusd pqukSfr;ka gSaA izR;sd euq’; dqaBk] 
volkn ,oa grk”kk esa thus ds fy, foo”k gSA oLrqr% vkt dh lelkef;d leL;k ewY; ladV dh 
gSA vkt ewY;ksUeq[k lkaLd̀̀frd dzkfUr dh egrh vko”;drk gS D;ksafd ekuo thou dh dYiuk ewY; 
dh vuqifLFkfr esa dh gh ugha tk ldrhA tgka ewY; ugha] ogka ekuo vfLrRo ladV xzLr gh gSA 
ekuo gh ewY;ksa dk fuekZrk] Hkksäk vkSj “kks/kd gS vr% ekuo&thou ewY; Hkkouk ls fu;fU=r ,oa 
ifjpkfyr gksrk gSA ewY; os ekU;rk,a gSa ftUgsa ekxZn”kZd T;ksfr ekudj lH;rk pyrh jgrh gS vkSj 
thou fujUrj izokgeku gksrk jgrk gSA 
izeq[k ekuo&ewY; %& 
          jkek;.k esa of.kZr ekuo&ewY;ksa dk laf{kIr fooj.k bl izdkj gS %& 
¼1½ lekurk %& 
          jkek;.k dky esa L=h&iq:’k esa lekurk fo|eku FkhA ml dky esa inkZ&izFkk ugha FkhA 
fo/kok,a lrh ugha gksrh FkhA jktk n”kjFk dh è̀R;q ds i”pkr~~ dkS”kY;k] lqfe=k ,oa dSds;h lrh ugha 
gqbZ FkhA jkek;.k esa efgyk,a ;q} esa iq:’k dk lkFk nsrh FkhA dSds;h us nsoklj laxzke esa vius ifr 
egkjktk n”kjFk dks lg;ksx nsdj vius ifr ls nks ojnku izkIr fd, FksA Hkjr tc jke dks v;ks/;k 
ykSVk ykus ds fy, fp=dwV tkrs gSa rks rhuksa ekrk,a Hkh iztk ds lkFk ogka tkrh gSA bl le; muds 
insZ dk dksbZ ladsr ugha gSA lhrk v”kksd okfVdk esa jko.k ls okrkZyki djrs le; dksbZ inkZ ugha 
djrh] dsoy jko.k dh rqPNrk iznf”kZr djus ds fy, chp esa ,d frudk j[k ysrh gSA 
         jkek;.k ds gh ;q}dk.M esa ,d izlax gS fd foifŸk esa ;q} ds volj ij] Loa;oj] ;K vkSj 
fookg esa L=h dk lcds e/; vkuk vuqfpr ugha gS & 
       O;lus’kq p d̀P̀Ns’kq uks ;q/ks uks Lo;aojsA 
       u Ørks u fookgs p n”kZua nq’;fr fL=;%AA  ¼1½ 
       jkek;.k esa efgyk,a lkekftd o /kkfeZd lekjksgks esa iq:’k dk lg;ksx djrh FkhA ukjh ds 
fcuk lHkh vuq’Bku viw.kZ le>s tkrs FksA  
       cuokl ds fy, izLFkku djus ds iwoZ viuh ekaW ls fonk ysus ds fy, e;kZnk iq:’kksŸke Jh jke 
tc ekrk dkS”kY;k ds egy esa vk;s ml le; dkS”kY;k ds Lo:i dk o.kZu djrs gq, egf’kZ okYehdh 
fy[krs gS& 
      lk {kkSeoluk âIVk fuR;aa ozrijk;.kkA 
      vfXua tqgksfr Le rnk ea=for~ d̀̀reaxykAA ¼2½ 
dkS”kY;k js”keh oL= igudj cM+h izlUurk ds lkFk ozrijk;.k gksdj eaxy d̀̀R; iw.kZ djus ds 
i”pkr~~ eU=ksPpkj.kiwoZd ml le; vfXu esa vkgqfr ns jgh FkhaA 
      izLrqr “yksd ls gesa ;g Kku gksrk gS fd dkS”kY;k eU=osŸkh FkhA os eaxy gkse dj jgh FkhaA 
jkek;.k dky esa fL=;ka lU/;ksikluk Hkh fd;k djrh FkhaA cgqr [kkst djus ij Hkh tc guqekuth dks 
lhrkth ds n”kZu ugha gq, rc os unh ds fdukjs vk;s rFkk lka;dky rd ogka cSBdj jkLrk ns[kus 
dk mUgksaus fu”p; fd;kA mudk fo”okl Fkk fd lka;dky dks la/;koanu ds fufer tkudhth vo”; 
gh unh fdukjs vk;saxhA guqekuth dgrs gS %& 
       lU/;kdkyeuk% “;kek /kzqoes’;fr tkudhA 
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       unh pseka “kqHktyk la/;k/kZa fojof.kZuhAA   ¼3½ 
Jh jke vkSj y{e.k iEik ljksoj ds rV ij eraxou esa “kcjh ds vkJe ij tkrs gSaA Jh jke “kcjh 
ls iwNrs gS riks/kus! D;k rqeus lkjs fo?uks ij fot; izkIr dj yh gS\ D;k rqEgkjh raiL;k c<+ jgh 
gS\ D;k rqeus dzks/k vkSj vkgkj dks dkcw esa dj fy;k gSA  
       df'prs fuftZrk fo?uk% fdf'prs o/kZrs ri% 
       df'prs fu;r% dksi vkgkj'p riks/kus AA  ¼4½ 
     ckydk.M esa n'kjFkth us iq= izkfIr ds fy;s v'oes/k ;K vuq"Bku dk fu'p; fd;k rks 
ofl"Bth us lqeU= dks cqykdj dgk& bl ìFoh ij tks&tks /kkfeZd jktk] czká.k] {kf=; gSa mUgsa 
fuefU=r djksaA lc ns'kksa ds vPNs yksxksa dks lRdkjiwoZd ;gka ys vkvksA 
      rr% lqeU=ekg; ofl"Bks okD;eczohr~A 
      fueU=;Lo uìrhu~ if̀FkR;ka ;s p /kkfeZdk%A   ¼5½ 
    ofl"B eqfu )kjk pkjksa o.kksZ ds jktkvksa vkSj lc ns'kksa ds vPNs yksxksa dks v'oes?k ;K esa 
vkefU=r djuk lekurk dk ifjpk;d gSA  
¼2½ f'k{kk izkfIr dk vf/kdkj %& 
              jkek;.k esa of.kZr gSa fd efgyk o iq#"k nksuksa dks xq# ds vkJe esa jgdj f'k{kk izkIr 
djus dk vf/kdkj FkkA czãp;Z vkJe thou ds egRoiw.kZ laLdkj miu;u ls izkjEHk gksrk FkkA 
ckyd dks osnk?;;u ds fy, xq# ds lehi ys tk;k tkrk FkkA jkek;.k dky esa ckyd o dU;k 
nksuksa dk miu;u laLdkj gksrk FkkA f'k"; dks vius laj{k.k esa ysus okys xq# dk dÙkZO; Fkk fd og 
f'k"; dks osnksa ds v?;;u ds lkFk&lkFk ifo= vkpj.k dh Hkh f'k{kk nsA jkek;.k dky esa fo|k?;;u 
fo'ks"kr% osnk?;;u dk le; czáp;kZJe uke ls vfHkfgr gksrk FkkA jkek;.k esa rhu izdkj ds 
Lukrdksa dk mYys[k Hkh vk;k gSA ftl czápkjh dk v/;;u dze rks lekIr gks x;k fdUrq czãpkjh 
ds fy, fofnr ozr fu;ekfn iw.kZ ugha gks lds og fo|kLukrd dgykrk FkkA ftlus ozr fu;ekfn dk 
rks ikyu dj gh fy;k ij v/;;u iw.kZ ugha gks ldrk og ozr Lukrd dgykrk FkkA tks czápkjh 
v/;;u vkSj fofgr ozr fu;ekfn dks iw.kZ dj ysrk Fkk og fo|kozrLukrd gksrk FkkA jke vkSj jko.k 
nksuksa gh fo|kozrLukrd FksA 
        efgykvksa esa dSds;h] dkS'kY;k] lhrk us Hkh f'k{kk xzg.k dh FkhA dSds;h us nsoklqj laxzke esa 
jktk n'kjFk ds izk.kksa dh j{kk dh FkhA lkfgR;] n'kZu] ùR;] laxhr] fp=dykvksa dh f'k{kk fL=;ksa dks 
nh tkrh FkhA  
¼3½ pkfjf=d 'kq)rk ij cy % & 
         egf"kZ okYehdh dh nf̀"V esa pfj= gh ekuork dh dlkSVh gSA pfj= gh ekuo dks nsork 
cukrk gSA bl pfj= dk iw.kZ fodkl e;kZnk iq#"kksÙke jke esa ǹf"Vxkspj gksrk gSA jke esa ekufld 
fodkl dh gh iw.kZrk yf{kr ugha gksrh] vfirq “kkjhfjd lkSUn;Z dk Hkh eatqy i;Zolku mues miyC/k 
gksrk gSA tkudh dk pfj= okYehfd dh izfrHkk dk foykl gSA lhrk ikfrozr /keZ dk mRd"kZ gS rFkk 
vk;Zyyuk dh fo'kqf) dk izrhd gSA jko.k dh lhrk dh ;g HkRlZuk fdruh mnkÙk gSA  
         pj.ksukfi lR;su u Lì'ks;a fu'kkpje~A  
         jko.ka fda iqujga dke;s;a foxfgZre~AA  ¼6½ 
      bl fu'kkpj jko.k ls izse djus dh ckr nwj jgh] eSa rks bls vius iSj ls ugha ugha ck,a iSj ls 
Hkh ugha Nw ldrhA viuh ihB ij cSBdj jke ds ikl igqapk nsus ds guqeku ds izLrko dks Bqdjkrh 
gqbZ lhrk dg jgh gS fd eSa Lo;a fdlh Hkh ij iq#"k ds 'kjhj dks Li'kZ ugha dj ldrhA lhrk dh 
;g fpjLej.kh; mfä fo'kqf) ds ije mRd"kZ dh lwfpdk gSA  
         HkrqZHkfäa iqjLd̀R; jkeknU;L; okujA  
         Ukkga Liz"Vqa Lorks xk=fePNs;a okujksÙke~A  ¼7½ 
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     jko.k o/k ds vuUrj lhrk dfBu vfXu&ijh{kk esa rIr gksdj vius ikou pfj= dks fl) 
djrh gSA  
¼4½ ri %& 
         egf"kZ okYehfd ds vn~Hkwr dkO; jkek;.k dh jpuk ,oa vU;kU; egÙkk esa okYehfd dh 
riL;k gh gsrq gSA ri )kjk gh okYehfdth us czãth dk lk{kkr~ fd;k gS] jkek;.k dh fnO; dkO;rk 
dk vk'khokZn fy;k vkSj jkepfj= dk n'kZuA fo'okfe= ds ri dk o.kZu xaxkth ds vkxeu esa 
HkkxhjFk dh vn~Hkqr riL;k] Hk̀xq eqfu dh riL;k vkfn dk o.kZu] LoxkZfn lHkh lq[kHkksxksa dk gsrq ri 
gSA fdef/kda jko.kkfn ds jkT;] lq[k] 'kfä] vk;q vkfn dk ewy Hkh ri gSA Jhjke rks 'kq) riLoh gaSA  
¼5½ lR;okfnrk %& 
              euq"; dks thou esa izR;sd fLFkfr esa lR; gh cksyuk pkfg, ftlls mldk vkarfjd 
fodkl gksA Hkxoku Jhjke dh fot; esa lcls cM++k dkj.k mudk lR; Hkk"k.k gSA Jhjke lR;fu"Bk 
rFkk izfrKk fuokZg ds eguh; ozr ds dkj.k os lalkj esa efgek lEiUu ekus tkrs gSaA tkckfy us jke 
dks fdu ;qfä;ksa dk O;wg ugha jpk] ijUrq jke vius lR; ls] firk ds lkeus dh xbZ izfrKk ls jpd 
ek= Hkh fopfyr ugha gq,A mUgksaus cM+s vkxzg ls dgk fd u rks yksHk ls] u eksg ls] u vKku ls] eSa 
lR; ds lsrq dks rksM+wxkA firk dh izfrKk dk fuokZg vo'; d#WxkA  
        uSo yksHkkUu eksgkn~~ok uáKkukr~ reksMfUor%A  
        lsrqa lR;L; HksRL;kfe xqjks% lR;izfrJo%AA  ¼7½ 
¼6½ uSfrdrk ij cy %& 
                 Ekkuo Hkkjrh; laLd̀fr ds vuqlkj LorU= izk.kh rks vo'; gS] ijUrq lexz ekuo 
,d nwljs ls lEc) gS rFkk vius fufnZ"V uSfrd ekxZ ls ,d ix Hkh ugha fMxrkA Hkjr vius 'kq) 
Hkkoksa dh lQkbZ nsrs gq, dg jgs gSa fd /keZcU/ku ds dkj.k gh eSa o/k djus ;ksX; Hkh ikikpkfj.kh ekrk 
dks ekj ugha MkyrkA  
       jkek;.k esa ifjokj dk #i iSrd̀ FkkA firk dqVqEc dk eqf[k;k ,oa laj{kd Fkk rFkk mldk 
vkns'k loksZifj gksrk FkkA firk dk vkKkikyu vkSj bPNkiwfrZ djuk iq= dk ije dÙkZO; FkkA firk ds 
vkns'k dks ekudj jke us lEiw.kZ jkT; dks r̀.kor~ R;kxdj ou dh jkg yh FkhA Hkkb;ksa esa ijLij izse 
vkSj lkSgknZ gksrk FkkA  
        jke ds Hkkr&̀izse dk ifjp; gesa rc feyrk gS tc os y{e.k dks 'kfä yxus ij vius 
vuwBs ân;xr Hkko dh vfHkO;fDr djrs gS %& 
      ns'ks ns'ks dy=kf.k ns'ks ns'ks p ckU/kok%A 
      ra rq ns'ka u i';kfe ;= Hkzkrk lgksnj% AA   ¼8½ 
¼7½ mnkÙkrk %&  
          jke dh mnkÙkrk dk ifjp; jko.k&o/k ds izlax esa gesa feyrk gSA jke dk ;g vkSnk;Z               
     dYiukrhr gSA       
        ej.kkUrkfu oSjkf.k fuòra u% iz;kstue~A 
        fdz;rkeL; laLdkjksa eekI;s"k ;Fkk roA    ¼9½ 
     gs foHkh"k.k! oSj dk vUr gksrk gS 'k=q ds ej.k ls jko.k dh èR;q ds lkFk gh lkFk gekjh 'k=qrk 
Hkh lekIr gks xbZA mldk nkg&laLdkj vkfn fdz;k djksA esjk Hkh og oSlk gh tSlk rqEgkjk eekI;s"k 
,o ro* jke pfj= dh mnkÙkrk dk pje mRd"kZ gSA  
¼8½ 'kj.kkxr j{kd %& 
          'k=q ds Hkzkrk foHkh"k.k dks fcuk fopkj fd, gh 'kj.kkxfr iznku djuk jke ds pfj= dk 
eeZLFky gSA foHkh"k.k Jhjke dh 'kj.k esa vkrs gS rks Hkxoku~ Jhjke 'kj.kkxr dh j{kk dk egRo crkrs 
gq, dgrs gS fd tks fe=Hkko ls esjs ikl vk x;k gks mls eSa fdlh rjg R;kx ugha ldrkA laHko gS 
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mlesa dqN nks"k Hkh gks ijUrq nks"kh dks vkJ; nsuk Hkh lRiq#"kksa ds fy, fufUnr ugha gS vr% eSa 
foHkh"kq.k dks vo”; viukÅaxkA 
      fe=Hkkosu lEIkzkIra u R;ts;a dFkapuA  
      nks"kks ;|fi rL; L;kr~ lrkesrnxfgZre~A   ¼10½ 
¼9½ LorU=rk %& 
        Jh jke ds jkT; esa iztk dks vius fopkj vfHkO;ä djus dh LorU=rk FkhA Hknz us iztk ds 
eq[k ls lhrk ds fo"k; esa lquh gqbZ v'kqHk ppkZ ls Jhjke dks voxr djk;kA iztk dks ;g ilUn ugha 
vk;k fd ;q) esa jko.k dks ekjdj Jhjke us lhrk dks vius ?kj ys vk;sA muds eu esa lhrk ds 
pfj= dks ysdj jks’k ugha vk;kA  
       gRok p jko.ka la[;s lhrkekâO; jk?ko% A 
       ve"kZa ì"Br% d̀Rok Loos'e iqujku;r~ AA  ¼11½ 
     iztk dk ekuuk gS fd mUgsa Hkh fL=;ksa dh ,slh ckrsa lguh iM+sxh] D;ksafd jktk tSlk djrk gS] 
iztk Hkh mlh dk vuqlj.k djus yxrh gSA  
       vLekdefi nkjs"kq lguh;a Hkfo";frA 
       ;Fkk fg dq:rs jktk iztkLrequorrZrsAA   ¼12½ 
   Jh jke lhrkth ds pfj= dh 'kq)rk ij iw.kZ fo'okl djrs FksA ijUrq iztk dh izlUurk ds fy, 
y{e.k dks lhrkth dks ou esa NksM+dj vkus dk vkns'k nsrs gSaA Jhjke dgrs gS fd eSa R;kx ldrk gwWa 
fQj lhrk dks R;kxuk dkSulh cM+h ckr gSA  
        vI;ga thfora táka ;q"eku~ ok iq#"k"kZHk%A 
        viokgn~~Hk;kn~~ Hkhr% fda iqutZudkRetke~A   ¼13½ 
¼10½ jke&jkT; dk vkn'kZ %& 
              Jhjke ds jkT; esa iztk lq[kh] lEiUu vkSj izlUu FkhA jkek;.k esa jk"Vª dk dsUnz gS 
jktkA jktk jk"Vª ds /keZ] rFkk lR; dk mn~Hko LFky gS blfy, mlds vHkko esa jk"Vª dk dksbZ Hkh 
eaxy u lEiUu gks ldrk gS] u dksbZ dY;k.k dfYir gks ldrk gSA Jhjke ds 'kkludky esa lkjh 
iztk /keZ esa rRij jgrh FkhA >wB ugha cksyrh FkhA lc yksx mŸke y{k.kksa ls lEiUu Fks vkSj lcus 
/keZ dk vkJ; ys j[kk FkkA okYehfd us jke ds jkT; dks tks lq[kn rFkk lqHkx fp=.k fd;k gS og 
jktuhfr'kkL= dh ,d vuqie nsu gSaA 
      Þ u jkeln'̀kks jktk ìfFkO;ka uhfrekuHkwr~A ¼14½ 
jke jktuhfr ds eguh; mikld FksA muds leku uhfreku~ jktk nwljk ugha gqvkA 
      jkek;.k esa czkã.k] {kf=;] oS'; vkSj 'kwnz bu pkjksa o.kksZ dk Li"V mYys[k gSA jkek;.k ds 
izeq[k dk.Mksa esa o.kZ fo}s"k vFkok “qknz ds izfr Ä̀.kk vkfn dh Hkkouk ugha gSaA lekt esa czká.k dh 
fLFkfr loksZPp FkhA czkã.k vxziwT; FksA vk;ksZa dh o.kZ O;oLFkk ds ckgj 'kcj tkfr dh L=h dks 
okYehfd us fl)k] rkilh] Je.kh vkfn lEekukgZ fo'ks"k.k fn, gSaA jke mlds vkJe esa tkdj Lo;a 
'kcjh dh riL;k dk dq'ky iz'u djrs gSaA 
        jkek;.k esa jkejkT; dk o.kZu bl izdkj fd;k x;k gSA 
        u i;Znsou~ fo/kok u p O;kywd̀ra Hk;Ze~~A 
        u O;kf/kta Hk;a pklhn~~ jkes jkT;a iz'kklfrA 
        czkã.kk% {kf=;k oS';k% 'kwnzk yksHkfooftZr%AA 
        LodeZlq izorZURks rq"Vk% LoSjso deZfHk%AA 
        vklu~ iztk /keZijk jkes 'kklfr ukur̀k%A 
        losZ y{k.klEiUuk losZ /keZijk;.kk%AA 
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jkek;.k dh izklafxdrk %& 
                  vk/kqfud dky esa fdlh Hkh izdkj dh dksbZ leL;k mRiUu gksrh gS rks jkek;.k 
dks ek/;e ;k izrhd cukdj dfox.k lek/kku <wa<+ fudkyrs gSaA ekuo thou ds lHkh igyqvksa dks 
bruh xgjkbZ ls fpf=r djus okys vU; xzUFk dh [kkst vlaHko gSA jkek;.k esa dsoy ,d ;qx fo'ks"k 
;k O;fDr rd lhfer leL;kvksa dk fp=.k ugha gSaA oLrqr% dzkUrn'khZ egkdfo okYehfd us tu 
lekt ds fy, lnk mi;ksxh d̀fr dh lf̀"V dhA jkek;.k ds gjsd izlax vkt ds tuthou ls 
lEcfU/kr gSaA blfy, vk/kqfud dky esa jkek;.k dh egÙkk iwoZorhZ ;qxksa ls vf/kd gSA foKku dh 
c<+rh /kkjk] efLr"d ;k cqf} dks iz[kj cukrs oDr euq"; ds ân; dh detksfj;ksa dks nwj djus ds 
fy, rM+irs jgrs gSA blfy, jkek;.k tSls ifo= xazFk euq"; ds ân; dks 'kq} cukdj 'kkafr LFkkfir 
djus esa lQy fl} gksrs gSA euq"; dh lQyrk cqf} vkSj ân; dks larqfyr cuk;s j[kus esa gS 
blfy, vk/kqfud euq"; foKku dh lgk;rk ek= ls lUrq"V ugha gSaA jkek;.k euq"; dh cqf} dks 
le}̀] LoPN vkSj lQy djus esa lQy gSA /keZ] tkfr] o.kZ vkfn dks gfFk;kj ekudj vkil esa yM+us 
okys Hkkjrh; tuekul esa Þfofo/krk esa ,drkß dh LFkkiuk vR;Ur vko';d gSA jko.k tSls 
tufo/oaldkjh 'kfDr dks m[kkM+ Qsdus ds fy, jke 'kfDr'kkyh tkfr ;k o.kZ dh ijokg fd;s fcuk 
tu lewg dks ,d= djrs gSaA jkek;.k esa leiZ.k] lkgl] ln~Hkkouk rFkk U;k; dh O;k[;k dh xbZ 
gSaA vkt gj O;fDr dks mlesa of.kZr ekuo ewY;ksa dk vuqdj.k djus dh vko';drk gSaA *Jh jke* 
vkt Hkh mrus gh izklafxd gSa D;ksafd mudh dk;Ziz.kkyh dk gh nwljk uke *iztkrU=* gSA mudh 
dk;Ziz.kkyh dks le>us ls igys *Jhjke* dks le>uk gksxkA Jh jke ;kfu laLd̀fr] /keZ] jk"Vªh;rk 
vkSj ijkdzeA *uj* ls *ukjk;.k* dSls cuk tk, ;g muds thou ls lh[kk tk ldrk gSaA ,d rjQ 
mudk vkn'kZ gekjs eu dks thou dh  Åapkb;ksa ij igqapkrk gS] ogha nwljh rjQ mudh *uSfrdrk* 
ekuo eu dks ldkjkRed ÅtkZ nsrh gSA mudk gj dk;Z gekjs foosd dks txkrk gS vkSj gekjk 
vkRefo'okl c<+krk gSaA  
      vkil esa HkkbZpkjk] fj'rksa dks lgtus dh dyk vkSj ekuo dY;k.k fdl izdkj fd;k tkrk gS 
bldk Js"Bre mnkgj.k gS Jhjke dh dk;Ziz.kkyhA izR;sd ;qx dh ;g pkg jgh gS fd *jkejkT;* 
LFkkfir gksA egkRek xkWa/kh us Hkh gekjs ns'k esa jke jkT; LFkkfir djus dh dYiuk blhfy, dh Fkh 
fd Jhjke U;k;] lekurk vkSj cU/kqRo dh Hkkouk ds dkj.k jke jkT; ds nkrk gSaA xkWa/khth pkgrs Fks 
fd gekjs ns'k ds ukxfjd uSfrd] bZekunkj vkSj U;k;fiz; cusA ftl ns'k ds ukxfjdksa esa ;s xq.k gksxsa 
ogka jkejkT; LFkkfir gksxk ghA  
      gj ekrk&firk pkgrs gS fd muds csVs esa Jhjke ds lc xq.k gks] Jh jke dh dk;Ziz.kkyh gh 
dy;qx esa Hkh blfy, izklafxd gS D;ksafd vkt fo'oHkj dh vkradh 'kfä;ka flj mBk jgh gSA c<+rh 
vjktdrk vkSj vkradh 'kfä;ksa dk uk'k djus ds lPps lkeF;Z dk uke gS JhjkeA Jhjke us vklqjh 
'kfä;ksa dk uk'k djds /keZ dh j{kk dh FkhA viuh ekW vkSj ekr̀Hkwfe ds fy, ftlus lksus dh yadk 
thrus ds ckn ,d {k.k esa R;kx nh Fkh ,sls Jhjke dk thou ge ekuoksa dks izsj.kk nsrk gS fd 
*ykyp* vkSj ijkbZ lEifr dHkh ge lq[k ugha nsrhA vke vkneh dks >wBs eksg&ek;k ds tky esa 
my>us ls jksdus esa Jhjke ds vkn'kZ vkSj dk;Ziz.kkyh vkt Hkh gekjh lPph iFk&izn'kZd gSA 
fu"d"kZa %& 
        jkek;.k esa of.kZr ekuo ewY;ksa dk vfUre mRl ekuo dks iw.kZ 'kkafr iznku djuk gh gS 
D;ksafd Hkkjrh; thou n'kZu larqf"V vkSj ekufld 'kkfUr esa gh ijekuUn dks fufgr ekurk vk jgk gS 
vr% dguk u gksxk fd jkek;.k esa of.kZr ekuo ewY;ksa ds vkpj.k ds ek/;e ls blh ijekuUn dh 
fLFkfr dks izkIr djuk gh gekjk xUrO; gSsA laizfr vokZPkhu thou esa O;fDr leLr lEinkvksa vkSj 
Hkksxksa ds gksrs gq, Hkh ftl 'kwU;rk dks eglwl dj jgk gS] og ;fn mlls eqDr gksuk pkg jgk gS] rks 
mlds fy, bu mijksDr ekuo&ewY;ksa dks iw.kZ fu"B ds lkFk viukus ds vfrfjDr dksbZ vU; fodYi 
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ugha gSA orZeku ;qok ih<+h Hkh tc rd foKku ds vkd"kZd Hkzetky vkSj rFkkdfFkr if'pe dh 
lH;rk ls Lo;a dks eqDr ugha dj ik;sxh] rc mlds fy, 'kkafr ex̀r"̀.kk gh jgsxhA  
        fu’d’krZ% ge ;g ldrs gS fd okYehfd jkek;.k esa mnkÙkrk vFkZ  vkSj dke dh 
/kekZuqdwyrk] ladV ds le; nhu dk laj{k.k] foifÙk ds vk?kkr ls izrkfM+r ekuo&thou dks vius 
ckgqcy ls cpkuk] “kj.kkxr dk j{k.k vkfn ekuo&thou ds LFkk;h ewY;oku rÙoksa dks fpf=r fd;k 
x;k gSaA thou dks vkstLoh vkSj mnkÙk cukus ds fy, jkek;.k esa ftu ekuo&ewY;ksa dks okYehfd us 
viuh vej rwfydk ls fpf=r fd;k] os Hkkjro’kZ ds fy, ekU; vkSj vknj.kh; ugha gS] izR;qr os ekuo 
ek= ds lkeus mPp uSfrd Lrj rFkk lkekftd mnkÙkrk dh Hkkouk dks izLrqr djrs gaSA  
 
lUnHkZ lwph% & 
 
¼1½ okYehfd jkek;.k 06A116A28 
¼2½ okYehfd jkek;.k & v;ks/;kdk.M] lxZ 20] “yksd 15 
¼3½ okYehfd jkek;.k& lqUnj dk.M] lxZ 14] “yksd 15 
¼4½ okYehfd jkek;.k & vj.;dk.M] lxZ 74] “yksd 8 
¼5½ okYehfd jkek;.k & ckydk.M lxZ 13] “yksd 20 
¼6½ okYehfd jkek;.k & 5A37A62 
¼7½ okYehfd jkek;.k & v;ks/;k dk.M 109A17 
¼8½ okYehfd jkek;.k & v;ks/;k dk.M  106A8 
¼9½ okYehfd jkek;.k & ;q}dk.M] lxZ 18] “yksd 3 
¼10½ okYehfd jkek;.k & mÙkjdk.M] lxZ 44] “yksd 16 
¼11½ okYehfd jkek;.k & mÙkjdk.M lxZ 44] “yksd 19 
¼12½ okYehfd jkek;.k & mÙkjkdk.M] lxZ 45]14&15 “yksd 
¼13½ okYehfd jkek;.k & lqUnjdk.M] 52 lxZ] 8 “yksd 
¼14½ okYehfd jkek;.k & v;ks/;k dk.M 67A9 
 
lUnHkZ xzUFk %& 
 
¼1½ laLd̀r lkfgR; dk bfrgkl& vkpk;Z cynso mik/;k; “kkjnk fudsru okjk.klh  
¼2½ Jhen~ okYehdh; jkek;.k&izFke Hkkx&vuqoknd&lkfgR;kpk;Z ik.Ms; ia- jkeukjk;.knÙk “kkL=h 
jke xhrk izsl] xksj[kiqj 
¼3½ Jhen~okYehfd jkek;.k & f}rh; Hkkx&xhrk izsl xksj[kiqj 
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Abstract 

A study was conducted to assess the effectiveness of Video Assisted 
Teaching Programme on knowledge regarding benefits of Outdoor Play 
among School going children (11-13 years) in a Selected Government 
School, at Karaikal. The objectives are to assess the level of knowledge 
regarding benefits of outdoor play among school going children (11-13 years), 
to assess the effectiveness of video assisted teaching programme on knowledge 
regarding benefits of outdoor play among school going children, to find the 
association between pretest level of knowledge regarding benefits of outdoor 
play among school going children with selected demographic variables. Pre-
experimental with one group pre-test and post-test design was used. 100  
children (11-13 years) studying in NSC bose higher secondary school, Karaikal 
were  selected by using convenient sampling technique. Demographic data was 
collected and pre-test was conducted by using checklist method to assess the 
students knowledge regarding benefits of outdoor play. Video assisted teaching 
programme was given about benefits of outdoor play. After 7 days post test was 
conducted using the same checklist method. The results revealed that in pre test 
62% had inadequate knowledge, 38% had moderate knowledge and none of 
them had adequate knowledge. Where as in post test 85% had adequate 
knowledge and 15% had moderate knowledge. It shows that effectiveness of 
video assisted teaching  programme on benefits of outdoor play. The knowledge 
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level of school children has statistically significant association with their 
educational qualification of parents and occupation of father. 
 
Key Words:- Benefits of Outdoor Play, School going children 
 
Introduction 
“Play is the root and foundation of creativity in the arts and sciences also as in 

daily life” 
Stephen Nachmanovitch   

 
Children are the future hope of mankind. Today’s children will be the 

masters of the future world. As the saying goes, “health is wealth” hence , if 
children are healthy, the future generation will be healthy, resulting in a healthy 
nation. Play is universal activity for all children. Through the universal 
medium of play children learn what no one can teach them. Play is a natural 
tool for children to develop resiliency as they learn to co-operative, 
overcome changes and legotiate with others. Play also allows children to be 
creative. A outdoor play is a structured form of play, usually undertaken for 
enjoyment and sometimes used as an educational tool. Games are distinct from 
work, which is usually carried out for remuneration and from art, which is more 
often an expression of aesthetic or ideological elements.  

According to American academy of paediatrics (AAP) play is an 
outdoor natural environment allows children to explore both their world and 
their own mind. Nature places virtually no bounds on their imagination and 
engages all of the senses. For all children, this setting allows for the full 
blossoming of creativity, curiosity and the associated developmental advances.  
Benefits of  various  outdoor games such as  Playing Skipping rope and jumping  
Improves heart rate, improves tones muscles in lower and upper body,  Best tool 
for weight loss, Helps to improve the skin, Helps to attain balance, coordination 
and agility, Skipping is a full body workout. Playing outdoor games is an 
excellent physical activity and thus aids in improving the functional capabilities 
of the body. Outdoor play is not beneficial to young people, but also for older 
generation. Outdoor play is open air games. So, we breathe in plenty of fresh 
air. We breathe in plenty for oxygen. Hence our blood circulation works well. 
Outdoor play should not be limited to the field of school, college or community. 
Even when we are at home or working, sparing at least 30 minutes for any 
sports we love can be very helpful. 
 
Need for Study: 

Children are vulnerable to Smartphone, tablet addictions. From playing 
on I pads to watching television, children seem to be spending more and more 
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times indoor. The increase in number of children spending a predominant 
amount of time inside has led to numerous studies being published  highlighting 
the negative impact this is having on their health and development. At the same 
time, research has also discovered that there are many benefits to children 
playing outdoors such as Learning, Creativity, Health, Social skills, Well-being, 
Independence, Explore. 

Today’s children don’t know a world without smart phones and the 
internet. It is no surprise, then, that they spend a considerable amount of their 
time with technology. Television still remains the media of choice, with 
teenagers aged 12 to 17 spending almost 14 hours weekly watching television 
that increases to over 19.5 hours among children aged 2-13 years. 

The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) published a study 
in 2009 entitled: "The importance of outdoor play in promoting physical 
development. The report states: "Free and unstructured play is healthy and - 
in fact essential for helping children for social, emotional, and cognitive 
development as well as helping them to manage stress and become 
resilient". Monisha M (2010) conducted a study to assess the effectiveness 
of structured teaching programme on importance of outdoor play among 
school children. The results of the pretest score was lower than the post 
test score. The finding of the study revealed that most of the children had 
inadequate knowledge on importance of outdoor play. Based on the above 
studies and overviews , the researcher felt that outdoor play will help the 
children to develop skill, creativity, intelligence, emotional ability , 
prevent obesity and increases the physical and brain development . So the 
investigator decided to carry out the study. 

Statement of the Problem: 

 
“ A study to assess the effectiveness of video assisted teaching 

programme on knowledge regarding benefits of outdoor play among school 
going children(11-13 years) studying in a selected government school, at 
karaikal”. 

Objectives 
 To assess the level of knowledge regarding benefits of outdoor play among 

school going children. 
 To assess the effectiveness of video teaching programme on knowledge 

regarding benefits of outdoor play among school going children. 
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 To find the association between pretest level of knowledge regarding 
benefits of outdoor play among school going children with selected 
demographic variables. 

Conceptual Frame Work 
           The conceptual frame work selected for the present study is based on “ 
Goal attainment theory” by Imogene king (1981).   
 

      Methods and Methodology 
Quantitative research approach and pre-experimental with one group 

pre-test and post- test design was selected. The study was carried out in NSC 
Bose higher secondary school situated in Thalatheru karaikal. This school 
consists of classes from 6th standard to 12th standard.   In this study target 
population comprise of school going children aged between 11-13 years. The 
sample size comprised of 100 children’s in the age group of 11-13 years 
studying in NSC Bose government higher secondary school, Karaikal. 
Convenient sampling technique was used to select the sample for the present 
study. The Tool consists of two parts. Section I: demographic data -  It 
consists of age, sex, class of studying, educational qualification of parents, 
occupation of parents, family income, religion, domicile, type of house, type of 
games. Section II :  Checklist on benefits  of play- It includes the items related 
to benefits of play, outdoor play and indoor play. The data was collected in 
following three stages. Pre-test was conducted among the selected samples by 
using checklist method. The data collection was done between 9 am to 4pm. 
On the same day of pre-test assessment, the video teaching programme on 
benefits of outdoor play was conducted by researcher which consists of 
information regarding benefits of play, benefits of outdoor play, types of games 
and its benefits. In a day video teaching programme was given for 7-8 students 
and duration was around 15-20 minutes. Evaluation of video assisted teaching 
programme on benefits of outdoor play was done by conducting post-test on the 
8th day of the video teaching by using the same checklist method , which was 
used for the pre-test. The data was analyzed using Descriptive and Inferential 
statistics.   
 
Result and Discussion: 
 

I. Description Of Demographic Data Of The School Going Children 
(11-13 Years): 

II.  
 Regarding Age, 38% of children were in the age group of 11 years, 28% 

were in 12 years and 34% of children were in 13 years. 
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 Regarding sex, 60% of children were male and 40% of children were 
female.  

 Regarding Studying class, 39% of children were studying 6th standard, 22% 
of children were in 7th standard and the same 39% were studying in 8th 
standard. 

 Regarding distribution of school going children according to the educational 
Qualification of their fathers 2% of children’s father was illiterate, 31% of 
children’s father had primary education, 5% were graduates and 62% of 
children’s father had high school education. 

 Regarding Educational qualification of their mother, the highest percentage 
52% of children’s mother had primary education and lowest percentages 1% 
of children’s mother were illiterate. 

 Regarding occupation of father, lowest percentage 4% of children’s father 
were working in government sector and highest percentage 78% were 
working as coolie. 

 Regarding occupation of mother, highest percentage 76% of children’s 
mother was working as a daily wages, and only 2% of children’s mother 
was working in government/private sector. 

 Regarding family Income, Only 13% of children’s family monthly income 
was more than Rs.10001 and the highest 41% of children’s family monthly 
income was less than Rs.4000. 

  Regarding Religion, Children who belongs to Hindu religion were 87%, 
1% belongs to Muslim and 12% of children were belongs to Christian. 

 Regarding Domicile, Most of the children 81% were from rural area and 
only least of children 19% were from urban area.. 

 Regarding  type of house, highest percentage 52% of children were living in 
hut house and only 21% of children were living in pacca house. 

 Regarding type of games, Majority 28% of children likes other games, 27% 
of children have interest in playing hide and seek, 22% have interest in 
playing cricket, 9% of children have interest in playing carom board, 5% of 
children have interest in playing high jump and long jump, same 5% of 
children have interest in swimming and lowest 2% percentage of children 
having interest in playing chess. 

 
II. Pre-Test And Post-Test Knowledge On Benefits Of Outdoor Play 
Among School Going Children 
 
 In pre-test (38%) of children had moderate knowledge, (62%) of children 

had inadequate knowledge. 
 In post-test (85%) of children had adequate knowledge and only (15%) of 

children had moderate knowledge. 
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Dimension wise comparison of mean and standard deviation of pretest and 
post-test knowledge on benefits of outdoor play among school going 
children 
 

S.NO Knowledge 
dimension 

Max 
score 

Pre-test score Post-test score 
Difference 
in Mean 
(%) 

Mean SD Mean 
(%) Mean SD Mean 

(%) 

1 
Knowledge 
on benefits 
of play 

12 4.31 1.269 35.5 10.61 1.413 88.4 52.9 

2 
Knowledge 
on  outdoor 
play 

46 19.05 2.374 41.41 40.98 4.295 89 47.5 

3 
Knowledge 
on indoor 
play 

8 2.86 1.764 35.75 6.29 1.452 78.6 43 

TOTAL 66 26.22 5.398 39.72 57.88 7.16 87.69 48 

 
Comparison of mean and standard deviation of pretest and post test 
knowledge on benefits of outdoor play among school going children. 
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III. Effectiveness Of Video Teaching Programme On Knowledge Regarding 

Benefits Of Outdoor Play Among School Going Children. 
 
Dimension wise Effectiveness of video teaching programme on knowledge 
regarding benefits of outdoor play among school going children 
 

S. 
NO Dimension Mean Standard 

deviation 
Standard 
error mean 

‘t’  
value 

P  
value Significance 

1 Knowledge on 
benefits of play 

-
2.300 2.023 .202 11.37

2 0.000* significant 

2 Knowledge on  
outdoor play 

-
16.93
0 

5.535 .553 30.59
0 0.000* significant 

3 Knowledge on 
indoor play 

-
2.430 2.171 .217 11.19

4 0.000* significant 

*-Significant at 5% (p<0.05) level 
 
IV. Association Between The Pretest Knowledge On Benefits Of Outdoor 

Play Among School Going Children With Selected Demographic 
Variable 

There was significant association between pre-test knowledge 
scores of children with educational qualification of parents and 
occupation of father. 

 
Conclusion 
    The subjects of the study have gained thorough knowledge on benefits 
of outdoor play by the video assisted teaching programme.. Prior to 
implementation of video assisted teaching programme 38% of children had 
moderate knowledge  and 62% had inadequate knowledge, whereas after the 
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video  assisted teaching programme on benefits of outdoor play 85% of  
children had adequate knowledge. Which proves that video assisted teaching 
programme is effective on knowledge regarding benefits of outdoor play among 
children.  

 
Recommendations: 
  Based on the findings of the study the investigator proposes the following 
recommendations for future research. 
 The study can be replicated on larger samples in different settings to have a 

wider applicability by generalization. . 
 A similar study can be carried out with post-test only control group design 

to find the effectiveness of video assisted teaching programme among 
school  children 

 A comparative study can be conducted between the school going boys and 
girls. 

 A comparative study can be conducted for mothers of under five children 
between urban and rural areas. 
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Abstract 

A descriptive research study was carried out to assess the knowledge on 
anemia among antenatal mothers . The   objectives to determine the knowledge 
regarding anemia of antenatal mothers, to find the association between the 
knowledge on anemia among antenatal mothers and selected demographic 
variable ..Structured questionnaire was prepared and the data were collected 
from 50 antenatal mothers through  a simple random sampling technique lot 
method. The results of the study shows  that the  majority of the antenatal 
mothers 64% had poor knowledge,26% had satisfactory  knowledge, and 10% 
had good knowledge regarding anemia during pregnancy  and  there was 
significant association between level of knowledge with selected demographic 
variable such as age (x2 =0.9862), religion   (x2 =0.8303) and occupation (x2 = 
6.4117  ) of the antenatal mothers.  

 
Keywards: Anemia, Antenatal Mothers 
  
Introduction 
          The birth of the baby is one of life’s most wondrous moment. A healthy 
adult emerges from a healthy infant. Womanhood is the period in a female's life 
after she passes through childhood and adolescence, generally age 18. 
Pregnancy is a unique, exciting,however, for the primimothers  needs to be a 
responsible woman to best support the health of her future child.   Anemia is 
one of the India`s major public health problems affecting all societies, 
especially most prevalence among primi mothers According to World Health 
Organization, the prevalence of anemia in developing countries among pregnant 
women averages 56% ranging between 35-100%, in the year 2009 among 
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different regions of the world.. In India, anaemia is directly or indirectly 
responsible for 40 per cent of maternal deaths. There is 8 to 10 fold increase in 
MMR when the HB falls below 5 g/dl. Early detection and effective 
management of anaemia in pregnancy can contribute substantially to reduction 
in maternal mortality. Maternal anaemia is associated with poor intrauterine 
growth and increased risk of preterm births and low birth weight rates..  
 
Need For Study  

Anemia is one of the India`s major public health problems affecting all 
societies, especially most prevalence among primi mothers. The growing fetus 
depends entirely on its mother's healthy body for all needs. Iron deficiency 
anemia is the most common form of malnutrition in the world and is the eighth 
leading cause of death in pregnant women in developing countries leading to the 
low birth weight, which is in turn an important risk factor for infant 
mortality. From the published reports available, it can be estimated that 2-7% of 
pregnant women have Hb values less than 7.0 g/dl and probably 15-20% have 
values less than 8.0 g/dl.           Anaemia in pregnancy is one of the leading 
causes responsible for maternal and perinatal morbidity and mortality. WHO 
has estimated that prevalence of anaemia among pregnant women is 14 % in 
developed and 51 % in developing countries. 65 -75% of population in India is 
affected with anaemia. In India, anaemia is directly or indirectly responsible for 
40 per cent of maternal deaths. 
 
Statement of the Problem 

“A study to assess the knowledge on anemia among antenatal mothers 
at vmmc& hospital”, Karaikal. 
 
Objectives: 
 To determine the knowledge regarding anemia of antenatal mothers. 
 To find the association between the knowledge on anemia among                         

antenatal mothers and selected demographic variables. 
 To give education regarding anemia and its prevention if necessary based on 

their level of knowledge 
 
Research Methodology 
 Research Approach used for this study was quantitative approach. The research 
design adopted for this study was descriptive research design. The study was 
conducted at OBG OPD and ward set up at Vinayaka Mission’s Medical 
College & Hospital, Karaikal. The study population for this study was the 
antenatal mothers.The samples for the study were all the antenatal mothers 
between the age of 19 -30 years, studying in antenatal mothers., Karaikal.50 
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antenatal mothers were selected for this study. Under a simple random 
sampling technique lot method was used to select the antenatal mothers for 
collecting information related to anemia among antenatal mothers . 
Sample Criteria: 
 Inclusive Criteria:  
The antenatal mothers.who were 
  Between the age of 19 -30years.  
  Able to read and speak in  Tamil. 
  Willing to participate in the study. 
Exclusive Criteria: 
The antenatal mothers who were  
 Not willing to participate in this study. 
 In high risk problems  
 Suffering from physical illness and mental illness. 

Variables:   

Research Variables: Knowledge on Anemia.                                                  

Demographic Variables:   It includes age, religion, parent’s occupation, 
family income, type of family, sources of information, and obstetrical score of 
the antenatal mothers 
Data Analysis and Interpretation 

The data collected from 50 samples were analyzed using descriptive 
and infernal statistics. The results were presented under the following section. 
Section – A:    Distribution of Demographic variables of antenatal mother 
Section – B:    Assessment of level of Knowledge on Anemia among antenatal 
mothers 
Section – C:    Association of knowledge on anemia with selected demographic 
Variables of     antenatal mother. 
Assessment Of Level of Knowledge on Anemia Among Antenatal Mothers  
Figure-I 

Frequency and percentage distribution of overall knowledge 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

26% 
64% 

10% 

Overall Knowledge 

Inadequate

Moderately
Adequate
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Table-1: Percentage distribution of knowledge on nutritional anemia 

S.NO.  
DOMAIN 

FREQUENCY AND PERCENTAGE OF 
KNOWLEDGE LEVEL 

Inadequate Moderately 
Adequate Adequate 

1 
2 
3 
 
4 

Definition and classification 
Causes and risk factors 
Signs and symptoms and investigation 
Treatment, prevention and 
complication 

13(26%) 
38(76%) 
14(28%) 
 
16(32%) 

20(40%) 
9(18%) 
13(26%) 
 
26(52%) 

17(34%) 
3(6%) 
23(46%) 
 
8(16%) 

 
FIGURE-II 
   Frequency and percentage distribution of knowledge regarding definition 
and classification of anemia among antenatal mothers   
                                               

 
   Knowledge on definition and classification 
FIGURE-III 
Frequency and percentage distribution of knowledge regarding causes and 
risk factors of anemia among antenatal mothers   

 
Knowledge on causes and risk factors 

26% 
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Inadequte Moderately
adequate

Adequate

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

Inadequate Moderately
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76% 

18% 
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FIGURE-IV 
  Frequency and percentage distribution of knowledge regarding 
signs and symptoms and investigations of anemia among antenatal mothers  

Knowledge on signs and symptoms & investigations 
 
 

FIGURE-V 
Frequency and percentage distribution of knowledge regarding  treatment, 
prevention and complication of anemia among antenatal mothers  

. 
 
Result and Discussion 
  The majority of the antenatal mothers 32(64%) had poor knowledge, 13(26%) 
had satisfactory  knowledge, and 5(10%) had good knowledge regarding anemia 
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during pregnancy there was significant association between level of knowledge 
on nutritional anemia with selected demographic variables such as age, religion, 
occupation, income, type of family, and   birth order of the antenatal mothers.  

With regard to knowledge on definition and classification of nutritional 
anemia, the present study revealed that 34% of samples had adequate 
knowledge, the majority 40% of samples had moderately adequate knowledge 
and   only 26% of the samples had inadequate knowledge.  

In respect knowledge on causes and risk factor of anemia, the result 
showed that   only 6% of samples had adequate knowledge, 18% of samples had 
moderately adequate knowledge and majority 76% of samples had inadequate 
knowledge.  

With respect on signs and symptoms and investigations of nutritional 
anemia, the results showed that the majority 46% of samples had adequate 
knowledge, only 26% samples had moderately adequate knowledge and 28% of 
sample had inadequate knowledge.  

In respect of   treatment, prevention and complication of nutritional 
anemia, the result revealed that only 16% of samples had adequate knowledge, 
the majority  52% of samples had moderately adequate knowledge and 32% of 
samples had inadequate knowledge. 

There was no significant association between level of knowledge with 
demographic variables such as sources of information (x2 =14.3224) and history 
of anemia in the family(x2 = 8.7792) and there was significant association 
between level of knowledge with selected demographic variable such as age (x2 

=0.9862), religion   (x2 =0.8303) and occupation (x2 = 6.4117  )  
 

Summary and Conclusion 
Anemia in pregnancy is one of the leading causes responsible for 

maternal and perinatal morbidity and mortality. WHO has estimated that 
prevalence of anemia among pregnant women is 14 % in developed and 51 % in 
developing countries. 65 -75% of population in India is affected with anemia. In 
India, anemia is directly or indirectly responsible for 40 per cent of maternal 
deaths. There is 8 to 10 fold increase in MMR when the HB falls below 5 g/dl. 
Early detection and effective management of anemia in pregnancy can 
contribute substantially to reduction in maternal mortality. Maternal anemia is 
associated with poor intrauterine growth and increased risk of preterm births 
and low birth weight rate. Knowing   about anemia helps the antenatal mothers 
to prevent complications during pregnancy, labor, and peurperium. Hence, the 
researcher emphasizes the need for more research to improve the knowledge of 
antenatal mothers on anemia during pregnancy. The incidence of anemia 
increases among antenatal mothers. Early detection and management strategies 
should be adopted to prevent complications. Research studies should be 
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conducted to assess the needs of pregnant women. The main focus of research 
studies should be behavior modification of individual. The approach of 
primordial prevention should be adopted, which involves preventing anemia and 
spread of risk factors and lifestyle modification through health education 
programs conducted by the nursing personal both in hospital and community. 
The nurse and health workers can distribute iron and folic acid supplements to 
the antenatal mothers. 
 
Recommendation 
 A similar study can be conducted with a large sample. 
 A comparative study can be conducted between primi gravid and multi 

gravid  
antenatal mothers   

 A structured teaching programme regarding knowledge on anemia can be 
conducted among antenatal mothers  

 A similar study can be conducted on the impact of maternal education and 
socioeconomic status on maternal nutritional knowledge and practices 
regarding iron-rich foods and iron supplements. 

 A similar study had been conducted on maternal knowledge and practices 
related to anemia  
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Abstract 
  The Scheduled tribes represent an important category in the Indian social 

structure. They are the original inhabitants of India. Different types of tribal 
groups occupy different parts of India. In Karnataka and with special reference 
to Kodagu, there are Yerava tribes who are old and indigenous who constitute 
a small proportion and are marginalised from society in many aspects. Women 
in this community play a significant role in social, economic, cultural and 
religious aspects of life and they are considered as economic assets in their 
society. The objective of this paper is to find out the socio-economic status of 
Yerava tribal women and to suggest ways and means for their overall 
development. They have a rich cultural heritage, eternal traditions and hard 
workers but they lack socio-economic status. The status of these tribal women 
with respect to education, employment and health is low compared to that of 
general population. Majority of the women work as daily wage labourers, do 
not own wealth, land and they consume alcohol. Even though Constitutional 
provisions and development programmes are made to bring about changes in 
their positions, but still they face many challenges. There is a need to motivate 
on the importance of education which is a powerful instrument of empowering 
these tribal women. The present study is based on primary and secondary 
sources of data. 

Keywords: Women, Tribe, Socio-Economic, Education 
 
Introduction 

Socioeconomic status is the position of an individual in the society. These 
concepts are of two different aspects, the social aspect that includes status or 
position in the society and the economic aspectsinclude resources such as 
income, occupation and wealth. It is measured as a combination of various 
factors such as education, income and occupation. Therefore, it can be said 
that socioeconomic status is not a unitary concept, the present study socio-
economic status is measured by using some of the prominent factors such as, 
demographic, social,economic and health factors .Women in a tribal society 
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play a vital role in their social, cultural, economic and religious ways of life 
and are considered as an economic asset in their society. But they are still 
lagging far behind in the various walks of life like education, employment, 
good health and economic empowerment.  After the analysis of the data and 
field observation, it is revealed that lack of education, poor health status low 
level of wage work, lack of self-employment opportunity, organizing capacity 
and leadership quality are the main obstacles for low status. 

 
The Tribes of Karnataka 
In Karnataka state, there are 50 communities considered as scheduled tribes 
which constitute 6.6 percent of the states total population.The Maratha, 
Koraga, Meda, Soliga, JenuKuruba and Yeravas are the major tribes of 
Karnataka. Yerava tribes are the largest community among the 10 major tribal 
groups in Karnataka. According to 2001 census, the yerava population was 
22,000persons, as per 2011 census there are 26,533 persons. Among them 
12967 are men and 13,566 are women (Department of social welfare). They 
predominantly live inKodagu District. There are few of them who live in 
adjoining districts of Mysore, Chamarajanagar and Wynad. Thus the socio-
economic status of yerava tribal women gains significance. 

 
Objectives of the Study 

To examine the socioeconomic status of Yerava women in Kodagu district 
of Karnataka. 

To study the challenges faced by these women and suggest certain plans 
 

Data and Methodology 
The data for the present study is collected from primary and secondary 

sources. The primary data iscollected from 50 respondents from 2 Tribal 
settlements of VirajpetTaluk inKodagu district.Datawas collected by interview 
schedule;the sample size was selected randomly from the age group 18 to 45 
and above. Secondary data is collected from various books, journals, articles 
and reports. 

 
Review of Literature 

Many scholars have attempted to explain the causes and consequences of 
backwardness and low-level socio-economic status of tribal women. These 
studies have identified lack of education, absence of skills and training, lack of 
property rights, poverty and poor state of healthare responsible for low socio-
economic status. 

Awias (2009) explained through their work that tribal women play a major 
role in the co-management of their natural, social, economic resources and 
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crop production, livestock production, horticulture and post-harvest operations 
but they remain backward because of their traditional values, illiteracy, 
superstitions, indecision making, social evils and many other cultural factors. 

Ashok Kumar (2015) highlighted that the condition of socio-economic 
condition ofJenukuruba tribal community in Mysore district. This study 
revealed that, Jenukurubas are social and economically very backward 
compare to other community. These tribes are suffering from illness, illiteracy, 
poverty, lack of food and other problems. 

Das (2012) in an attempt to find out the level of autonomy and decision 
making power of tribal women and the impact of socio-economic status on 
decision making roles have drawn a conclusion that the tribal women enjoy 
autonomy at their household level, especially in social aspects and at some 
point enjoy equal rights along with their husbands in economic matters. But 
due to low literacy rate and unemployment the community participation of the 
women is inactive and autonomy level is very low. 

Ghosh (1987) Women’s status is often described in terms of their levels of 
income, employment, education,health and family and the roles they play 
within the family, the community and society. 

Panda (2008) is of the opinion that the condition of tribal  women is inferior due 
to unhealthy surroundings,  poor working conditions and pressures of physical 
labour, early marriage, negligence of health and lack of medication 
facilities,during pregnancy as well as post-delivery care. 

VeenBhasin (2007) highlighted that India as a whole is characterized by 
sharp gender disparities, although women’s status varies considerably by 
region. On all frontiers of human societal pursuits economic, educational, 
scientific, legal, political, official, political and religious sphere Indian women 
suffer profoundly. For all time there are socio-cultural factors, which validate 
for the status of women in particular society. Education is a fundamental right 
that provides opportunities for socio-economic uplift. In India reasons 
associated with not educating girl child are financial constraints, early 
marriages, submissiveness, motherhood, and parental perception of education 
on women’s worldview. The girl child is deliberately denied education and the 
future opportunity of the total development. 

 
Result and Discussions 

In the present study author attempted to understand the different aspects of 
social and economic status of respondents. The present paper analysed the 
socio-economic profile on the basis of age, family composition, education 
status, occupation, marital status, family income and health status. These 
variables help us to know the socio-economic status of tribal women in the 
selected study area. 
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Age Group of the Respondents 
 
Age of the Respondents Frequency Percentage 

 

18-25 25 50.0 
26-35 18 36.0 
36-45 5 10.0 

46 and above 2 4.0 
Total 50 100.0 

Source: Primary Data 
The above data shows that 50 per cent of respondents are in the age group of 18-
25 years, 36 per centof the respondents are in the age group of 26-35 years, 10 
percent of the respondents are in the age group 36-45 years and 4 percent of the 
respondents are from 46 and above age group. 
 

Type of Family 
 

Type of Family Frequency Percentage 
Nuclear Family 
 46 92.0 

   Joint Family 4 8.0 
Total 50 100.0 

                       Source: Primary Data 
        Data shows that 92 per cent of the respondents live in Nuclear families and 
8 per cent of the respondents live in Joint family .Thus, the data indicates that 
the nuclear families are preferred  than the Joint families. 
 
Age at Marriage 

 
Age Frequency Percentage 

<18 
19-23 

38 
12 

76.0 
24.0 

24-28 
29and above 

0 
0 

00.0 
00.0 

Total 50 100.0 
Source: Primary Data 
Age at marriage has a profound impact on childbearing because women 

who marry early have a longer period of exposure to pregnancy and a greater 
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number of lifetime births. Early marriage system has been one of the important 
characteristic of Yerava community. Marital status changes the women's 
status. Data shows that out of 50 respondents 76 per cent were married below 
18 years of age and 24 per cent respondents were married at the age of 16-20 
years. This indicates that early marriage affects their health and at an early age 
they have carry the family burden. 

 
Educational Status 

Education Frequency Percentage 

 

Illiterate 25 50.0 
Primary 18 36.0 
Secondary 7  
Total 20 100.0 

                    Source: Primary Data 
Data reveals that 50 per cent of respondents are illiterates, 36 per cent of the 
respondents studied upto primary and 14 per cent secondary education. Due to 
lack of interest, motivation and early marriage they drop out from school at very 
young age. Education is a fundamental right that provides opportunities for 
socio-economic upliftment. In India main reasons associated with not educating 
girl child are financial constraints, early marriages and motherhood. 
 
Occupational Status 

Occupation Frequency Percentage 
Farm Labour 50 100.0 

Source: Primary Data 
Occupation is considered as the main source of income, it represents the socio-
economic status. Tribal women in India contribute positively to the local 
economy and participate along with men in subsistence activities. In reality, 
women do more work than men. Data shows that out of 50 respondents 100 per 
cent are working as agriculture labourers.  In the study area women carry out 
all types of work at home as well as outside. 

 
Landholding 

 
Land Frequency Percentage 
5cents to 20 cents 

No land 
Total 

1 
49 
50 

2.0 
98.0 
100.0 

                    Source: Primary Data 
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The above data shows that out of 50 respondent, 98 per cent respondent 
have no land, 2 per cent have5 to 20 cents of land. 

 
Annual Income of the Family 

Income Frequency Percentage 
< 10,000 
10,000-15,000 
15,000-20,000 
Total 

3 
47 
00 
50 

6.0 
94.0 
00.00 
100.0 

                    Source: Primary Data 
Data indicates that 94 per cent of the respondents have annual income from 

Rs. 10,000-15,000 and 6 per cent respondents have annual income which is < 
10, 000. 

 
Health 

Type of Treatment Frequency Percentage 

Government Hospital 
Private Hospital 
Ayurveda Medicine 
Traditional Medicine 
Do not take 
Total 

 
30 
8 
4 
5 
3 
50 
 

 
60.0 
16.0 
8.0 
10.0 
6.0 
100.0 
 

Source: Primary Data 
Data  indicates that 60 per cent respondent prefer Government hospital for 
treatment whereas 16 per cent respondent prefer private Hospital or clinic, 10 
per cent respondent rely on traditional healers, 8 per cent prefer Ayurveda 
medicine,but 6 per cent respondents don’t take treatment. This is due to lack of 
education, superstitious beliefs and low economic status. 
 

Summary and Findings 
Yerava women have multidimensional role and responsibilities in their 

families. They work harder than male counterparts; most of her time is spent 
by working as farm labourer and in their household activities.  The literacy 
rate of Yerava women is low. They are deprived from acquiring the education 
due to the various social, personal and economic factors. They do not own 
land. Most of the Yerava womenwork from dawn to dusk, but have a 
comparatively less decision-making power than the male counterparts. Thus, it 
can be concluded that the socio-economic status of Yerava women is low. The 
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main reason for low socio-economic status are lack of education, patriarchal 
system, inferiority complex, culture constraints, lack of awareness, early 
marriage and alcoholism. So the Government and policy makers should design 
effective policies and programmers that should benefit tribal women. Income 
generating programmes such as weaving, basket making, farming, tailoring 
and crafts should be implemented as well as training should be given. 
Education is the powerful instrument in bringing about development and 
empowering tribal women, providing gainful employment, skill development 
and better health facilities can bring about changes in the status of these 
women. There is a need for joint efforts and better co-ordination of all the 
stake holders who are working directly or indirectly for the development of 
tribal women. 
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Abstract 
Introduction: Breastfeeding practices affects the life of an individual from birth 
to adulthood and beyond. Poor breastfeeding practices and high child mortality 
are seen in India. As the cultures and geographical areas are diverse in India so 
are their practices. Tribal population are unique group of people with poor 
health indices. Study aims to understand the breastfeeding practices of the tribal 
population of North-East India 
Materials and Methods: A community based cross-sectional study was 
conducted in two states of North-east India among the tribal population using a 
pre-tested questionnaire based on Infant and young Child feeding practices 
indicators. The sampling was done through purposive sample if states followed 
by simple random sampling. The total sample size calculated was 820.  
Results: Study was conducted in 820 participants. Knowledge regarding 
breastfeeding was found to be poor. As for practices early initiation of 
breastfeeding was done in 29.8% of the study population, and exclusive practice 
of breastfeeding up to 6 months of age was done in 73.7%, although children 
ever breastfed was 100%. Continuation of breastfeeding among those who were 
one year of age or more was 94.3% with age appropriate breastfeeding seen in 
95.2% of the study population. 
Conclusion: Although knowledge level was found be poor, the fairedbetter in 
their practices. Immediate interventions are recommended to help continue the 
appropriate practices among the participants.  
 
Key-Words: Breastfeeding, IYCF, Knowledge, North-East, Practices 
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Introduction  
Breastfeeding is a practice which is mired in cultural and traditional 
practices,and has influences that affect the health of the new-born at birth and 
through life-time (Jacob et al.,2017). It is a survival strategy, to fight against 
mortality in childhood, reduce malnutrition and infections. In adulthood, it 
protects against Chronic Non-Communicable conditions such as diabetes, 
hypertension and obesity (Black et al., 2008).Promotion of healthy 
breastfeeding practices are being done by all international and national health 
organizations to ensure a healthy childhood and a healthy society, but the 
ground reality remains that the recommendations are still facing problems being 
followed. India’s NFHS – 4 reported the median period of exclusive 
breastfeeding in the country as 2.9 months, with only 54.9% of the population 
practising exclusive breastfeeding, showing high variability in the practice 
across the states, and across districts in the state (NFHS-4, 2017). It also 
reported variable infant mortality rates across the country (NFHS-4, 2017). 
India is a country of diversity with different cultural practices, and beliefs across 
diverse geographical areas. Effective interventions cannot be developed till 
various practices and its effects are analysed and understood. Tribal population 
in India have different health, growth and development indicators as compared 
to other groups of people in India and generally they fair poorer. North-East 
India is a home to a large number of tribal communities and researches among 
them are scanty. The current study aims to study the breastfeeding practices and 
secondarily study the health and nutritional status of the children. 
 
Materials and Methods 
A community-based cross sectional study was conducted among pairs of mother 
and child, whose children were in the age group of 6 to 23 months. A multi-
stage sampling technique was done in whichtwo states from North-East India 
were selected through purposive sampling and subsequently through simple 
random sampling, one district each and a sub-divisions each were chosen and 
which were then followed by choosing of villages, where all the eligible in the 
village were included in the study. The sample size calculated was 820 pairs of 
mother and child details of which are given in another article (Eloni, et al).  A 
house-to-house interview of the study participants were done using a pre-tested 
questionnaire consisting of questions mainly based on the standard 
questionnaire of Infant and Young Child Feeding (IYCF) practices indicators 
including their socio-demographic details and Ante-Natal care received during 
pregnancy and knowledge regarding good breastfeeding practices (UNICEF & 
WHO, 2011). 
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Operational Definitions 
Exclusive breastfeeding: a child is considered as exclusively breastfed only if 
they have not received any food or drink other than breast milk for the first six 
months of life, excluding medications prescribed by medical professionals 
(Labbokat el., 1997). 
Pre-lacteal feeding: Any food given to a newborn before the initiation of 
mother’s breastfeeding is considered as pre-lacteal feeding.  
Confidentiality of data was maintained and collected data were entered into 
excel and were analysed using SPSS v.20. Descriptive data are presented as 
Mean, Standard Deviation, percentage and proportions, and for analytical 
statistics, chi-square and logistic regression were used where p-value less than 
0.05 was considered significant.  
 
Result 
The study was conducted among 820 pairs of mother and child. The mothers 
were mostly in the age group 26 to 25 years (54.1%) with three-fifth of them 
having completed their education up to higher secondary, and only 11.3% as 
illiterates. They were mostly home-makers (49.87%) and farmers (37.3%), and 
many of them were involved in agricultural activities although they identified 
themselves as home-makers. Father of the children in the study were also 
mostly educated up to higher secondary, with two-fifth of them involved in 
agricultural activities. Three-generation type of family were seen in 57.1% of 
the population, and the rest were nuclear families. As for their income, a third of 
the family of study participants live on less than Rs. 5000 per month, with 
median income per month of Rs. 10,000, although almost all of them owned the 
houses they live in. 
The children were in age group of 6 to 23 months, with equal representation 
from both males and females, with two-third of the study population in the birth 
order of 1 or 2. Althoughalmost 90% of the children in the study were delivered 
in hospital, only 73.7% of their mothers reported having received at least 4 
ANC andcounselling regarding good breastfeeding practices were received only 
by 46.4% of the women in the study.The socio demographic profiles of the 
participants are given in details in another article (Eloni, et al).  
 
Knowledge and Beliefs regarding Breastfeeding practices 
In the study it was found that only 27% of the study population knew what pre-
lacteal feeding is and that it is a bad practice. Two-third of the study population 
considered giving colostrum as a good practice, although the reasons for stating 
so were unknown to them. Almost all the participants(93.7%) considered 
breastfeeding as a good and healthy practice butthe knowledge of exclusive 
breastfeeding and its recommended duration was known to only 60% of the 
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study population.As for the early initiation of breastfeeding only 52.6% were 
aware of the correct recommended timing of initiation. The required frequency 
of breastfeeding was known to only 24.8% of them. No beliefs and 
misconceptions regarding pre-lacteal feeding, or colostrum were reportedin their 
culture although there were stated some beliefs regarding food restrictions to 
lactating mothers which were believed to reduce breastmilk production.    
 
Breastfeeding Practices 
The practice of pre-lacteal feeding was seen in 18.7% of the study population. 
The most common reason given for pre-lacteal feeding is the perceived 
“inadequate or no breastmilk production” in 85% of them, because of which the 
duration of the practice varied in the study from one day to ten days, with a 
median of three days. There were 12 mothers who started given prelacteal food 
because of influence from outsiders. The most common pre-lacteal food given 
were water, honey and commercial infant formula.Family members, elders of 
society, and friends were usually the persons who initiated the feeding and 
usually fed by them using spoons. The practice of pre-lacteal feeding was found 
to be more common among mothers who did not receive counselling during 
ANC, and among mothers who belonged to lower-income group and were less 
educated. No association was found with type of family they belong to.  
Colostrum was given to their children by 89.6%of the study population,although 
early initiation of breastfeeding was seen only in 29.8%, with 37% of them 
starting within the next four hours.Mothers who were of younger age group and 
those belonging to higher income bracket were found to delay initiation of 
breastfeeding, and the association was found to be statistically significant. 
The practice of breastfeeding was found to be universal, although the percentage 
of those who breastfed exclusively for 6 months was only 73.7%. There were 
18.6% mothers who stopped breastfeeding earlier than recommended and there 
were 7.7% who continued breastfeeding beyond the recommended period. 
Those who had more number of ANCs and those whose income were on the 
lower side were found to practice exclusive breastfeeding more and the 
association was found to be significant. The common reasons reported for early 
stopping of breastfeeding is inadequate breastmilk or because the child liked the 
food when they tried giving. From among those children who were 1 year or 
more, the breastfeeding as continued in 94.3% of them. Age appropriate 
breastfeeding was seen in 95.2% of the study population, the median frequency 
of breastfeeding among those who are 12 months or more, and from 6 months to 
11 months was 4. During lactation period,  fruits, bitter vegetables, mustard 
leaves and food which are spicy and certain meat were restricted from 
consuming as they are believed to reduce milk production while food 
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specifically moong dal and fish were encouraged to consume as they believe it 
to enhance the milk production. 
Use of bottle for feeding was seen in 19.9% of the study population. Majority of 
the study participants reported continuation of breastfeeding during illnesses. 
 
Table 1: IYCF Breastfeeding Indicators  
Sl. No IYCF Indicators Frequency Percentage 
1 Early Initiation of breastfeeding 244 29.8% 
2 Exclusive breastfeeding for 6 months 604 73.7% 
3 Continued breastfeeding at 1 year of 

age (n=405) 
382 94.3% 

4 Children ever breastfed 820 100% 
5 Age appropriate breastfeeding 781 95.2% 
 
Discussion and Conclusion 
Non-breastfed Infants have higher risk of dying as compared to those who are 
exclusively breastfed, among neonates one fifth of their deaths can be prevented 
if the breastfeeding is initiated within one hour of birth (Sankaret al., 
2015).Understanding the practices of breastfeeding can help in designing the 
effective interventions, to help bring down mortality.  
The knowledge level of the study participants were on the lower side except for 
that of the breastfeeding practices. The practice of appropriate breastfeeding 
practices were observed in general to be on the better side as compared to other 
studies done among tribal in India, although it falls short of the targets set by the 
10th five year plan which are to reach 50% early initiation of breastfeeding and 
80% first 6 months exclusive breastfeeding among its population (GOI, 2004). 
The reasons for the relatively better performance could be due to higher 
educational level of the mothers, and the better attendance of Ante-Natal Care 
by the mothers of the children. As there are no cultural practices related to 
giving of pre-lacteal feeding among the studied population the said practice 
although prevalent was found to be on the lower side as compared to studies 
among different tribal populations of India which varied from 23-68% but was 
found to be higher as compared to studies from Assam and Madhya Pradesh 
(Nishaet al., 2015, Patroet al., 2012, Shah et al., 2013, Gogoiet al., 2016, 
Karunamurthyet al., 2015, Neoget al., Dakshaniet al., 2008, Gridharet al., 2012, 
Bobhateet al., 2012, Singh et al., 2016, Kakatiet al., 2016, Sharma et al., 2016, 
Bahurupiet al., 2013). The practice was seen mostly due to the problem of 
perceived“no or inadequate production of breast-milk” and there are no cultural 
values attached to it, it is imperative that the problem is addressed immediately 
before negative influences from outsiders become evident.Feeding of colostrum 
was practiced by majority of the study participants as similar to pre-lacteal 
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feeding, there is myths or cultural practices attached to it, and it is manifested in 
their practice.Studies have shown a shift in the food habits of the tribal 
population due to influences of the outsiders or that of urbanization or laws 
restricting access to forests, and the changes are being seen in the use of bottle 
feeding by 19.9% of the study population as well as in the use of commercial 
infant formulae, and changing diets of the mothers, as food such as moong dal 
are not produced in the areas but are now being consumed as food which 
promotes lactation (Pandey, 2016, Mishra, 2017).    
Although comparatively, the tribal population from North-East India are fairing 
better, it was seen in the study that the knowledge was generally poorer as 
compared to their practice. This can translate into bad practices if immediate 
interventions are not carried out in the form of health educations and behaviour 
change communication which are tailored to their needs.  
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Abstract  
 
Dr. B.R.Ambedkar concept of social Justice stands for the liberty equality and 
social justice of all human beings. He stood for a social system which is based 
on right relations between man and man in all spheres of life. The  humanoid  
problems that Indian society faced from ancient time down to social justice 
which was not only very controversial among the  deforms in the one hand but 
also  many historians justice statesman social reformers to be replaced by social 
justice respect the term social Justice is a foreign term to Indian society and 
concept of social justice. There before the present dissertation is a humble 
attempt to present what social justice was meant according to B.R.Ambedkar 
what were the perspectives of the social in justice prevalent in the Indian 
society. What were the necessities to take him the concept of social justice in an 
urgent manner in the beginning of the 20th century finally how a propagated 
social justice in Indian society These are all some of the problems explained and 
highlighted so that the comprehensive addition contribution towards the social 
justice has been done. Although the present dissertation is about .B.R.Ambedkar 
and Social justice it would be better to know any other scholarly work have 
been dome on this or a similar them, so that the present attempt may be 
improved in the  light of those study, 
 
Key Words: Social, Equality  
 
Introduction  
Dr. B.R.Ambedkar  the chief architect of Indian constitution  Dr. B.R.Ambedkar 
was goal of his writings and speeches development social, economic and polity 
history of India and have Indian society and polity he being a social thinker his 
ideas on social and politico religious and economic problem such as caste, evil 
of rigid caste system in Indian society.           
Dr. B.R.Ambedkar acquired deep knowledge in every field of human activity to 
become a founder of his own independent ideology. He was trained as a social 
scientist, social progress and social stability depended on equity as per his 
beliefs stability is necessary but not at the coat of change where cast of social 
justice.  Dr. B,R.Ambedkar and social justice works under rile as constitution 
maker, Hindu caste system social order and evil effects of rigid caste system Dr. 
B.R.Ambedkar as a messiah of suppressed inanity.           
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Dr. B.R. Ambedkar and Hindu social order origin and development of the 
Hindu caste system are examined in the light of religion and history Hindu caste 
system is the very spite of social justice and comes in the way of the scheme 
and constitution equality, caste creed, religion, sex, and place of Dr. 
B.R.Ambedkar rigid, Hindu caste system and caste system and division of 
society on caste considerations, in the best relevant Dr. B.R.Ambedkar social 
ideology his best in the Indian society.  
 
Ideas of Justice  
The primary aim of a well-ordered society, of a State, is to establish and 
maintain justice within its borders. It is, however, not altogether easy to make 
clear the idea of Justice. It may be explained in certain terms which may lead us 
towards a better understanding of the general conception of Justice. Why do 
people prefer justice to injustice Justice, while justice is related with wisdom, 
benevolence and virtue almost all the thinkers of the world have explained and 
eulogized justice in various ways Let us, therefore, look into some of the ideas 
of justice in order to grasp the spirit of Social Justice. To begin with Cicero, 
"Justice is an intrinsic good." The doctrine of Pythagoreans stressed that "every 
citizen should have his special place assigned to him in a just social order." To 
Plato, "Justice is the virtue of the soul. Justice is good, because it is 
indispensable. Justice is the attribute of an individual, but also of a whole 
city."One may agree with Plato, but hardly with his contemporary, who defined 
justice as "an interest of the strong". It could be obtained even in the acts of 
injustice if need be there  
 
Theories of Social Justice  
The foregoing observations express the diverse facets of Justice. Among its 
multiple elements, the social one is very significant to all of us, because every 
kind of justice supplements the demand of social justice. The demand for social 
justice is not as modern as some people think of it. It has been in people's mind 
since the known history of mankind, because justice emanates from the nature 
of society, its mechanism and various regulations. Both ancient and medieval 
societies envisaged justice in their own ways. Let us, therefore, look into the 
age-long concepts of social justice as were prevalent in India and elsewhere 
 
Constitution and Social Justice  
The Preamble of the Constitution of India, since its inception on 26th January, 
1950, has been invoking the spirit of India's people of all castes, creeds and 
communities to secure to all its citizens: "Justice, social, economic and political; 
Liberty of thought, expression, belief, faith and worship; Equality of status and 
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of opportunity; and promote among them all Fraternity assuring the dignity of 
the individual and the unity of the Nation. 
Social Justice Defined  
The term social justice was actually a foreign to India particularly drawn form 
united states of America, as are a to related in the  a was very much influenced 
by Americans during his study at Columbia university. He must have learnt 
what  social justice was meant in society, The third president of America, 
Thomas Jefferson who was hailed as the high priest of democracy, during his 
second election speech declared that he had participation in the presidential 
election with promised in his own words. I have swarms upon the alter of god, 
to raise extent hostility against any form of tyranny over the mind of man.  
 
B.R.Ambedkar on Social Justice  
As earlier referred to, "Justice", for Ambedkar, "is simply another name for 
liberty, equality and fraternity." This forms the corner-stone of Ambedkar's 
concept of social justice. It upholds the dignity of human personality. As the 
chief architect of India's Constitution, he got it shaped clearly on the values of 
justice, liberty, equality, fraternity and dignity of man. These ideals of social 
justice denote brotherly relations of a citizen with every other citizen in our 
society; and it abhors caste-barriers between man and man; and demands respect 
for all citizens from everyone. The spirit of social justice here gives significant 
place to mutual regard and responsibility in social life. What does social 
democracy mean it means a way of life which recognizes liberty, equality and 
fraternity as the principles of life these principles of liberty, equality and 
fraternity are not to be treated as separate items in a trinity They form a union of 
trinity in the sense that to divorce one from the other is to defeat the very 
purpose of democracy,"  
 
Protector of Justice and Rights 
To all of us, the name of B.R.Ambedkar means a fighter for social justice as 
well as for human rights. B.R.Ambedkar had been a victim of injustice and 
inhuman treatment at the hands of religious diehards and Hindu 
fundamentalists. He himself realized the pairs of being an untouchable and 
found that only social justice and human rights could make the downtrodden the 
respectable human beings in this country. 
 
Dr. B.R.Ambedkar Term Justice  
The term "Justice" is very comprehensive and it is not easy to "define it. In 
words of Dias, "The concept of justice is too vast to be encompassed by one 
mind. It is not something which can be captured in a formula once and for all. 
Other scholars like Krishnamurthy opine that, "In spite of best efforts it has not 
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been possible to clearly define justice."However, today justice is interpreted as a 
protector of legal rights. Social justice came into limelight during the French 
Revolution of 1789. It is generally explained in terms of liberty, equality and 
fraternity. Thus, "the notion of social justice postulates that if the question of 
merit deserves attention, the demand of the need of the oppressed cannot be 
ignored. The justification behind meeting the needs of oppressed is that they 
arise, out of deprivation and exploitation of the system.   
 
A Creator of Social Justice  
The contribution of Dr..B.R.Ambedkar in Indian Democracy is not to be 
forgotten. As a Chairman of the Constitutional Committee he gave a shape to 
our country of a complete Sovereign Democratic Republic based on an adult 
franchise. Our Constitution is secular and socialist. With the provision of adult 
franchise many sections to eradicate unreliability have been added to the 
constitution. In the Constitution of free India all the citizens have been 
guaranteed social, political and economic equalities. Our leaders began to think 
about it from the time of struggle for freedom of the country. Baba Saheb 
B.R.Ambedkar's name has written in golden letters in the history of India as a 
creator of social justice. This fact is doubtless. He was not only the man of age 
and builder of the Constitution but also the creator of social justice and 
betterment of the down-trodden. He was one of the few sons in the History of 
India that he can be said to be the gift of Indian Freedom Movement, If 
Mahatma Gandhi gave direction and lesson of morality then Baba Saheb gave 
shape to social aspect without exploitation. In true sense of the word, he gave 
democratic and anti caste aim. He spent his whole life for the betterment of the 
poor, exploited untouchables and troubled classes. 
 
Constitutional Aspect Equality and Social Justice  
In the constitution of free India all the Indian Citizens have been guaranteed 
political and social equalities. At the same time, the liberty of free expression of 
thoughts, faith and religion. The builders of Constitution gave more importance 
to social justice than to economic and political justice. On Equality of 
opportunity with individual liberty were laid much emphasis. Under section 340 
of Constitution 'Kaka Kalelkar Commission' was formed on 29th January 
1953.viii In our Constitution the part making responsible to Government for 
Parliamentary affairs has been taken from British Constitution. Milking the 
principles of equality and liberty as the base of religion. Caste, sex, special 
region and language there have been created no feelings of difference with 
anyone.  
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B.R.Ambedkar's Perception of Justice  
The name of Dr. B.R. Ambedkar has become synonymous to justice. His name 
finds a very honored and prominent place in the pantheon of the most illustrious 
builders of modem India, His social background, bitter and heart rendering 
experience in life, his relentless struggle against the caste ridden Hindu society 
the impenetrable citadel of conservatism, reaction, inequality, injustice and 
exploitation and his approach to men and affairs profoundly influenced his 
socio-political weltanschauung which centers round justice very prominently. 
   
B.R. Ambedkar's Contribution to Social Justice 
 Every society from time immemorial has been making its best efforts to ensure 
happiness and each to its members by guaranteeing fulfillment of their needs, 
alleviating their sorrows and sufferings and protecting them from abuse and 
exploitation, by doing justice. Before making any attempt to understand social 
justice, it becomes essential to clarify the concept of justice per se.  "The 
concept of social justice is best understood as forming one part of the broader 
concept of justice in general. To comprehend it properly, we should begin by 
looking at justice as a whole, and then attempt to mark off that division of 
justice which we call social justice." The term justice has a very vast canvass 
and it is very difficult to give a very precise but comprehensive definition. 
Social justice takes within its compass millions of people living a life of want 
and it destroys inequalities of race, sex, power, position, wealth and brings 
about equal distribution of social, political and material resources of the 
community. Simply defined, social justice is a balance between social rights and 
social control. Dr. Ambedkar's concept of social justice stands for the liberty, 
equality and fraternity of all human beings. He stood for a social system which 
is based on right relations between man and man in all spheres of life. For the 
proper grasp of Dr. Ambedkar's concept of social justice, one has to go through 
his views about religion, particularly.             
Every society from time immemorial has been making its best efforts to ensure 
happiness and each to its members by guaranteeing fulfillment of their needs, 
alleviating their sorrows and sufferings and protecting them from abuse and 
exploitation, i.e., by doing justice. Before making any attempt to understand 
social justice, it becomes essential to clarify the concept of justice division of 
justice which we call social justice.  In 1918 when the Southborough 
commission for franchise came to India to get witness from depressed class 
people Ambedkar also was inter viewed by the commission. He expressed, idem 
end separate electorates and reserved seats for the depressed class in proportion 
to the population. emphasize the social equality and social justice before the 
demand the home rule was much the birth right of the mahars as the Brahmin. 
stress the need for a marked change in the attitude of caste Hindus to implement 
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social justice to all, particularly the depressed class peoples A Constitution if it 
is out of touch with the people’s life aims and aspirations, became rather empty 
if it falls below those aims, it drag the people down, it should bee same thing 
higher to keep people’s eye and minds up to a certain high mark- Jawaharlal 
Nehru. The author of the article insisted the scholarship of Ambedkar, that 
since.            
India union constitution  different type of state, deferent culture and different 
languages, the demands and expectation of the development constitution people 
might have been also very different, in this context therefore a has given more 
powers to the states under the state autonomy and any proposal of scheduled 
caste by the state must be taken under the directive principles cannot be 
questioned in an court of law, father for the joint sphere of activities Ambedkar 
also included in the concurrent list, so Ambedkarxiii  The social justice of 
Ambedkar is insisting justice to all and he had seen the Buddha drama as a 
religion of social justice in which he was successful. I cannot give a message, 
the out caste is a byproduct of the caste system. There will be outcast as long as 
there are castes Hindus nothing can emancipate out caste except, the destruction 
of caste system.           
Quest for social justice” has observed, A philosophy of constitutionalism 
revolved around Social Justice and change through perfects constitution means, 
He desired to create an equalitarian society through the process of constitution 
making. He dreamt of an India where there would be no discrimination between 
man and man no exploitation no unsociability an no degradation his initial 
strategy as long as the British were three, lay in demanding  constitution tights 
and safe quads, including the controversial separate electorate for the depressed 
classed on communal lines. But with the advent of independence, 
B.R.Ambedkar approached the problem from the wider perspective of 
nationalism democracy, humanity and justice Therefore the present dissertation 
is a humble attempt to present what social justice was meant according to 
Ambedkar what were the perspectives of the social in justice prevalent in the 
Indian society it would be better to know any other scholarly work have been 
dome on this or a similar them, so that the present attempt may be improved in 
the  light of those study. 
 
Conclusion           
What were the necessities to take him the concept of social justice in an urgent 
manner in the beginning of the 20th century finally how a propagated social 
justice in Indian society These are all some of the problems explained and 
highlighted so that the comprehensive addition contribution towards the social 
justice has been done. Although the present dissertation is about .B.R.Ambedkar 
and Social justice Ambedkar equality basically how are the Indian society and 
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cultural dative it may be outset that social justice. All the people equality before 
law and administration constitution and developing public conscience are 
conditions for equality in society.  
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Abstract 
 Social media plays a vital role in transforming life style of people. It plays a 
significant role in the life of adolescence. Often they use social media for their 
study and games. They are not interacting with parents, siblings and 
grandparents. Adolescents are not aware of the safety, security and privacy 
provided by the social media. Websites allows that allows social interactions at 
anytime and anywhere. Contemporary adolescents heavily rely on social media 
and technology in day today life almost for all their activities. Now a day’s 
social media has been the important part of adolescence life from shopping to 
electronic mails, education and games to online purchase. It is the most 
common online risk for all adolescence and is a peer-to-peer risk. Paying more 
attention for a long time on the social media may lead to depression. The 
academic performance of the adolescents falls down because of using the social 
media more than the requirement. Hence, it is very essential that parents 
become aware of the nature of social media sites, given that not all of them are 
healthy environments for children and adolescents. From the point of view, this 
paper highlights the impact of social media on academic performance of 
adolescence in Chidambaram Town. 
 
Keywords: Social Media, Adolescents, Technology, Academic Performance, 

Cyber Security And Cyber Bullying. 
 
Introduction 

Social media is the collective of online communications channels dedicated 
to community based input, interaction, content sharing and collaboration. 
Digital connectivity offers many potential benefits from connecting with peers 
to accessing educational content. Of course technology has improved too much 
and it provides a variety of information to learn but physical health, mental 
health and study of this age group people are affected. People spend lot of time 
on social medias by using educational web sites, facebook, whatsapp, twitter, 
instagram, myspace, u-tube, etc., seeing movies, matches, and playing games 
too and it has radically increased for the past six years. Such sites offer today's 
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adolescence a portal for entertainment and communication and have grown 
exponentially in recent years. Since the people around the globe have been 
addicted to the internet which has given rise to more adolescents using social 
media more often than before. Psychologists and Pediatricians are in an 
exclusive position to help the families to understand these sites and encourage 
healthy use and urge parents to monitor for potential problems. Teachers upload 
their innovative teaching methods on social media to improve the knowledge. 
Social networking sites conduct online examinations which play an important 
role to enhance the students’ knowledge. 

 
Review of Literature 

Facebook users are frequently experienced poor academic performance. 
Karpinski (2009) assured that the social media has a negative association with 
students’ academic performance which is much greater than the advantages 
derived through the use of social media platforms. People around the globe have 
been addicted to the internet which has given rise to more students using social 
media more often than before. An Investigation on impact of social media was 
done in Malaysia which focused on students’ academic performance in tertiary 
institution (Khan, 2009). The use of social media among students has reached 
high levels and has affected their study time, poor grammar and wrong spellings 
when socializing on social media as well as diverting their attention from their 
studies (Ndaku, 2013). Students spend much of their study time on social 
networks than in their academic undertakings and it has affected their Grade 
Point Average (GPA). They are not interacting with parents, siblings and 
grandparents. Now a days parent are also busy with their professions. They are 
unable to spend much time with children and not given attention on them. Social 
media usage becomes a risk to adolescents more often than most adults realize. 

 
Statement of the Problem 

Social media gives more good and healthy environmental sites but some 
diversions are available. Adolescent can use the social media under the control 
of their parents. Parents must regularly watch what their teens are doing on 
social media. Parents must teach them what is good and bad environment on 
social medias and sites. They are not interacting with parents, siblings and 
grandparents. Now a day’s parent is also busy with their professions. They are 
unable to speak to the children and not to listen them. Using social media 
becomes a risk to adolescents more often than most adults realize. Most risks 
fall into peer-to-peer; inappropriate content; lack of understanding of online 
privacy issues; and outside influences of third-party advertising groups. People 
are becoming less likely to go out of their comfort zone to create face to face 
social situations where they would interact with friends and relatives. This is a 
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bad practice because it has proved that the adolescents can learn more from their 
brief conversation with each other in their daily life. 

The growing reach of the internet the rapid spread of mobile Information 
and Communications Technologies (ICTs) and the wide transmission of social 
media have presented new opportunities and enabled various efforts. Cyber 
bullying is purposely using digital media to communicate false, discomforting, 
or hostile information about another person. Although “online harassment” is 
often used interchangeably with the term “cyber bullying” it is actually a 
different entity. Online harassment is not as common as offline harassment and 
participation in social networking sites does not put most children at risk of 
online harassment. On the other hand, cyber bullying is quite common, can 
occur to any young person online, and can cause profound psychosocial 
outcomes including depression, anxiety, severe isolation, and tragically suicide. 

Paying more attention for a long time on the social media may lead to 
depression. The intensity of the online world is thought to be a factor that may 
trigger depression in some adolescents. As with offline depression, adolescents 
who suffer from the depression are at risk for social isolation and sometimes 
turn to risky Internet sites and blogs for “help” that may promote substance 
abuse, unsafe sexual practices, or aggressive or self-destructive behaviours. 
Each and every moment of activities, feelings and emotions are exposed on the 
face book to get more like and share. It is followed by known and unknown 
people who create problems in personal life a lot. Social media is a boon for the 
present and future generations. Future is in the hands of today’s youngsters. 
There are some risks like cyber bullying, facebook depression, getting lower 
grade in education, unnecessary purchases, missing opportunities, health issues 
– obesity, eye defects, radiation, etc. for adolescence. The academic 
performance of the adolescents falls down because of using the social media 
more than the requirement. There were no study has conducted relating to this 
issues. Hence it is decided to study this research topic, impact of social media 
on academic performance of adolescents in Chidambaram Town. 
Objectives of the Study 

1. To study the Impact of social media on academic performance of 
adolescents in Chidambaram Town. 

2. To examine the time duration, security/privacy problems, friends and 
people connection on academic performance of adolescents in the study 
unit. 

 
Methodology 
Data Collection 

The necessary data were obtained from both primary and secondary 
sources for the present study. The primary data was collected from the sample 
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respondents at schools during the lunch break. The researcher went to meet the 
adolescents several times at schools, colleges, tuition centers and home for data 
collection. A well structured questionnaire was prepared and issued them to fill 
up the information and get it back at their convenient. The secondary data were 
obtained from various sources like journals, books, published and un-published 
thesis and also from various related websites. These data were collected during 
the month of May and June 2019. 

 
Sampling 

For this study Random Sampling Method was used to select a sample size 
of 50 adolescents from the total population of the government and private 
schools and colleges in Chidambaram Town. There were 50 schools and 10 
colleges are functioning at present in Chidambaram town. Out of these schools 
and colleges 30 girls and 20 boys totally 50 students whose age is in between 13 
to 19 were chosen as sample respondents.  

 
Statistical Tools Used 

Data was collected by using a well structured questionnaire adopted for the 
study. The questionnaire consists of 50 questions related to accomplish the 
objectives of the study. The statistical tools such as percentage analysis, Trend 
Analysis, ANOVA, were used to analyze the data which have collected from the 
sample respondents. 

 
Data analysis  

All the relevant data collected were entered in Microsoft excel to prepare 
the master table for analysis. Then it was edited, tabulated and analyzed by 
using software SPSS and applying the statistical tools and techniques to obtain 
the results of the study.  

 
Hypothesis  

1. There was an association between adolescents and time usage of social 
media.  

2. There was an association between friends and people connected with 
adolescents’ academic performance. 

 
 
 
Limitations of the Study 

For this study the sample respondents were chosen only from 
Chidambaram Town. These data have collected from them are on the basis of 
their experience and feelings in using the social media and how it affects their 
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academic performance. The results were obtained by analyzing the data which 
are supplied in the questionnaire by the sample respondents. Therefore the 
results of this study may or may not be relevant to the rest of the area during the 
study period.   

 
Findings of the Study 

The following are the major findings obtained on the basis of analysis of 
the collected data for the present study. 
 It is known that 60% of the respondents are girls and 40% of the respondents 

are boys. Out of them 70% of the respondents were school students and 30% 
of the respondents were colleges students. It is evident that now girl children 
are allowing and come forward to get education.  

 It shows that the majority (62%) of the respondents belongs to the age group 
from 17 plus to 19, 30% of them belongs to 15 plus to 17 and rest of the 
respondents belongs to 13to15.   

 Majority (34%) of the respondents are using social media for more than four 
hours per day, 30% of them are using for three to four hours, 20% of them 
are using for two to three hours, 10% of them are using for one to two hours 
and 6% of them are using social media for less than one hour which shows 
opportunities to use the social media and their interest on social media usage 
than academic activities.     

 There were a lesser percentage (24%) of the respondents are using social 
media under the supervision of their parents and elders in the family. It is 
understood that very few families spent their time for children, taking care of 
them from the issues of social media and ensure the safety of their children 
while using social media. 

 Majority (68%) of the respondents are totally un-aware of safety, security 
and privacy problems. It gives opportunities for the hackers to steal the 
valuable information stored in the devices and lead to banking frauds. 

 It makes clear that 90% of the respondents have account on facebook / 
whatsapp / twitter / instagram / tik tok and the remaining is not.  

 There were 78% of the respondents are connected with friends and other 
people than family members. It cleared the adolescents are away from family 
bonding. 

 It explained that 64% of the respondents’ academic performance fell down 
due to the usage of social media more than the requirement and 36% of their 
academic performance have not affected because of using social media. It 
depicts that the majority of the respondents do not have much interest and 
concentration on the academic activities. 
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 It is observed that 20% of the respondents were used the social media only 
for knowledge gaining, 40% of the respondents used for both knowledge 
gaining and entertainment and the remaining 30% were used for 
entertainment only. 

 It explains that the majority (74%) of the respondents were sleeping for less 
than six hours per day which lead to health issues especially eye sight, 
obesity and digestive problems. 

 It reveals that (74%) of the respondents ordered the products including food 
items through online. It cleared that the adolescents more depend on social 
media. 

 It reveals that (64%) of the respondents do not go anywhere to play and It 
reveals that only 30% have gone to the ground for playing games.  

 It showed that 60% of the respondents have faced physical health and 
psychological issues by using social media constantly.  

 
Suggestions 
 Social media gives a way to the students to effectively reach each other in 

regards to class ventures, bunch assignments or for help on homework 
assignments.  Many of the adolescents who do not take an interest 
consistently in class might feel that they can express their thoughts easily 
on social media. So, teachers may post on social media about class 
activities, school events, homework and assignments which will be very 
useful to them.  

 Opportunities to use the social media may be reduced by not to give the 
devices separately for the children. Parent can provide the devices to 
children only for necessities and they must monitor when they are online. 

 Good Social Medias/nation building media should be encouraged by the 
parents, elders in the family and teachers.  

 Screen time limit may be fixed for the adolescents to reduce the time usage 
of social media. They may advice not to become an addict on using social 
media.  

 Teachers and parent should make the children to pay more attention on 
studies playing games not to get in to social media. 

 Password of their children’s device must be known by the parents. The 
entire family has to sit together at least for one meal a day and discuss the 
matters whatever happens every day. 

 Parents and doctors shall make awareness on physical and mental health 
issues by using social media when they meet doctors for consultation. 

 Teachers spend more time with students. They can speak them about the 
negative impacts of social media and not to get closure with stranger. 
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Conclusion 
This paper focused on the impact of social media on academic performance 

of adolescence in Chidambaram Town. Social media has increased the quality 
and rate of collaboration for students. With the help of social media students can 
easily communicate or share information quickly with each through various 
social sites. It is also important for students to do some practical work instead of 
doing paper work. Among the Indian youth 95.7% of the members are 
connected with the social media. Adolescents are seen in contact with these 
media daily. Social media has various merits but it also has some demerits 
which affect people negatively. False information can lead the education system 
to failure, in an organization wrong advertisement will affect the productivity, 
social media can abuse the society by invading on people’s privacy, some 
useless blogs can influence youth that can become violent and can take some 
inappropriate actions. Use of social media is beneficial to improve the academic 
performance of adolescents but should be used in a limited way without getting 
addicted. 
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Abstract 
In the present digital scenario, the organizations aim for being productive and want to be 
efficient and effective in their activities and operations. In the digital era to remain 
ahead of competitions every organization tries to build a commitment in the workforce, 
so employee engagement plays a very vital role in engaging work force towards the 
organization. This paper presents a study of the employee engagement in the retail 
sector of Jharkhand and relationship between selected demographic variable. A pilot 
study was done and the respondents were selected by using random sampling. Around 
100 questionnaires were distributed and only 71 questionnaires were properly filled. To 
analyze the data SPSS 23.0 was used. The descriptive Analysis was done to analyze the 
demographic profile of the respondents and factor analysis extracting the important 
factors which affect the employee engagement of the retail sector in Jharkhand. The 
study reveals that male employee is more as compared to the female in the retail sector. 
The nine factors was extracted from the study which affect the employee engagement of 
the employee in retail sectors are purpose and direction, fairness, opportunity for 
growth, work environment, respect for management, training and development, learning 
and development, performance evaluation and work itself. The regression analysis 
indicate the there is a significant relationship between purpose and direction, fairness, 
opportunity for growth, work environment, respect for management, training and 
development, learning and development, performance evaluation and work itself with 
Employee Engagement but training and development is having high  influence in 
Employee Engagement . 
 
Keyword: Employee Engagement, Organization, Commitment, Competition. 
 
Introduction  
"The Challenging Today Isn't Simply Holding Capable Individuals, Yet Completely 
Captivating Them, Catching Their Heart And Mind At Each Phase Of Their Work 
Lives." Employee Engagement Has Developed As A Basic Driver Of Business 
Achievement In The Present Focused Commercial CenterEmployee Engagement Is 
When An Employee Is Focused On The Work ,The Action They Are Doing And Their 
Capacity To Go The Miles By Applying Discretionary Practices That Can't Be 
Stipulated In The Agreement Of Business. It Is Art And Science Of Engaging Employee 
In Authentic And Recognized Connection To Strategy Role Performance, Network, Job 
Execution, Customer Advancement  And Happiness To Leverage Sustain And Chance 
Work Into Result ( (Swarnalatha, 2013). 
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Acquisition And Retention Of Workforce Has Become A Challenge For The Retail 
Sector In India. Though The Penetration Of The Retail Sector Into The Rural Markets Is 
Creating Huge Employment Opportunities, The High Levels Of Stress, Working 
Conditions, Lack Of Career Progression Is Causing Attrition In The Sector. Firth 
Et.Al.In Their Study Have Indicated That Organizational Stress And Stress Have A 
Stronger Impact On Thought Of Quitting The Jobs In The Retail Sector.  Employee 
Retention Might Become The Biggest Challenge In The Growing Retail Sector In 
India.   
Quantum Workforce’s Employee Engagement Trends (2018) Report Reveal That 
Nearly 35 PercentOf Employees Are Disengaged In Their Work. The Retail Sector 
Faces Problem In Engaging Employees.  The Research Exposed That When 
Organization Keeps Their Employee Engaged It Leads To High Sales, Brand Name, 
Organization Reputation, Lower Turnover, Low Retention And High Customer Metrics. 
“Research Shows That The Association Between Organizational Plan And Employee’s 
Job    Including Understanding How Significant The Job Is To The Firm’s Success Is 
The Most Vital Driver Of Employee Engagement. In Fact, Employees With The 
Highest Levels Of Engagement Perform 20% Better And Are 87% Less Likely To 
Leave The Organization, Which Indicates That Engagement Is Linked To 
Organizational Performance. It Is A Complex Concept, With Many Issues Influencing 
Engagement Levels. Thus, There Are Many Ways To Foster Engagement, With No One 
‘Kit’ That Fits All Organizations. While Each Company May Define Employee 
Engagement Differently, Ultimately, The Key To Effective Engagement Will Be 
Rooted In The Flexibility Of Approach Most Appropriate For Each Individual Firm. For 
Example, The Company May Consider A ‘Best Practice’ And Then Determine The 
Likely Outcome Of This Practice In Its Workplace. Roger Simpson(2017) CEO Of The 
Retail Solution Writes “The Outcomes Is Dreadful” Which Means Employees Those 
Are Disengaged Provide Ordinary Services Which Is More Challenging Job To 
Manage, Have A View On Work Segment And Don’t Help Harmony And Team Spirit”. 
Taking Of The Today Scenario Retail Company In India Is Rising At Remarkable 
Speed. Making Employee Striving And Feel Valued To Build An Association With 
Them Has Become A Vital Requirement.  The Success Of Retail Sector Depends Upon 
Their Employee Engagement Towards Customer And Organization. In 2018, A Survey 
Done By Retail Benchmark Shows That Only 68 Percent Of Employees Are Engaged In 
India And 70% In Global So This Data Probably Explain How Employee Engagement 
Is Important In The Retail Sector. 
 
Literature Review 
Cunha, (2013) in the paper study the level of employee engagement and variation in the 
key dimensions such as fairness, involvement, wellbeing and information. To collect the 
primary data structural questionnaire was used and the study concern on how employee 
engagement fluctuates with the difference in key measurement and present level of 
engagement. V.MadhusudhanGroud (2014) stated that there is a need to focus on 
measuring the influence of employee engagement on gender diversity and support of co-
worker in the retail sector. Dr.C.Swarnalatha (2013) in the study uses the data from 
work trend survey to explore the current scenario of employee engagement in retail 
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sector and reveal that Retail employee engagement levels have fluctuated in the past few 
years. Most countries peaked around 2009 or 2010. However, countries tend to differ 
depending on their continent. European countries had the lowest EEI scores, whereas 
the two Asian countries tended to have the highest.AhmedAl.Ashaab (2017) investigate 
the link or relation between employee engagement and culture in Saudi bank and it was 
suggested that there is influence of culture on employee engagement in Saudi Bank .the 
impact was mostly in the female segregation and bearing transactions.PratikshaTiwari 
(20017) focus of the study was on employee engagement at an ITES company 
Genpact.the study done to analyse the relationship between various elements 
responsible for engagement. It was exposed that there is no effect of demographic on 
Genpact employee engagement.RachnaAgarwal (2017) focus on the relevant research 
paper literature comprising employee retention and concept of employee engagement 
and practices. The study suggested that to lead the management and manger to a new 
dimension with comprehensive methodology in the field of engagement and retention of 
employees can be done by good training, development, quality of work life, 
compensation structure, arrangement and autonomy. Richard Bull and Kathryn .B.Janda 
(2017) discuss the association between organization, people and energy in the force. 
The research was done to introduce the idea of engagement gap which will help 
unidirectional form of engagement to more socially interactive processes. UrmilaItam 
(2017) the aim of the study was to understand whether employee engagement play a 
mediating role between employee outcomes and internal branding. It was revealed that 
there is a positive relation among the output and employee engagement. Employee 
engagement mediates both of the variables. 
 
Objectives of the study  
1. To study the relationship between selected demographic variable of the retail 
sector of Jharkhand. 
2. To identify the factor that affects Employee Engagement in Retail Sector in 
Jharkhand. 
 
Hypothesis of the Study  
H1: Purpose and Direction does not influence Employee Engagement. 
H2: Fairnessdoes not influence Employee Engagement. 
H3: Opportunity for Growthdoes not influence Employee Engagement. 
H4: Work Environmentdoes not influence Employee Engagement. 
H5: Respect for Management does not influence Employee Engagement. 
H6: Training And Developmentdoes not influence Employee Engagement. 
H7: Learning And Developmentdoes not influence Employee Engagement. 
H8: Performance Evaluationdoes not influence Employee Engagement. 
H9: Work Itselfdoes not influence Employee Engagement. 
 
Research Methodology  
The item of employee engagement were measured by using a 5 – point Likert –type 
scale (1=strongly disagree, 5 = strongly agree).example of items are I feel confidence in 
the way as senior manager is leading our company as a role model, I feel secure at job 
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as I am aware of important business changes that happen around me. The primary data 
and secondary data were used to study the data. Structured questionnaire was used to 
collect the data and secondary data was collected by magazine, report, journal and 
articles. The study is based on primary data collected from 71 employee employees 
working in retail sector of Jharkhand. This is a pilot study were the employee 
engagement questionnaire on based on Likert’s five point rating scale was distributed 
among the sample. The random sampling technique is used for choosing the 
respondents. To analyze the data SPSS 23.0 was used. The descriptive Analysis and 
Factor analysis were applied to analyze the data. The demographic variable is an 
independent variable and Employee Engagement is a dependent variable. Thecronbach 
alpha is 0.953 which test the reliability of the questionnaire .Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin test 
and Bartlett’s test was conducted to check the sample adequacy and sphericity of the 
data yielding acceptable result. The factor analysis, linear and multiple regression 
analysis was used to test the hypothesis. 
 
Descriptive Analysis 

Table 1: Demographic Analysis  
N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 

Gender  71 1 2 1.66 .476 
Age Group 71 1 3 1.99 .358 
Education 71 1 3 1.66 .506 
Marital Status 71 1 2 1.25 .438 
Designation 71 1 9 3.68 2.460 
Work Experience 71 1 4 2.85 .856 
Valid N (List wise) 71     

The mean and standard deviation of the responses obtained from the employee 
engagement of employees in the retail sector for each statement in the questionnaire are 
tabulated as shown in the above table 1.Analyzing the above data shows that  the 
designation of the employee  in the retail sector is having  high mean value 3.68 as 
followed by work experience mean score 2.85,age group 1.99 and last is  marital status 
the mean value is 1.25 which mean employee engagement of the employee is not much 
depend upon this variable. 
 

Table 2Demographic Profile Of Respondents 

Frequency Percent 
Gender  Female 24 33.8 

Male 47 66.2 
Age Group Under 20 5 7 

20-29 62 87.3 

30-39 4 5.6 
Education High School 25 35.2 

Bachelor Degree 45 63.4 

Master Degree 1 1.4 
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Marital Status Un Married 53 74.6 

Married 18 25.4 
Designation Coordinator 18 25.4 

Team Member 8 11.3 

Sales Man 15 21.1 

Sales Women 10 14.1 

Administer 1 1.4 

Fashion Assistant 8 11.3 

Customer Service Desk 2 2.8 

Sales Assistant 6 8.5 

Cashier 3 4.2 
Work Experience 0-1 Yrs 2 2.8 

2-4yrs 26 36.6 

4-6 Yrs 24 33.8 

Above 6 Yrs 19 26.8 
Table 2 explain the demographic characteristics of the respondents. From the above 
study it was found that majority of respondents were male 66.2per cent as compare to 
female 33.8percent. The most of the respondents are in the age group between 20-29 has 
the highest per cents around 87.3 and 63.4 per cents of the respondents are graduate 
whereas 74.6 per cents more than half were unmarried. The percentage of coordinator 
25.4 percent and sales man 21.1 were high among other designation of the respondents, 
the work experience of the respondents were high in the 2-4 years around 36.6 percent. 
Table 3: Factor Analysis 

Table 3.1KMO and Bartlett's Test 
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy. .720 
Bartlett's Test of Sphericity Approx. Chi-Square 2853.784 

df 780 
Sig. .000 

 
Table 3.2 Communalities 
 Initial Extraction 
Vision 1.000 .859 
Leading 1.000 .711 
Secure 1.000 .786 
Transparency 1.000 .843 
Voice 1.000 .849 
Leadership 1.000 .790 
Future 1.000 .836 
Growth 1.000 .848 
Decision 1.000 .857 
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Trust 1.000 .817 
Liberty 1.000 .676 
Communication 1.000 .905 
Work culture 1.000 .813 
Passion 1.000 .791 
Discrimination  1.000 .775 
Respect 1.000 .858 
Team Member 1.000 .804 
Suggestion 1.000 .651 
Career Consult 1.000 .847 
Training 1.000 .758 
Discuss Problem 1.000 .551 
Learning Development 1.000 .860 
Expected work 1.000 .800 
Performance Appraisal 1.000 .772 
Enough Learning 1.000 .936 
Happy 1.000 .879 
Constructive Performance 1.000 .825 
Performance Evaluation 1.000 .753 
Love job 1.000 .808 
Secure Job 1.000 .663 
Interesting Skills 1.000 .752 
Skills 1.000 .936 
Accountable 1.000 .817 
Strategy 1.000 .832 
Free Responsibility 1.000 .831 
Speak 1.000 .810 
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 

 
Table 3.3Total variance explained 

Total Variance Explained 

Comp
onent 

Initial Eigenvalues Extraction Sums of Squared Loadings 
Total % of Variance Cumulative % Total % of Variance Cumulative % 

1 16.107 40.267 40.267 16.107 40.267 40.267 
2 3.715 9.287 49.554 3.715 9.287 49.554 
3 2.822 7.055 56.609 2.822 7.055 56.609 
4 2.229 5.574 62.183 2.229 5.574 62.183 
5 2.104 5.259 67.442 2.104 5.259 67.442 
6 1.379 3.447 70.889 1.379 3.447 70.889 
7 1.304 3.261 74.149 1.304 3.261 74.149 
8 1.098 2.745 76.895 1.098 2.745 76.895 
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9 1.049 2.624 79.518 1.049 2.624 79.518 
10 .872 2.180 81.699    
11 .792 1.979 83.678    
12 .694 1.735 85.412    
13 .650 1.625 87.037    
14 .628 1.569 88.606    
15 .492 1.231 89.837    
16 .440 1.099 90.936    
17 .420 1.051 91.987    
18 .373 .932 92.919    
19 .353 .882 93.801    
20 .299 .748 94.549    
21 .274 .684 95.233    
22 .239 .599 95.832    
23 .239 .598 96.430    
24 .215 .537 96.967    
25 .160 .400 97.367    
26 .152 .380 97.747    
27 .136 .341 98.088    
28 .120 .299 98.387    
29 .104 .261 98.648    
30 .091 .228 98.876    
31 .084 .209 99.085    
32 .075 .188 99.272    
33 .066 .164 99.436    
34 .057 .142 99.579    
35 .047 .116 99.695    
36 .038 .094 99.789    
37 .034 .084 99.873    
38 .026 .064 99.937    
39 .019 .046 99.983    
40 .007 .017 100.000    
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 

Table 3.4: Factors Explained: Employee Engagement of Retail Sectors  
Name of the factor Factor EmployeeEngagement Variable 
Purpose And Direction Factor 1 Vision 

Leading 
Secure 

Fairness Factor2 Transparency 
Voice 
Leadership 

Opportunity For Growth Factor3 Growth 
Decision 
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Trust 
Liberty 

Work Environment Factor4 Communication 
Work culture 
Passion 
Discrimination 

Respect For Management  Factor5 Respect 
Team Member 
Grievance 

Training And Development Factor6 
 

Career Consult 
Training 
Discuss Problem 

Learning And Development Factor7 Learning Development 
Expected Work 
Performance Appraisal 

Performance Evaluation Factor8 Happy 
Constructive Performance 
Performance Evaluation 
Love Job 
Secure Job 

Work Itself  Factor9 Accountable 
Strategy 
Free Responsibility 

The above table (3 to 3.4) depicts the factor loading in form of rotated component 
matrix; the purpose of rotation is to reduce the number of factors on which the variables 
under the study have high loading. Factor loading having value above 0.5 is considered 
to be highest. Analysing the above table we can see that nine variable is substantially 
loaded on factor component. In total factors the 9 factors were extracted to explain the 
79.578 variance. The first factors is able to extract40.267, second factor is able to 
extract 49.554, the third factor is 56.609, fourth is 62.183is able to extract, fifth 67.442, 
sixth 70.889, seventh 74.149, eight 76.895 and at last 79.578 is able to extract. The 
above table 6 shows all the factors extracted from the analysis along with their 
Eigenvalue, it was observed that the first factor component account for 40.267 percent 
of variance  and the ninth factor component accounts for 2.624 percent . All total 
components combined account for 79.578 of the total variance.The nine factor affecting 
the Employee Engagement of the Retail Sectors are  Purpose And 
Direction,Fairness,Opportunity For Growth, WorkEnvironment, Respect For 
Management ,Training And Development, Learning And Development, Performance 
Evaluation and Work Itself. 
 
Table 4:Regression analysis of the factor of Employee Engagement 

Model R 

R 
Squar
e 

Adjuste
d R 
Square F Sig. t Sig. 

Hypot
hesis  

Purpose and 
Direction .806a 0.65 0.645 127.993 .000a 

11.31
3 0.00 

Rejecte
d  

Fairness .685a 0.469 0.462 61.02 .000a 7.812 0.00 
Rejecte
d  

Opportunity 
and Growth .835a 0.696 0.692 158.286 .000a 

12.58
1 0.00 

Rejecte
d  

Work .766a 0.587 0.581 97.877 .000a 9.893 0.00 
Rejecte
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Environment d  

Respect For 
Management .710a 0.504 0.496 69.987 .000a 8.366 0.00 

Rejecte
d  

Training and 
Development  .883a 0.78 0.777 245.344 .000a 

15.66
3 0.00 

Rejecte
d  

Learning and 
Development .879a 0.772 0.769 234.12 .000a 

15.30
1 0.00 

Rejecte
d  

Performance .891a 0.793 0.79 264.446 .000a 
16.26
2 0.00 

Rejecte
d  

Work itself .831a 0.69 0.686 153.835 .000a 
12.40
3 0.00 

Rejecte
d  

In the above table 4 regression analysis was calculated between nine factor influencing 
the employee engagement of the retail sector in Jharkhand it is clearly observed that R 
value of purpose and direction (0.806) ,Opportunity and Growth(0.835) ,Training and 
Development( 0.883),Learning and Development(0.879),Performance(0.891),Work 
itself(0.831),Work Environment(0.766),Respect For Management(0.710) which has 
high degree of correlation . In the model R square revealed that among all the nine 
factor performance 79.3 per cent and Training and development 78 per cent are having 
more influence in the employee engagement of the retail sectors in Jharkhand. This 
variance is highly significant as indicated by the F value of performance is 
(F=264.446and P = 0.000) and training and development is (F=245.344and P = 0.000). 
Whereas the entire nine factor have a significant relationship with the Employee 
Engagement. But fairness and respect for management has proved to demonstrate weak 
relations with Employee Engagement.The entire null hypothesis is rejected and 
alternative hypothesis is expected as the p value of all the factor purpose and direction, 
fairness, opportunity for growth, work environment, respect for management, training 
and development, learning and development, performance evaluation and work itself is 
0.000. 
Table 5 Multiple Regression analysis 

Model Summary 

Model R R Square 
Adjusted R 
Square 

Std. Error of 
the Estimate 

1 1.000a 1.000 .999 .542 
a. Predictors: (Constant), Work itself, Fairness, Respect For 
Management, Purpose And Direction, Work Environment, Training 
And Development , Performance, Learning And Development, 
Opportunity And Growth 

The multiple regression coefficient R is 1.000 and the coefficient of determination 
Rsquare is 1.000 indicate that 100 per cent of the variance of the latent construct 
employee engagement is explained by its 9 factor proving that this regression model is a 
good fit. ANOVA result indicates in the table 6 and the F value is found to be 
13901.314 with p< 0.05. 
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Table 6 ANOVA results 
ANOVAb 

Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

1 Regression 36733.527 9 4081.503 13901.314 .000a 

Residual 17.910 61 .294   

Total 36751.437 70    
a. Predictors: (Constant), Work itself, Fairness, Respect For Management, Purpose And Direction, Work 
Environment, Training And Development , Performance, Learning And Development, Opportunity And 
Growth 
b. Dependent Variable: EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT 

 
Table 7 Regression Coefficient 
Coefficientsa 

Model 
Unstandardized Coefficients 

Standardized 
Coefficients 

t Sig. B Std. Error Beta 
1 (Constant) -.603 .850  -.709 .481 

Purpose And Direction .778 .040 .087 19.225 .000 
Fairness 1.033 .044 .119 23.648 .000 
Opportunity And Growth .952 .044 .135 21.467 .000 
Work Environment 1.010 .059 .100 17.089 .000 
Respect For Management .922 .054 .075 16.968 .000 
Training And Development  1.071 .040 .155 26.512 .000 
Learning And 
Development 

.840 .059 .088 14.285 .000 

Performance 1.051 .025 .241 41.729 .000 
Work itself .995 .026 .212 38.878 .000 

a. Dependent Variable: EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT 
The table 7 indicate the result of the regression analysis and reveals that training and 
development with a beta weight (1.071), performance (1.051), work environment 
(1.010) and fairness (1.033) is the best predictor of employee engagement. While 
purpose and direction is the least predictor of employee engagement with a beta weight 
of 0.778. The p value of the factor is 0.000 which is significant .The following 
regression equation can be derived from the model. 
Where 
 Y = Employee Engagement 
Purpose and Direction = X1 
Fairness= X2 
Opportunity and Growth= X3 
Work Environment= X4 
Respect for Management= X5 
Training and Development= X6  
Learning and Development= X7 
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Performance=X8 
Work itself=X9  
B1 (1:1-10) = Regression Weights Coefficients 
 A (Constant) = -0.603 
Thus, from the table, the multiple regression analysis of employee engagement and 
factor of Employee Engagement are shown in this form. 
Y= - (0.603 + 0.778 X1 + 1.033X2 +   0.952X3 +  1.010X4 +  0.922X5 +  1.071X6 + 
  0.840X7 + 1.051X8+ 0.955X9) 
The above shows the result of step wise regression. The model reveals that the most 
important factor influencing the employee engagement among the components is 
training and development is beta weight of 1.071. The calculated F value (13901.314) is 
significant at 0.05 levels.  
 
Conclusion 
In the competitive edge, Human Resource is the most important assert in every 
organization. Organizations are constantly focuses on engaging employees through 
various methods. Rather fostering the employee towards task the organizations should 
help them to become more engaged in their work and responsibility. The Nine factors 
was extracted from the study which affect the employee engagement of the employee in 
retail sectors are purpose and direction, fairness, opportunity for growth, work 
environment, respect for management, training and development, learning and 
development, performance evaluation and work itself. In organization every managers 
should enhance good communication among the employees, give proper training and  
development facilities to enhance their knowledge and skills, opportunities for growth, 
should be proper performance appraisal and distinctive work environment that 
encourage the employee to work hard.   
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Abstract 
A study was conducted toassess the knowledge regarding personal hygiene 
among primary school children in a selected Government Primary School in 
Kilinjalmedu, Karailkal. The objectives are to assess the level of knowledge 
regarding personal hygiene among Primary School Children, To find the 
association between the level of knowledge regarding Personal Hygiene among 
primary school children in selected demographic variables, To prepare the 
health education pamphlets to the children.Non-experimental Descriptive design 
was selected. The sample for the present study was school children studying 
from 3rd to 5th standard in Government primary school, Kilinjalmedu were 
selected. The sample size comprised of 60 school students, Government primary 
school, Kilinjalmedu. Convenient sampling technique was used to select the 
sample for the present study. Tools consist of Section-I-  Demographic Data, 
Section-II- Checklist On Knowledge Regarding Personal Hygiene, Section-III- 
Health Education Pamphlet On Personal Hygiene.Datacollected  was analysed 
using Descriptive and Inferential statistics. 
 
Key Words – Personal Hygiene, Primary School Children. 
 
Introduction 
Personal hygiene is a public health tool that is used for the disease prevention 
and health promotion in individual, families and communities. The focus of the 
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good personal hygiene is to prevent disease, injuries and other health conditions 
through surveillance and the promotion of healthy behaviour in aspects relevant 
human health. Good personal hygiene now forms part of health primary health 
prevention strategy. This has been found to be effective by reducing mortality 
and morbidity rate in children.Basic hygiene refers to practices that help to 
maintain health prevent the spread if disease. It involves regular washing of 
body, washing of the body, washing hands when necessary, cutting of nails, 
washing ones clothing, keeping the hair neat and brushing of teeth. School 
children are particularly vulnerable to neglect of basic personal hygiene. 

     -Enahoro and Orokj. 1986 
Need for the Study: 
India has one of the largest group of school going children, especially in rural 
areas. There are about 6.3 lakhs rural schools both primary and upper primary 
with 80 million school going children’s but it is also a fact that only 8% of 
schools have the sanitation facilities in school premise. Out of 6.3 lakhs primary 
and upper primary rural schools, only 44% have water supply facilities, 19% 
have urinals and 4% lavatory facilities. Only 19% have separate urinals and 4% 
lavatory facilities for girls. Under these condition, school and community 
environment become unsafe places where disease are transmitted. 

According to UNICEF at the end of 2007 more than 1000 children die 
every day from diarrhoea. According to the WHO- UNICEF joint monitoring 
programme, at the end of the 2002 about 2.6 billion (40%) of the world’s 
population did not have access to the sanitation and poor hygiene. According to 
UNICEF at the end of the 2008 about 35% of Indian schools do not have toilets, 
the school toilets that exist, many or not functional or usable. 

A study was conducted in rural area of Delhi to determine the 
prevalence of periodental disease and dental carries amongst children of both 
sexes aged 5-14 years. About 458 children studying in primary school in four 
different villages were examined. In total dental carries were observed in 
63.83% of study population about 30.21% had decayed teeth, in all 80.4% of 
student belongs to low socio economics groups had showed dental caries. The 
result of this study shows large population on remains ignorant about effect of 
poor oral health. 

A study was done to estimate the prevalence of skin disease among 
school children aged 6-14 years in Chandigarh, India. About 12,586 children 
were examined. The most common skin conditions were skin infection (11.4%),  
eczemas (5.2%), infections (5%), pigmentations (2.6%), keratinisation (1.1%). 
This study shows that mal-nutrition, over-crowding, poor standards of hygiene 
and low socio economic status are important factors for prevalence. 

The first concept in personal hygiene is the positive and negative 
emotions that affects physical health such as feeling pride in being neat and 
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clean or feeling frustration in using hygiene tool. The second concept is 
personal hygiene practices such as hand washing, oral hygiene, nail hygiene, 
skin care, nutrition etc. the third concept is the fact that germs that can lead to 
common disease such as flu or a cold. Nurses can use various techniques to help 
kids remember these lessons. 
So investigator felt that there is urgent consensual need for action to avoid ill 
effects of poor hygiene being as part of health care delivery system, hence with 
the above mentioned literature investigator have chosen a study to assess the 
knowledge regarding personal hygiene among primary school children.   
 
Statement of the Problem: 
A study to assess the knowledge regarding personal hygiene among primary 
school children in a selected Government Primary School in Kilinjalmedu, 
Karailkal. 
 
Objectives: 
 To assess the level of knowledge regarding personal hygiene among 

Primary School Children. 
 To find the association between the level of knowledge regarding Personal 

Hygiene among primary school children in selected demographic variables. 
 To prepare the health education pamphlets to the children. 
 
Conceptual Frame Work 
The frame work of present study was based on the modified Rosenstocks health 
belief model (1996). 
In this study, the individuals perception refers to the assess the level of 
knowledge regarding personal hygiene among primary school 
children.Modifying factors refers to the knowledge attitude and practice of 
primary school children level of knowledge regarding personal hygiene and 
demographic variables like age of the children, Educational status of parents, 
family income and occupation of parents.Perceived level of knowledge about 
personal hygiene among primary school children by individual perception, 
modifying factors. 
The present study is aimed at developing the level of knowledge regarding 
personal hygiene among primary school children.  
 
Methodology 
            Quantitative approach has been selected for this study.Non-experimental 
Descriptive design was selected.The study was carried out in Government 
primary school situated in Kilinjalmedu. In this study target population 
comprise of primary school aged between 5-10 years.The sample for the present 
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study was school children studying from 3rd to 5th standard in Government 
primary school, Kilinjalmedu were selected.The sample size comprised of 60 
school students, Government primary school, Kilinjalmedu. Convenient 
sampling technique was used to select the sample for the present study. Tools 
consist of two parts.Section-I:  Demographic Data:It consist of age, sex, class 
of studying religion, type of family, parent education, and occupation, family 
income, living area, nature of residence, type of house, dietary pattern and 
source of water.Section-II: Checklist On Knowledge Regarding Personal 
Hygiene:It includes the 30 items related to maintenance of personal 
hygiene.Section-III: Health Education Pamphlet OnPersonal Hygiene:It 
consist of hand washing, bathing, brushing, nail care, hair care and clean 
cloths.The data collection was conducted from 20.06.2018 to 30.06.2018. 
Duration this period the investigator collected data from the 60 samples and the 
data was analysed using Descriptive and Inferential statistics. 
 
Result and Discussion: 
 Regarding Demographic characteristics,out of the 60 samples, 23(38.3%) of 

the children are age between 5-7 years and 37 (61.75%) of children are at 
the age between 8-10 years. 

 Regarding standards of the children, 6 (10%) children are first standard, 14 
(23.3%) children are second standard, 14 (23.3%) of children are third 
standard, 15 (25%) of children are fourth standard and 11 (13.3%) of 
children are fifth standard. 

 Regarding the education of the father, 11(18.3%) of children father are 
illiterate, 27(45%) of children fathers are primary education,21(35%) of 
children fathers are secondary education  and 1.7% children father are 
graduated. 

 According to the education of the mother, 30 (50%) children mothers are 
primary education, 20 (33.3%) children mothers are secondary education, 8 
(13.3%) children mothers are illiterate, and 2(3.3%) children mothers are 
graduated. 

 Regarding the occupation of the father, 41 (68.3%) children fathers are 
private employee and 2 (3.3%) children fathers are Government employee. 

 According to the occupation of mother 23 (38.3%) children mothers are 
unemployment, 18(30%) children mothers are coolie, 10 (16.7%) children 
mothers are private employee and 9 (15%) children mothers are the 
government employee. 

 According to the family monthly income 26 (43.3%) children family 
monthly income are Rs.3001-6000 and 26 (43.3%) children family monthly 
income are 6001-10000 and 8 (13.3%) children family monthly income are 
above Rs.10001. 
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 Regarding the religion the maximum 57 (95%) children are Hindus and 
3(5%) children are Christians. 

 According to the living area maximum 50 (83.3%) children are comes from 
rural and 10 (16.7%) children are comes from urban. 

 Regarding the type of house 47(78.3%) children are pucca house, 9(15%) 
children are kwacha house and 4 (6.7%) children are thatched house. 

 According to the water facility 56(93.3%) children are having munipality 
water facility and 4 (6.7%) children are having pump set water facility. 

 Regarding the source of information about personal hygiene maximum 
39(65%) children are from parents, 14 (23.3%) children are from mass 
media and from mass media and 7(11.7%) children are from health workers. 

 
Frequency And Percentage Distribution Of Level Of Knowledge Regarding 
Personal Hygiene Among Primary School Children 

 

 
Above table shows that the frequency and percentage distribution of 

knowledge regarding personal hygiene among primary school children. 
           The finding shows that the maximum 6(10%) children are having 
adequate knowledge regarding personal hygiene, 12(20%) children are having 
moderate knowledge and 42(70%) children are having inadequate knowledge.  
 There are statistically significant association between the level of knowledge, 
age in years, student class, income of the family and place of living. 
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 There is no significant association between the level of knowledge regarding 
personal hygiene among primary school children, education of the father, 
education of the mother, occupation of the father, occupation of the mother, 
religion, type of house and water facility. 
 
Recommendations: 
 A same study can be replicated using large number of samples. 
 A comparative study to assess the level of knowledge of personal hygiene 

among  the urban and rural children. 
 A study can be conducted to assess the effectiveness of knowledge on 

personal hygiene among school going children. 
 School syllabus may include topics related to personal hygiene. 
 Education of school teachers on personal hygiene who are the sources of 

knowledge for children. 

Conclusion: 
  The Pamphlets which includes techniques of hand washing, bathing, brushing, 
nail care, hair care and clean cloths were distributed to the children and 
motivated them to maintain Personal Hygiene. 
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Abstract  

The paper is an attempt to explore the rural health scenario specially the 
health of  women in rural areas. The health status of women directly reflects the 
health status of the nation. The concept of women’s health today becomes a 
major concern among the developing countries because of deteriorating quality 
of life. India has made considerable progress in social and economic 
development in recent times but the improvement of women health specially in 
rural areas is not yet satisfactory. Women are probably dying because she has 
been ignorant regarding access to medical treatment on time. Practically 
Women’s health is compromised in every step of life.   Rural women experience 
poorer health outcomes and less access to health care than urban women. Many 
rural areas have limited numbers of care providers, specially in case of women.  
Disease and disorders of the female reproductive system threaten the physical 
and emotional health of many women. Rural women encounter numerous 
constraints in accessing affordable, adequate health services in general and 
minority women in particular. In this Study the researcher tried to explore the 
health status of rural women along with their socio economic condition, their 
perception towards their own health and treatment of women by their family 
members etc. 
 
Key Words:Health Status, Disease, Rural Women, Minority Women 
     
Introduction 

This paper is an attempt to examine the health status of minority rural 
women in Assam in general and morigaon district in particular. Women’s health 
and nutritional status is closely related with social, cultural and economic 
factors that influence not only the woman’s life but also their children, the 
functioning of household etc. Rural women play a very vital role due to their 
total involvement with agriculture. From household activities to cattle care and 
dairying, farming, jute cultivation, dry areca nut business, dry fish business etc. 
rural women engaged themselves as the pillar of rural economy. Rural women 
are extremely hard working but on comparison to their work they are deprived 
of quality nutrition. Probably this is not only because they cannot afford but also 
due to some traditional beliefs and customs i.e.  even on a simple cut injury or 
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abrasion or burn they don’t consume lemon or egg as because they believe that 
these will leave white scar on their body. Large family size is one of the 
important factor for the lack of proper nutrition. These people are totally rooted 
to their orthodox believes due to lack of education. Rural  women are engulfed 
in a vicious triad i.e. gender inequality, poor socio economic condition and lack 
of proper education. The study shows that most of the women are married at a 
very early stage i.e. at the age just above 16 years and by the age of 24 years she 
becomes mother of 3 and above children with previous history of abortions and 
miscarriage. In fewer cases it was found that lactating mother carrying history 
of pregnancy. Health is a very sensitive but ignored issue to these women. 
Moreover excessive physical labor, lack of emotional support and essential care 
is bringing them close to early mortality. In such community especially in 
minority areas the male members of the family are given priority in respect of 
education, nutritious food, social interaction and religious practices. The priority 
treatment for males is followed not only in poor and illiterate family but also in 
rich and educated family. Minority rural women are reluctant to avail of medical 
aid until their disease aggravates. The overall standard of living of these 
minority women is so pathetic, marginalized that at times animals may be in a 
better position. Quite often, these minority rural women are deprived of proper 
sanitation facilities and safe drinking water. They live in a social backwardness. 
Thus; they do not become part of the mainstream in the society. 
 
Significance of the Study 

Health status is influenced by complex biological, social and cultural 
factors that are highly interrelated. These factors affect men and women 
differently. Women reproductive biology, combined with their lower socio-
economic status, result in women bearing the greater burden from unsafe sex 
which includes both infections and the complications of unwanted pregnancy. 
Biological and social factors affect women’s health throughout their lives and 
have cumulative effects. Therefore, it is important to consider the entire life 
cycle when examining the causes and consequences of women’s poor health 
(Tinker et al, 2000).  In a patriarchal society, it is noticed that women are being 
considered as a subject of exploitation by their male counterpart in every 
aspects from physical to mental. Women are also used as device for male to get 
sexual pleasure. 
 Considering all these things, it is noticed that women have to suffer more from 
different kind of diseases in comparison to male. Rural women in general and 
minority women in particular have to suffer a lot due to many causes, i.e. social, 
economic, traditional, educational etc. Therefore, women health is one of the 
most important subject which draws kind attention to all throughout the world. 
The plight of women reproductive system, their health condition, impact on the 
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social relationship as it concerned with dyad, triad relationship and sociation.  It 
also impacts on the different social institutions of human society. On the other 
hand people also expect a healthy society and a healthy society depend on the 
healthy people which includes not only man but also women. Therefore, women 
health is most important for the development of a healthy nation. In this context 
study of women health is very significance from sociological point of view. 
 
Review of related Literature 
 A number of Researchers have done their works on health status of women 
around the World. They have concerned with various kind of findings in their 
works. 
 Bang R, Chinai R, and KhorgadeS(2010) in their work, “Putting Women First: 
Women and Health in a Rural Community” found that 92 percent of women in 
rural India had no access to treatment for gynecological disorders in the absence 
of women doctors.  Such neglect was exacerbated by development since 
families were, and remain, unprepared for the rapid changes wrought in the 
spheres of education, information, material enhancement and changes in 
lifestyle, which impact on relationships and health. Based on their experience 
and meticulous case studies they found that it is very difficult to attaining full 
reproductive and maternal health coverage for women. The attitude of 
bureaucracy, corruption and the manner in which government projects are 
imposed top down, are a universal phenomenon all over the country. In its haste 
to achieve targets, the government has ended up with a public health plan that 
fails to focus on the people who need to be benefited. 
 In a research report conducted by the World Bank entitled “Improving 
Women’s Health in India” (1996),  found that women’s reproductive health and 
the factors underlying excess female mortality at early ages. Other concerns, 
such as the diseases and conditions common to men and women and the health 
of older women, are given less attention than would be required in a 
comprehensive consideration of women’s health issues. Gender based violence 
and occupational health issues for women are also noted. The findings of this 
work also points our need of adequate awareness and knowledge is needed for 
rural women. 
 P.S. Devarapalli in his work “Maternal Care and Obstetric Practices among the 
Konda Gora Tribe” (1996), expresses his views that, their women continued to 
work till the time of delivery. Dietary restrictions were also imposed on her 
during pregnancy. Beans were avoided, as they were believes the cause epileptic 
fats. Deliveries were conducted at home. Umbilical cord was cut with the help 
of knife. After delivery the women remains completely at home for a minimum 
one month. This process of delivery is not scientific and can make trouble for 
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women health. So, he opined that lack of awareness towards their health 
condition trash themselves into lower status in the society. 
 Kavitha V in his work “Reproductive Health Awareness among Rural Women 
in Kerala”, expresses his views that women bear their health problems in a 
culture of silence and do not seek timely health care. Along with this there is 
often lack of information about good health practices, danger signals during 
pregnancy and the location of appropriate facilities. Rural women tend to be 
poorly informed regarding their own sexuality and physical well being, their 
health and their bodies. Contraceptives awareness is equally vague, even among 
educated women. The rural women have limited knowledge of sexually 
transmitted diseases (STD) and never go through any counseling regarding this. 
 Ministry of Statistics and Programme Implementation (2011) while analyzing 
the majority of women go through their life in a state of nutritional stress. 
Poverty, early marriage, malnutrition and lack of healthcare during pregnancy 
are the major reasons for both maternal and infant mortality. The average of 
Indian women bears her first child before she is 22 years old and has little 
control over her own fertility and reproductive health. In rural India almost 60 
percent of girls are married before they are 19. Almost one third of all babies 
are born with low birth weight. 
 
Field and Methodology of the Study     
 The field of the Study is Morigaon District of Assam. Morigaon district 
occupies an area of 1,704 square kilometers. The district is bounded by the 
mighty Brahmaputra on the North, KarbiAnglong district on the South, Nagaon 
district on the East and Kamrup District on the West. The greater part of the 
district is an alluvial plain, criss crossed with numerous rivers and water ways 
and dotted with many beels and marshes. The mighty Brahmaputra flows along 
with the northern boundary of the district. In 2006 the Indian government 
named Morigaon as most backward district of the country which has 250 ranked 
out of a total 640. It is the eleven district of Assam currently receiving funds 
from the Backward Regions Grant Fund Programme (BRGF). There are three 
Assam Legislative Assembly constituencies in the District, i.e. Jagiroad, 
Morigaon and Lahorighat. According to 2011 census Morigaon district has a 
population of 957,853. Morigaon has a sex ratio of 974 females for every 1000 
males and a literacy rate of 69.37%. As per official census 2011 and population 
data of 2018 Muslim are the majority in Morigaon District. Total population of 
Morigaon District is 957,423 as per census 2011 and Muslims constitutes 
52.56%  of total population. Most of the Muslim villages of Morigaon district 
are of Bengali origin. Bengali  Muslims  are called “Miya Muslims” while old 
Muslims (Gour origin) are known as ‘Garias’.    
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       The respondents of this Study have been selected through purposive 
sampling method. From the entire Morigoan district 100 respondents were 
selected purposively for the present study. All the respondents represent 
minority population and are within the age group of 16-55. 
 
Diseases of rural women, customs and traditional belief related to women 
health and social perception: 
      Presently health is considered to be a fundamental human right. Health 
is a state of complete physical, mental and social well being and not merely 
absence of disease or infirmity. The paper is an attempt to reflect the health 
status of rural women living in Assam in general and Morigaon District in 
particular. Health is an important factor that contributes to human wellbeing and 
economic growth. A nation aggregate economy output is influenced due to poor 
health status of women. Addressing the gender, class, or ethnic disparities that 
exist in healthcare and improving the health outcomes can contribute to 
economic gain through creation of quality human capital and increase level of 
savings and investment. Studies reveal that minority women are more sickly and 
disabled than men throughout the life cycle. 

 
This cycle replicates the factors that influence the health status of minority rural 
women. 

Giri (2012) explains reproductive health is a universal concern, but it is 
the special importance for women. Women reproductive health is a vital part of 
her general health and is a reflection of health during childhood and crucial 
during adolescence and adulthood plays a pivotal role in being healthy beyond 
the reproductive years and affects the health of the next generation reproductive 
system.  
                  Minority women are married at a very early age at around 17 to 19 
years and they conceive their first pregnancy. At such early child bearing cases 
these women basically suffers from high blood pressure, anemia and premature 
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birth of the baby etc. Moreover the quality of ante natal check up required for 
them is not found in many areas specially those living in the char areas. Most of 
the women accompanied by their ASHA ‘s of that village do visit health centers 
 but they hardly completes more than 4 antenatal check up during their entire 
pregnancy. During checkups they opt to take medicines that are only available 
at the government hospitals or health centers. In many cases due to 
unavailability of few essential medicines they are left untreated. Due to poor 
financial condition these women can’t purchase them. Minority women are 
headed with lots of work load. Lack of proper education, orthodox social 
system, superstation and lack of scientific knowledge among these women are 
great obstacles to their own health. Irrespective of several check counseling 
,when these women come for ante natal checkups they are told the importance 
of iron folic acid tablets and calcium tablets during their pregnancy after 
completing first trimester, but due to some misbelieve among them they don’t 
follow the advice of the health providers. They believe that consuming such 
tablets will lead to oversize of the baby and may bring complication during their 
delivery. 
                    From the study it was found that out of 10 pregnant women 45% 
don’t consume IFA tablets regularly, 50% women irregularly consume IFA 
tablets and the rest 5% follow the advice of the health providers. Maternal 
mortality rate figure in Assam is 300 against the national average of 167. 
According to the yearly report, during the financial year of 2017-18, number of 
home deliveries conducted at Laharighat block (Muslim Majority area) of 
Morigaon District was 1388 and institutional delivery including private hospital 
was 7006. Due to weak financial condition, poor communication and 
unpreparedness these home deliveries conducted by local Dhai’s are bringing 
threat to their lives. Obstetric complications like Post partumhemorrhage, shock, 
retention of placenta are bringing morbidity to these minority women. Illiteracy, 
unhealthy living standard, burden of big size family, customs, tradition and 
superstitious belief system put the minority women at higher risk of acquiring 
reproductive tract infection. Almost 68% of minority women suffers from 
Leukorrhea .Leucorrhea is a thick, whitish or yellowish vaginal discharge. The 
amount of discharge may increase due to vaginal infection or sexually 
transmitted disease and it may disappear and reappear from time to time. 
Menstrual hygiene   practices are not adopted by the minority women for 
which they suffer from various gynecological disorders. Around 8% of the 
minority women suffer from Pelvic inflammatory disease. Pelivic inflammatory 
disease is a infection of the female reproductive organs. It is usually acquired by 
many types of bacteria during unprotected sex. Around 32% of the minority 
women were reported to be suffering from Urinary tract infection. Urinary tract 
infection is an infection that affects the lower urinary tract is known as bladder 
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infection (cystitis) and when it affects the upper urinary tract is known as kidney 
infection. Most common bacteria involved in urinary tract infection are 
Escherichia coli.  
               In the present study an attempt was made to find out the first hand 
information from the minority rural women regarding their contraceptive 
practices. Out of 50 married women reversible forms of contraception (IUD, 
Oral contraceptive pills and condoms) were used by 68% of the women. While 
tubal sterilization holds a very low record of 10%. Birth spacing or delaying the 
birth of the first child by the use of reversible form of contraceptive is the most 
common practice among these women. It was also found that these women are 
not interested for permanent sterilization (tubectomy) due to social and religious 
barriers. For them it is a sin.  Under normal circumstances irreversible 
contraception whether it is in the form of vasectomy or tubectomy is absolutely 
prohibited in Shari’ah. Coitus interrupts / withdrawl method is the commonly 
used method for spacing and is permissible as explicitly stated by the Farquhar. 
OCP is highly preferred reversible method adopted for the spacing of child by 
the minority women but is bringing health hazard to them. Oral contraceptive 
pills work by preventing ovulation. No egg is produced so there is nothing for 
the sperm to fertilize. Pregnancy cannot occur. Nearly 68% of the sexually 
active minority women from age 21 to 30 years have reported the use of OCP. 
Common OCP available in these areas are Sukhi and ovral. Extensive use of 
OCP for long run brings a lot of side effects. Common side effects of oral 
contraceptive pills include inter menstrual spotting, Nausea, headache, and 
migrane, missed periods, vaginal discharge, weight gain. Unhealthy living 
condition is one of the important factor for the minority women making them 
vulnerable for various skin diseases. 
                From the study it was found that out of 100 respondents 32% suffer 
from Scabies, Eczema 14%, tineacorporis 30%, seborrhoeic dermatitis24%. 
Adolescents suffer predominantly from various fungal infection and acne due to 
pubertal changes. Oral health hygiene is seen to be very poor among the 
minority women. Most of the women suffers from Halitosis ( a persistent, 
unpleasant odour in exhaled breath, usually not serious, commonly called bad 
breath), gingivitis (swollen gums, puffy, receding sometimes tender or that 
bleed easily), periodontitis symptoms include swollen, red and tender gums, 
tonsillitis (swollen tonsil glands), dental caries( breakdown of teeth due to acids 
made by bacteria) etc. Consumption of smokeless tobacco is also causing some 
serious disease such as oral cancer, throat cancer etc. 
               Worm infestation remains one of the main problems of the minority 
women. Worms may be of many shapes and size from microscopic ringworms, 
pin worms to tapeworms. In a study it was found that heavy hookworm is a 
major cause of iron deficiency in minority women. Also, improper hand 
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washing and washing hands before taking food is seen very poor among these 
women. Impure drinking water, poor personal hygiene and poor sanitation are 
important causes for worm infestation. Worm infestation is one of the major 
cause of malnutrition, anemia and stunted physical and mental growth of the 
minority women. Due to lack of proper nutrition minority women are 
susceptible to various vitamin deficiency disorders specially Glossitis (soreness 
of the tongue), numbness of the limbs, joint pain due to osteoporosis (a 
condition of fragile bones with an increased susceptibility to fracture). Acid 
peptic disorders like acute and chronic gastritis, anorexia, constipation is very 
common among the minority women. Water borne disease like diarrhea, 
bacillary dysentery, amoebiasis is also common among these women. Foods 
specially processed dry fish is very commonly consumed by the minority 
women. It was found that these processed dry fish are unhealthy and can cause 
serious abdominal discomfort also causing diarrhea. Despite all the various 
disease minority women are vulnerable to various domestic violence. The study 
shows that out of 50 married women 38 women have reported to an exposure of 
domestic violence in her lifetime with injury varying from simple to grievous. 
Along with these hygienic practices during menstruation is unsatisfactory in the 
minority areas. Instead of hygienic practices during menstruation they are busy 
with traditional beliefs, misconceptions and restrictions regarding menstruation. 
Poor menstruation hygiene causes great impact in increased vulnerability to 
reproductive tract infections ( RTI). 
 
Conclusion 
               The health of country’s female population has profound implications 
for the health and education of children and the economic well-being of 
households as well as for the women themselves. The most direct effects of 
poor health and nutrition among female in India are high mortality rates 
throughout the life-cycle. Women’s health and nutritional status influence her 
newborn’s birth weight and chances of survival, her capacity to nurse her child 
and her ability to provide food and care to children and family members. 
Women have unique health issues and some of the health issues that can affect 
women differently. Unique issues include pregnancy, menopause and conditions 
of female organs. Women can have a healthy pregnancy by getting early and 
regular prenatal care. They should also get recommended breast cancer, cervical 
cancer and bone density screenings. By the way the overall health scenario of 
minority women is very pathetic. Special efforts should be taken for their 
upliftment. It is only possible by proper education and financial independency. 
Social barriers are wasting a very important human resource to mainstream. 
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ABSTRACT 

The most accurate predictor of a child’s academic achievement is not his socio-
economic status. Families encouragement and parental involvement in learning at home 
and their involvement in child’s education is the best predictor of student success 
(PTA,N.2000). 

The term “Parental Involvement” means the participation of parents in regular, two-way, 
meaningful communication involving student academic learning and other school 
activities. Parental Involvement has many dimensions but generally it refers to the 
engagement of schooling of the children. Beliefs of parents and their perceptions have 
been shown to be a strong predictor of involvement of parents in children’s education. 
Parental-involvement in school has been observed as an important and strong factor on 
children’s academic and all round development. This study described about the 
parental-involvement in children’s learning. At first the researchers introduced the 
definitions of parental-involvement and then highlighted major types of parental-
involvement. The presented article also shed light on the impact of parental-
involvement in children’s life and in their educational achievement. The researchers 
have described the barriers of active parental-involvement and have also given 
suggestive approaches for better involvement of parents in their children’s home and 
school life. At last, conclusion of the study has been made. 

 

KEY-WORDS:- Predictor, Academic-achievement, Socio-economic status, Parental-
Involvement, Dimensions, Engagement, Barriers and Perceptions. 

 

INTRODUCTION:- 

The most accurate predictor of a child’s academic achievement is not his socio-
economic status. Families encouragement and parental involvement in learning at home 
and their involvement in child’s education is the best predictor of student success 
(PTA,N.2000). The term “Parental Involvement” means the participation of parents in 
regular, two-way, meaningful communication involving student academic learning and 
other school activities, including and ensuring that:- 

(i) Parents play an integral role in assisting their child’s learning; 
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(ii) Parents are encouraged to be actively involved in their child’s education at school; 

(iii) Parents are full partners in their child’s education and are included as appropriate in 
decision-making and on advisory committees to assist in the education for their child; 
and 

(iv) The carrying out of other activities, such as those described in section 1118 of the 
ESEA (Source:- Extract Appendix A:USDE Non-regulatory Parental- Involvement 
Guidance, pp.2-3). Alfie Kohn (An American author and lecturer in the areas of 
Education, Parenting and Human-behavior) said “ If children feel safe, they can take 
risks, ask questions, make mistakes, learn to trust, share their feelings and grow.” 
Parental Involvement has many dimensions but generally it refers to the engagement of 
schooling of the children. School related discussion, help children in their homework 
included with reading activities are the part of parental involvement at home. On the 
other hand school related activities like attending parent-teacher meeting, workshops 
and any events conducted by school come under parental involvement at school. Most 
of the research showed a positive relationship between parents’ involvement and 
students’ outcome. Hoover & Sandler (1997) have defined parental involvement with 
home based activities (e.g., helping with home work, discussing school events or 
courses) and school-based activities (e.g., volunteering at school, coming to school 
events). They concluded that parental roles and responsibilities and parents’ sense and 
the opportunities for involvement which are provided by school are the function of 
parental involvement. 

Beliefs of parents and their perceptions have been shown to be a strong predictor of 
involvement of parents in children’s education. Parental-involvement in school has been 
observed as an important and strong factor on children’s academic and all round 
development. 

TYPES OF PARENTAL-INVOLVEMENT:- 

Epstein J.L. (1995) has discussed about six types of parental-involvement. 
The researcher developed a framework of six types of parental-involvement; Parenting, 
Communicating, Volunteering, Learning at home, Decision-making, Collaborating with 
the community.  

Type-1:-Parenting:- Helping all family members to establish home environment  to 
support children as student. 

Type-2:- Communicating:- Designing effective forms of school-to-home and home-to-
school communication. 

Type-3:- Volunteering:- Recreating and organizing families to help the school and 
support students. 

Type-4:- Learning at home:- Providing families with information and ideas to help 
student with their homework. 

Type-5:- Decision-making:-Including parents in school decision and developing parent 
leaders.  
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Type-6:- Collaborating with the Community:- With the community or identify and 
integrating resources and services from the community to strengthen schools, students 
and families. 

On the other hand Davies (1985 & 1987) have categorized four types of 
parental-involvement that include (a). Co-production or partnership (b). Decision-
making (c). Citizen advocacy and (d). Parent-choice. Schueler et.al. (2017) included 
that parental involvement can take a wide variety of forms, among them, 
communication between family and school, supporting learning activities at home and 
involvement in school activities have been discussed. 

IMPACT OF PARENTAL INVOLVEMENT ON CHILDREN’S EDUCATION:- 

  According to Sheldon & Jung ( 2015) students’ absences dropped by 20% 
when teachers engaged with parents through home visits. It helps in decreasing chronic 
absenteeism of students. Through the active involvement of the parents teachers can 
know more about the students’ family background that can help them to prepare their 
lessons according to the need of the students. Castro & Gaviria (2015) in their research 
work have analyzed 37 studies, published from 2000 to 2013. These studies were 
carried out from kindergarten, primary and secondary schools. Researchers found that 
parental-involvement has a positive and moderate impact on academic achievement of 
children. In this meta-analysis, there was found the strongest associations when the 
families have high academic expectations, develop and maintain communication with 
children about their school activities and help them to develop reading habits. 
According to them students with involved parents are:- 

- Likely to show better behavior in their classroom and have better social and 
emotional skills. 

- Earn higher achievement. 
- More likely to develop motivation and self-confidence. 
- Build strong foundation for children’s success and future opportunities. 

Lara & Saracostti (2019) showed that there were found a difference in 
academic achievement scores between the parent involvement profiles where high and 
medium involved parents had children with higher academic achievement then low 
involved parents. Garbacz et. al. (2017) has concluded that parental-involvement is 
improving children’s self-esteem and their academic performance. According to 
American-Psychology Association, “ Parents and school staff working together to 
support and improve the learning development and health of children and adolescents.” 
Dixon (1992) has described that parental- involvement, in almost any form, produces 
measurable gains in students’ achievement. Parent engagement in schools is a shared 
responsibility in which schools are committed to reaching out to engage parents in 
meaningful ways, and parents are committed to actively supporting their children’s and 
adolescents’ learning and development. We, as the parent, are the expert of our child. 
Our input and involvement is invaluable. Children learn best when their surroundings’ 
systems positively interact with each other Hampden, & Galindo (2017). Positive 
communication promotes a stronger relationship between educators and parents, 
resulting in better participation (Baker et.al., 2016). 
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 BARRIERS OF PARENTAL–INVOLVEMENT:- 

Major barriers to the parental-involvement in education are; Individual, Parent 
and Family related engagement, Child, Teachers, Parents and Society related factors. 
Hornby & Blackwell (2018) conducted a small-scale study with 11 primary schools in 
the U.K. and found that:- 

- Misunderstanding of the parents give their children false information related to 
subjects that could make it more difficult for their children. 

- Parents are not familiar with subject matter to teach honestly to their children. 
- One of the major obstacles of parent involvement is teacher’s attitudes towards 

students and children. 
- Epstein & Dauber (1991) found that elementary school teachers were strongly 

believed on parental-involvement and they provide more opportunities in their 
children’s education as compared to middle school teachers. This was due to:- 

- Lack of resources or opportunities to be involved in their children’s education. 
- Lack of time to spend their time with children. 

According to the (IES: NCES- National Center for Education Statistics) the 
highest percentage of schools perceived lack of time on the part of parents as a barriers 
to a great or moderate extent (87%). Lack of parent education to help their children in 
their school work is another barrier of active parental-involvement (38%). Parents’ 
cultural and socio-economic differences were also be perceived a barrier in 23% of 
schools. 12% of schools were feel language differences between parents and staff of 
school as a barrier. Parents’ attitudes towards the school and school attitudes towards 
parents are perceived as a barrier in great extent. 56% schools perceived lack of time on 
the part of school staff, created a barrier to parent involvement. Ames & Dickerson 
(2004) described five barriers that hinder parent involvement.  According to them, to 
become independence, young children start pushing their parents away from their work. 
This act tempted parents to stay out their children’s life as well as their academic career. 
In that situation parents’ believe that their involvement is no longer needed to children. 
Due to lack of education, parent feel uncomfortable with specialized homework of their 
children. Some of the parents may feel intimidated and they stop helping their children 
due to lack of desirable knowledge. They feel lack of knowledge and necessary skills to 
help their children in their school work and assignment. So, the degree of parental-
involvement has been decreased in some extent.  

Another barrier to parental-involvement is lack of knowledge about effective 
middle grades education. Cultural and power gaps between school and home considered 
to be a major barrier. Researchers found as curriculum becomes more specialized, the 
power imbalance between education and family decreases. It becomes more deepen and 
widen when teachers and parents belong to different class background, and different 
cultures. Inaccessibility of parents at schools is considered by structural, socio-cultural 
and psychological reasons. In this case schools don’t have proper resources to facilitate 
family-school partnerships. This creates a barrier on an active parent-involvement. 

APPORACHES TO INHANCE THE PARENTAL-INVOLVEMENT:- 
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To facilitate communication, it is important to communicate often and in many 
different ways to reach all parents for an active parental-involvement.  

1. Filling the isolation gap and build a stronger bond between parents and children can   
become a major approach to parent for creating healthy environment. 

2. Schools can provide opportunities for parents to know about the age reflection of their 
children and can share their concern. 

3. For encouraging parents’ participation in school homework and parents’ anxiety over 
the difficulty of homework can be decreased by engaging them directly in their 
children’s homework. 

4. Schools can provide working knowledge of educational practices which are 
conducted in school. By these practices parents may feel more comfortable about 
academics at home and more involved in life of their children. 

5. Government should provide a certain compensatory mechanism to balance the 
difference of socio-economic status of the families. 

6. Parental-involvement need to open up possibilities to overcome education inequalities 
among socially marginalized and vulnerable children of the society. 

7. Due to the natural differences in opportunities and conditions provided to parent, they 
choose different types of involvement. So, we must consider and respect the differences. 

8. Schools must improve their partnership programs. 

   

CONCLUSION:- 

  It is not possible to cover up all types of parental-involvement in children’s 
education because some factors are decided by the parents’ attitudes and children’s 
response on a particular situation. We need to provide the opportunities for school to 
home and home to school for better communication with families. The degree of 
parental-involvement can be increased in teacher training courses and programs. We 
also need to be aware the teachers how they can help parents to become involved in 
their children’s education. We need to enhance parenting skills to improve 
communication and relationships with the family. We must keep transparency with 
children and openness in our relationship with them. Teacher morale and partnership 
can be lift by parental-involvement. A greater appreciation has been developed by 
involvement of parents for the challenges faced by the teachers in the classroom. 
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Abstract 
India considers to be the best education providing countries in the world one 
side and on the other hand there is no even a single university with proper 
infrastructural facilities  to meet the basic educational needs of students with 
special needs. However, Post independent Indian Governments realized the 
need and framed  legislations, launched schemes and programmes to enhance 
quality and accessibility of education of students with special needs. In spite of 
initiatives of the Government students with special needs face several 
challenges while accessing higher education in India and as well as the State of 
Andhra Pradesh. 
In this context, the current paper makes an attempt to review the policies, 
initiatives and various provisions instigated by Government of India with 
special reference to Government of Andhra Pradesh.  Further, the paper 
highlights issues and challenges facing in higher education of students with 
special needs and  offers suggestions for strengthening of higher education for 
students with special needs. 
Key words: Higher education, Students, special needs, disabilities, challenges, 
opportunities. 
 
Introduction 
India considers to be the best education providing countries in the world one 
side and on the other hand there is no even a single university with proper 
infrastructural facilities  capable to meet the basic educational needs of students 
with special needs (Suja Kurian & Samuel, 2019). An individual with a 
disability studying in mainstream educational institutions encounters many 
difficulties in Indian educational system. It is a global scenario that only limited 
attention has been placed on addressing the issues of access, retention, 
progression and participation of students with disabilities in higher education 
institutions (Ahmad, 2017). It is worth mentioning here that the National Centre 
for Promotion of Employment for Disabled People has conducted survey during 
2004 and revealed that only 0.1 per cent of the students with disabilities  were 
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enrolled in various universities and they face physical, academic and attitudinal 
barriers while accessing higher education (AMBATI, 2017). The study done by 
(Chataika, 2009)revealed that the students with disabilities continue to face 
attitudinal, physical and institutional barriers in higher educational institutions.  
Fortunately, some of them have the ability to develop copying mechanisms that 
help them reach their educational goals. A positive attitude and self-advocacy 
skills are seen as the most important factors in determining the success of 
students with disabilities in higher education. 
In this context, the current paper makes an attempt to get an overview of 
educational policies, initiatives and various provisions instigated by 
Government of India with special reference to Government of Andhra Pradesh. 
Further, the paper highlights issues and challenges facing in higher education of 
students with special needs and offers suggestions for strengthening of higher 
education for students with special needs. 
Methodology 
The current paper is prepared using primary and secondary sources such as 
personal interviews, policy documents, magazines, journals, books, online 
resources and other encyclopedic works. 
Policy initiatives for education of students with special needs 
 
Various international and national conventions, conferences, declarations and 
resolutions have emphasized more on inclusion of students with special needs in 
higher educational institutions and removal of educational barriers (Kumar, 
2018). Further,  (Jameel, 2011) felt that Education became the hope for 
emancipation and enlightenment of the marginalized. Salamanca conference 
(1994) insisted all Nations to provide education to all including students with 
Special needs (David & Kuyini, 2012). in addition to that,  the new Sustainable 
Development Goal 4  of Millennium Development Goals aim  to “Ensure 
inclusive and equitable quality education and promote lifelong learning” 
(Bakhshi et al., 2017). 
 
Indian Constitution guarantees to provide equal education to all its citizens 
without making discrimination on any grounds. Subsequently, post independent 
Indian Governments realized the need to focus on the learning process beyond 
access and undertaken number of initiatives by framing various acts and 
legislations, launching schemes and starting programmes to enhance quality, 
equity and accessibility in their education,  employability and promotion of  
dignified life (Sarkar, 2016). 
 
The National Commission of Education (1964-66) suggested to provide them 
education on the basis of unity and inclusiveness. National Education Policy 
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1986 recommended to provide equal opportunities to students with disabilities 
to study in Government aided institutions without any discrimination. As a 
result, Government of India had launched “Integrated education for children 
with disabilities” scheme during 1974, Rastriya Bal Swaasthya karyakaram 
(RBSK) (2013), Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan (SSA) (2000) Inclusive Education of 
Children and Youth with Disabilities (IECYD; 2005) and  Inclusive Education 
of the Disabled at Secondary Stage (IEDSS; 2009) to ensure maximum 
opportunity for children with special needs studying in Schools and colleges 
(Suja Kurian & Samuel, 2019). 
 
In addition to that, Government of India enacted “Persons with Disabilities Act, 
1995”  to ensure to provide 3 per cent reservation to seven categories of 
students with disabilities studying in Government institutions. Further, “national 
policy for Persons with Disabilities, 2006” promised them to provide equal 
educational opportunities while removing architectural barriers. Subsequently, 
pressure has been applied to educational institutions to improve accessibility for 
students with special needs , most recently after India became the signatory to 
United Nations Convention on Rights of Persons with Disabilities in September, 
2007 (Jameel, 2011), (Ahmad, 2017) Consequently, Parliament of India passed 
“Rights of Persons with Disabilities Act, 2016” on 27 Dec. 2016 repealing the 
Persons with Disabilities Act, 1995 to ensure to provide 5 per cent reservation 
in Government aided institutions along with free and inclusive educational 
facilities. The draft National Policy on Education, 2019” also focused to provide 
equal and inclusive educational opportunities to students with special needs. 
Subsequently, the policies are implemented with the support of various 
Government agencies. 
 
UGC Programmes and Schemes for  higher Education of Students with 
Special Needs 
The University Grants Commission (UGC) has started Teachers Preparation in 
Special Education and Higher Education for Persons with Special Needs during 
9th plan onwards to provide equal educational opportunities, to promote teacher 
preparation programmes in special education,  to provide support for department 
of Disabilities Studies, to create awareness on specific educational needs, to 
provide accessibility facilities to higher educational institutions, to monitor the 
implementation of higher educational legislations and policies, to provide 
relaxation of 5% marks in Indira Gandhi Post Graduate Scholarships, to explore 
suitable placement for the educated disabled graduates and to assist disabled 
individuals to increase their sustainability in Higher Education (University 
Grants Commission, 2011). IN addition to that the UGC has introduced a 
scheme of Higher Education for Persons with Special Needs (HEPSN) during 
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1999-2000 to establish equal opportunity centers at all universities to offer 
disability support services, barrier-free environment, teacher training 
programmes and various other disability educational assistances (Suja Kurian & 
Samuel, 2019). Relaxation of 5% Marks in the NET examination,5 years 
relaxation in Upper age limit in Admission to various courses, innovative 
disabled friendly policies and programmes are some of the other initiatives of 
the UGC for promoting higher education in this direction. More significantly, 
the UGC made it mandatory to fill the seats reserved for students with special 
needs. In addition to that Ministry of social justice and empowerment has 
introduced novel scheme of providing national scholarships for students with 
disabilities during 2003 to encourage to pursue higher education. The important 
feature of this programme is that it reserves 50% of them for women students 
with disabilities (Rao, 2004). Despite extensive government policies, 
programmes and legislative initiatives for inclusion of students with disabilities,  
both the rates of educational participation and outcomes of education remain 
poor for students with special needs in higher educational institutions in India 
(Saksena et al., 2019). Since education is in concurrent list, Andhra Pradesh 
State also adopted several measures for higher education of students with 
special needs in the recent past. 
 
Status of higher Education in Andhra Pradesh 
 
Andhra Pradesh is known as hub of higher educational institutions. 54 higher 
educational institutions including 8 Central institutes,  3 Central, 10 
Conventional, 18 Specialized, 2 PPP mode  , 8 private and 5 Deemed to be 
universities are offering UG, PG and research programmes through 3285 
affiliating Colleges in the State (“List of Institutions of Higher Education in 
Andhra Pradesh,” 2019) Moreover, the government of Andhra Pradesh is 
concentrating on the aspects of access, inclusiveness, quality and relevance in 
higher education with special attention towards students of rural and  weaker 
sections in all its endeavors. Further, MHRD reports 2018-19 reveal that general 
enrolment ratio of higher education of Andhra Pradesh is 32.40 per cent  against 
the all India average of 26.30 per cent during   2018-2019. 330815 and 10852 
students are admitted in 1st year UG and PG  courses respectively during 2019 
2020  academic year. However, adequate attention is not paid for the education 
of differently abled in the State when compared to their non disabled 
counterparts. 
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Higher educational Status of Students with Special Needs in Andhra 
Pradesh 
 
The State Government realised the importance of higher education of this 
neglected category and initiated some strides in this direction in recent past.  
The State Government reserved 3 per cent of seats for three categories of 
students with 40 per cent and above disabilities in all General, Technical and 
Professional courses in all educational institutions recognized by the State as per 
section 39 of the PWD Act 1995. Subsequently, the State Government 
bifurcated three percent reservations among major three categories, one percent 
for visually impaired, one percent for Hearing impaired and one percent for 
orthopedically challenged as per the Section 33 of the Act. The reality is that 40 
per cent and above students with disabilities are treated equally and seats are 
allotted by merit of marks/rank in the qualifying exam. Consequently, partially 
disabled students are availing all seats in the quota most of the times and 
severely disabled students are neglected and eliminated from the reservation 
process. 341667 students are enrolled in higher educational institutions during 
2019-20 academic year in the State. There is provision for 10250 students with 
disabilities as per three per cent reservation for Rights of Persons with 
Disabilities Act, 1995 in the State. But there are  no proper statistics available 
how many students with disabilities are benefited out of reservation policy. In 
fact, severely disabled are invisible in higher education. There is an 
apprehension that fake disabled certificate holders are enjoying the fruits of the 
reservation for Persons with disabilities in the State (Janardhana Naidu G, 
2012). Thus, the reservation intended for disabled is manipulated by their non-
disabled counterparts due to lack of structured mechanism for effective 
implementation and proper verification. 
 
Functioning of equal opportunity centers in higher educational institutions 
in Andhra Pradesh 
Central Universities in the State and Some of the State Universities and other 
few higher educational institutions have established enabling/equal opportunity 
cells in accordance of UGC guide lines to ensure that students with disabilities 
have equal access to all university programs and activities and to  attend their 
requirements on priority basis .  The cells are maintaining  the complete 
database of students with disabilities  and their addresses with phone numbers in 
order to facilitate the communication and other requirements.  In addition to 
that, Some of the universities are providing them free boarding and lodging 
facilities and allotting rooms in ground floors of attached hostels ensuring  that 
the wash rooms are near by their rooms.  Moreover, some of the Universities are 
constructing ramps with railings at all the departments to let tricycles pass freely 
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directly to the classrooms. The adequate care to fulfil the special needs of 
students with disabilities is limited to a few institutions in the State. It is worth 
mentioning that most of the affiliating Colleges in the State are not aware of 
special needs of students with disabilities and no steps were initiated so far in 
this direction (HASANUZZAMAN & KHAN, 2011). 
Higher Educational Facilities for Students with Special needs in Andhra 
Pradesh 
 
All students with special needs studying Conventional/ Professional /Technical 
courses under any University are exempted from payment of examination fees. 
They are provided Reduction of pass marks in each subject by 10 per cent for 
qualifying the exam. The scribe facility is also extended to Visually impaired 
and as well as to those Orthopedically disabled students who can not write the 
exams by their own with an extra time of 30 Minutes for writing University 
exams (Commissioner Disabled welfare, 2005). The State Government has 
exempted all students with disabilities from payment of tuition fees and special 
fees from the academic year 2008-2009 onwards only to those admitted under 
convener Quota in Government and University affiliated institutions whose 
parent’s income is less than Rs. 100000 per Annum (WD, CW and DW Dept., 
2008). Further, the State Government has gradually extended the facilities 
available to conventional courses to Professional and Technical courses on par 
with STs and SCs (WD, CW and DW Dept., 2008). Hearing impaired students 
are Exempted  from writing the General English papers under part-I of their 
degree courses. there is some relaxation granted to students with disabilities in 
the minimum qualifying marks and registration fee for PG admission counseling 
process on par with SC/ST students. The Government of Andhra Pradesh is 
providing assistive tools/devices/aids such as light weight crutches/tricycles to 
locomotor disabled students, hearing aids and touch mobile phones to hearing 
impaired students and laptops to visually impaired students on free of cost for 
promoting access to quality education and enhancing their professional skills 
(WD,CW and DW Department., 2009). The APVCC provides direct loans to 
severely Orthopedically challenged students to those who are pursuing Higher 
education for purchase of prosthetic aids and motorized tricycles. Rs. 60.000 is 
given as direct loan and Rs. 5.000 as incentive subsidy to be recovered in three 
years after two years of completion of the course or on securing a placement 
which ever is earlier. The state Government celebrates International Day of 
disabled every year on 3rd December and conducts sport and cultural  events to 
encourage students with disabilities in every district and the winners are given 
away praises. The APSRTC is providing free bus passes to all the students with 
disabilities to travel in ordinary busses to attend to their educational institutions 
within the Cities of  Municipal Corporations. (Janardhana Naidu G, 2012).  In 
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addition to the above, the State Government incorporated students with 
disabilities in State flack ship programmes Jagananna vidya deevena and Vasati 
deevena and releasing funds on par with other socially deprived sections. As a 
result, there is a notable enrolment of students with special needs  in UG, PG 
and professional courses in several University affiliating institutions in the State 
. But they  always face several impediments while accessing higher education in 
most of the institutions in consequence of physical, attitudinal and financial 
barriers. 
 
Challenges for Students with Special Needs in higher Educational 
institutions 
 
While going through the policies and programmes in India it is clear that not 
much has been done in the field of higher education of students with special 
needs in India in general and in the state of Andhra Pradesh in particular. As per 
NSSO report (2003) India's higher educational system is not accessible to 
98.8% of its disabled youth. They face multiple challenges such as physical 
access to buildings, academic  and attitudinal barriers,  transportation facilities, 
scribe facilities, Infrastructural facilities, curriculum adaptation and 
accommodation, teaching learning and assessment, lack of accessibility, and 
Securing financial support are hindering  the entry of students with disabilities 
into higher educational  institutions (Jameel, 2011). (Ahmad, 2017). According 
to study done by (HASANUZZAMAN & KHAN, 2011) higher bureaucratized 
system with multiple controls and regulations by subsequent Governments, 
outdated programmes with inflexible structure, lack of trained manpower, 
funds, training facilities, techniques and  research opportunities, high unit cost 
of higher education are some of the impediments of higher education of students 
with special needs.  Further, (Sarkar, 2016) rightly pointed out that course 
content, accessible environment, social stigma, negative attitudes, resources, 
educational policy, legislations, schemes, assistive technology and devices, 
examination and evaluation process affecting students with special needs 
entering higher education in India. Further, he reported that out of 722 Indian 
universities as of 30th June 2015 not even a single one was completely disabled 
friendly. Thus the educational experiences at university level often become a 
nightmare for students with disabilities. iitis it is the right time to discuss some 
of the hindrances prevailing in higher educational institutions with reference to 
students with special needs. 
 
Physical Inaccessibility: 
Students with Special needs continue to face physical barriers in most of the 
educational institutions while accessing higher educational services, such as  
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lack of ramps/ elevators in multi-level buildings, heavy doors, inaccessible 
entrances, class rooms, libraries, washrooms and other infrastructural facilities 
(Ahmad, 2017). Further, (AMBATI, 2017) reported that Majority of the 
students with physical impairment using wheelchairs stated that their 
impairment did not affect their academic life, rather they face problems related 
to physical accessibility such as  there were no lifts, elevators and other 
facilities  for accessing computer center’s, libraries and classes on the first or 
second floors. 
 
Issues relating to assessment: 
Students with different categories of disabilities face different issues while 
facing/attending  internal examinations, regular class tests, projects, assignments 
and external examinations in evaluation and assessment process of their 
respective courses. It is too difficult for Students with locomotor disabilities and 
cerebral palsy to sit for examinations of a 3-hour duration and writing of long 
assignments. Availing scribe services for visually impaired and locomotor 
disabled students is a major issue and it is aggravating  prior and during the 
examinations. The provisions of  extra time and services of the scribe varied 
across universities and sometimes absence of specific rules. Some times 
universities appoint substandard scribes and some universities demand biodata 
and certificates of  scribe’s for endorsement purpose (Suja Kurian & Samuel, 
2019) 
 
Inaccessible Transportation:  
In accessible transportation is major challenge in case of locomotor and visually 
impaired students. Class rooms are far away from their hostels. Walking from 
hostels to class rooms is heavy task for them and the institutions fail to arrange 
transport with in the campus. Public and private transports are inaccessible to 
day scholars. Thus, transportation is a major issue in and out side of most of the 
higher educational institutions (Datta et al., 2019).  
 
Challenges with Accommodation and application for scholarships: 
Students with special needs are encountering  various issues with respect to 
hostel accommodation and application of different scholarships after entering in 
to the educational institutions in the State of Andhra Pradesh.  . Central 
Universities and other State universities are someway accommodating them in 
their hostels. Whereas, most of the educational institutions existing in 
Government and private sectors fail to maintain hostels in and around their 
campuses in the State. Therefore, they usually depend on inaccessible social 
welfare hostels which are generally far away from their educational institutions 
for their accommodation . They face difficulties while application and 
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sanctioning  of hostel seats, claiming  scholarships and other educational 
concessions. 
 
Issues with Communication: 
Communication is severe challenge in case of students with hearing and visually 
impaired in inclusive class rooms. Most of the teachers fail to establish proper 
communication with them and understand their requirements. Comprehensive 
learning is not possible due to lack of Sign language interpreters in higher 
learning institutions. Arranging interpreter services is major economic burden 
on hearing impaired students. Teaching with electronic devices is not properly 
reachable to visually impaired students (Suja Kurian & Samuel, 2019) 
 
Academic barriers: 
(AMBATI, 2017)demonstrated that students with visual impairment have been 
facing academic barriers due to inappropriate learning resources, lack of 
experienced teachers  to discuss and to understand their special needs and their 
problems in educational institutions.  
 
Lack of Individualization: 
 Some funding schemes rely on pre-set categories and labels, and emphasize 
student "weakness" rather than strength. Suspension and expulsion policies are 
at times rigidly applied and do not take into account a student's individual 
circumstances. At all levels of education, there needs to be a greater recognition 
of the context in which discrimination occurs. 
 
Negative Attitudes and Stereotypes: 
Students with Special needs continue to face negative attitudes and stereotypes 
in their higher educational institutions. Lack of knowledge about abilities of the 
disabled and sensitivity to disability issues on the part of some staff and students 
can make it difficult for them to access educational opportunities and services 
equally. 
 
Suggestions 
The following suggestions are made to address the above discussed challenges 
experiencing  by students with special needs and to create an inclusive 
environment in higher educational institutions. 
(1) The existing higher educational policies, programmes and schemes are to be 

evaluated keeping in view of Rights of Persons with Disabilities Act, 2016  
in order to ensure quality, equity, and accessibility for students with special 
needs in higher educational institutions. 
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(2) Every higher educational institution should set up special assistance cell/ 
equity and equal opportunity cell with standard and obligatory guidelines to 
look into the academic and social issues of students with disabilities and to 
support them right from first day of their joining. 

(3) The subsequent Governments should frame proper guidelines and 
responsibility should be fixed on higher educational institutions to be more 
proactive for creating barrier free inclusive and enabling environment for 
students with disabilities. 

(4) the governments should provide adequate funds, resources for training of 
faculty and other staff members  to implement effective special needs 
curriculum and to adopt advanced Technology integration to promote an 
inclusive and enabling learning environment to assist students with 
disabilities. 

(5) Faculty members should be encouraged to take part in disability related 
workshops, seminars, conferences, short-term training programmes to 
enhance their teaching competence. 

(6) The Governments should initiate measures for designing teaching learning 
process innovatively to anticipate needs of students with disabilities. 

(7) Academic adjustments should be provided as needed by students with 
specific disabilities. 

(8) The higher educational institutions are ensure to provide universal design of 
learning, using audio-visual materials in the classrooms such as projectors, 
slides, videos, posters, films and any other useful teaching-learning 
technology tools for instructional delivery. 

(9) Students with special needs should be ensure to provide readers, note takers, 
sign language interpreters, accessible classrooms, assistive devices, disabled 
friendly Labs and libraries,  open/closed captioned videos/films, need based 
and flexible syllabus with multiple options. 

(10) Visually impaired/low vision students should be provided assistive 
devices such as laptops/desk tops with screen readers, accessible scanners, 
voice recorders, low vision devices and document conversion services such 
as Braille, large print, tape, digitalization of text books on free of cost. 

(11) The institutions should promote social acceptance for students with 
disabilities among faculties and students without disabilities. 

(12) Students without disabilities must be encouraged to use peer group 
teaching method to co-operate and support with students with disabilities. 

(13) The women empowerment cells should give due importance to issues 
related to female students with disabilities. 

(14) Examination system should be modified according to the specific 
special needs of each category of students with disabilities and strict 
common guide lines for all higher learning institutions should be issued. 
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(15) Good quality, market based, e-learning courses and Internet schools 
need to set up. 

(16) The potential of ICT should be fully utilized to enhance the quality of 
education among students with special needs. 

(17) Extra Scholarships should be provided to those meritorious students 
with disabilities and encourage their abilities. 

(18) The subsequent Governments should make use of mass media as good 
source for disability sensitization and to create awareness among public 
about the conditions of disabled students and to ensure a quality higher 
education for them.  

 
Conclusions 
It is the need of the hour that the subsequent Governments should design 
programmes and schemes for students with special needs to attain them 
academic, social successes and to ensure their overall development. The higher 
learning institutions should promote an inclusive learning environment and 
strive to bring about greater participation, democracy, equity, equality and 
emancipation for all including students with disabilities. It is worth mentioning 
that Assistive devices and equipment can significantly help students with 
disabilities to become independent in education and daily activities. Society 
generally undermines the potentials of a person with disability. But It is the 
need of the hour the society should be able to understand the person’s ability 
rather than disability and help them resolve their educational issues and to 
include them in inclusive growth. 
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